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NUMERICAL MODELLING OF ROWS OF DISCRETE PILES USED TO STABILISE 

LANDSLIDES UNDER LONG-TERM CONDITIONS  

Deng Pan 

A literature review found no rigorous solution for the ultimate lateral pile-soil pressure (  
 ) in a 

soil characterised by a frictional failure criterion, and that the popular empirical methods to 

estimate   
  give profiles with depth that differ significantly. Most existing solutions for the 

lateral pile capacity in a group are for soil characterised by an undrained shear strength failure 

condition. 

 

Plane strain and constant overburden finite difference analyses (in FLAC
3D

) were used to model 

flow of soil around a pile but did not appear to give sensible solutions for a frictional soil. The 

ultimate pile-soil line load from three-dimensional analysis in FLAC
3D

 behaved as physically 

expected; passive wedges formed close to the surface giving lower normalised resistance than at 

greater depths. A number of parametric analyses were carried out using the three-dimensional 

model to investigate the variation in the ultimate pile-soil line load with the soil strength and 

pile-soil interface strength. Larger values of initial earth pressure coefficient K0 led to enhanced 

values of   
  and the mechanisms for this was further investigated by analysing the soil stresses 

mobilised around the pile as the soil was pushed with the pile. 

 

Limit equilibrium pile failure mechanisms were developed from conditions of force and 

moment equilibrium for the pile based on failure in the soil. Pile limit equilibrium conditions 

were determined for three failure modes to understand the relationships between pile shear force, 

bending moment and pile embedment length ratio. Three-dimensional numerical (FLAC
3D

) 

models were used to verify the limit equilibrium failure mechanisms. The limit equilibrium 

equations were found to provide unconservative predictions for the force that the pile can 

provide to stabilise a slope, compared with the FLAC
3D

 analysis. The program Alp (which 

models the pile as a beam on springs) gave results that were close to the limit equilibrium 

calculations. Three-dimensional FLAC
3D

 models were modified to investigate the conditions 

over which the derived limit equilibrium pile failure mechanisms could reasonably be applied.  

 

The centre-to-centre pile spacing was varied from 1 d to 10 d, where d is the diameter of the pile, 

to understand the pile-soil interaction for a row of piles using the FLAC
3D

 model. When the pile 

spacing was less than 2 d, the pile stabilising force was the same as for a solid retaining wall. 

Beyond about 4 d, the piles were found to act individually.  
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separation of ‘remote’ boundaries normal to the pile row) (From Durrani 2006). 

Figure 3.16. Variation of equivalent pressure on pile with normalised soil displacement (    ⁄ ) 

for two-dimensional plane strain analyses at 1.5 m depth in soil (  
         , 

      ,       )  (From Durrani 2006). 

 

Figure 4.1. Normalised distributions of limiting pile-soil line load with depth, calculated using 

empirical and theoretical approaches for soil strength    = 20° and a zero strength 

pile-soil interface. 

Figure 4.2. FLAC
3D

 pile model. (a) Pile position, before lateral loading. (b) Pile position, after 

lateral loading, as plotted exaggerated. 

Figure 4.3. A horizontal pile section representing shear stress in x-direction of an element in 

FLAC
3D

. 

Figure 4.4. A horizontal pile section representing normal stress in z-direction of an element in 

FLAC
3D

. 

Figure 4.5. The location of interface elements between pile and soil in FLAC
3D

 mesh. 

Figure 4.6. Distribution of representative areas to interface nodes (ITASCA, 2009). 

Figure 4.7. Schematic plot of pile-soil system with interface between them. 

Figure 4.8. Element dimension used in stiffness calculation (From ITASCA, 2009). 

Figure 4.9. Pile meshes. (a) Full pile mesh. (b) Half pile mesh used in the analyses. 

Figure 4.10. Schematic plot of a laterally loaded pile. 
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Figure 4.11. Variation of pile deflection with number of tiers in vertical direction. 

Figure 4.12. Variation of pile shear force with number of tiers in vertical direction. 

Figure 4.13. Variation of pile bending moment with number of tiers in vertical direction 

Figure 4.14.  Typical FLAC
3D

 mesh and interface elements for three-dimensional analyses. . (a) 

Full view shown prior to the pile and soil sections were moved into contact (The 

actual dimension of the model shown is 20 m long × 5 m wide × 10.0 m high). (b) 

Vertical section of the three-dimensional model near the pile (The actual dimension 

of the model shown is 20 m long × 5 m wide × 10.0 m high). (c) Plan view of the 

three-dimensional model showing radial elements near the pile. 

Figure 4.15.  Plan views of the mesh used to model different boundary distances in FLAC
3D

. (a) 

7 d boundary distance. (b) 10 d boundary distance. (c) 15 d boundary distance. 

Figure 4.16.  Variation of pile deflection with the length of the mesh, X, for a full strength pile-

soil interface. 

Figure 4.17.  Variation of pile shear force with the length of the mesh, X, for a full strength pile-

soil interface. 

Figure 4.18.  Variation of pile bending moment with the length of the mesh, X, for a full 

strength pile-soil interface. 

Figure 4.19.  Variation of pile-soil line load with the length of the mesh, X, for a full strength 

pile-soil interface. 

Figure 4.20.  Variation of normalised pile-soil line load with the length of the mesh, X, for a full 

strength pile-soil interface. 

Figure 4.21.  Variation of pile deflection with the length of the mesh, X, for a zero strength pile-

soil interface. 

Figure 4.22.  Variation of pile shear force with the length of the mesh, X, for a zero strength 

pile-soil interface. 

Figure 4.23.  Variation of pile bending moment with the length of the mesh, X, for a zero 

strength pile-soil interface. 

Figure 4.24.  Variation of pile-soil line load with the length of the mesh, X, for a zero strength 

pile-soil interface. 

Figure 4.25.  Variation of normalised pile-soil line load with the length of the mesh, X, for a 

zero strength pile-soil interface. 

Figure 4.26.  Normalised lateral pile-soil line load developed from applying boundary soil 

movements of 400 mm and 800 mm. 

Figure 4.27.  Normalised pile deflection with depth in models run under the FLAC
3D

 small and 

large strain formulation with applied boundary soil movements of 190 mm and 400 

mm. 
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Figure 4.28.  Normalised pile shear force with depth in models run under the FLAC
3D

 small and 

large strain formulation with applied boundary soil movements of 190 mm and 400 

mm. 

Figure 4.29.  Normalised pile bending moment with depth in models run under the FLAC
3D

 

small and large strain formulation with applied boundary soil movements of 190 

mm and 400 mm. 

Figure 4.30.  Ultimate pile-soil line load with depth in models run under the FLAC
3D

 small and 

large strain formulation with applied boundary soil movements of 190 mm and 400 

mm.. 

Figure 4.31.  Normalised pile-soil line load with depth in models run under the FLAC
3D

 small 

and large strain formulation with applied boundary soil movements of 190 mm and 

400 mm. 

Figure 4.32.  Monitoring locations on the pile perimeter. 

Figure 4.33.  Stresses in x-direction, equal to the sum of normal and shear stress components in 

x-direction, on the pile perimeter at an applied boundary soil displacement of 400 

mm. 

Figure 4.34.  Normal stresses in x-direction on the pile perimeter at an applied boundary soil 

displacement of 400 mm. 

Figure 4.35.  Shear stress in x-direction on the pile perimeter at an applied boundary soil 

displacement of 400 mm. 

Figure 4.36.  Normalised stresses in x-direction, equal to the sum of normal and shear stress 

components in x-direction, on the pile perimeter with applying boundary soil 

displacement of 400 mm. 

Figure 4.37.  Normalised normal stresses in x-direction on the pile perimeter at an applied 

boundary soil displacement of 400 mm. 

Figure 4.38.  Normalised shear stresses in x-direction on the pile perimeter at an applied 

boundary soil displacement of 400 mm. 

Figure 4.39.  Variation of pile-soil line load with soil boundary displacement at an applied 

boundary soil displacement of 300 mm. (a) Pile-soil line load at 0 m, 0.5m, 1 m, 

1.5 m, 2 m, 2.5m, 3 m, 3.5 m, 4 m, 4.5 m and 5 m below ground with a boundary 

soil displacement of 300 mm.(b) Pile-soil line load at 5.5 m, 6m, 6.5 m, 7 m, 7.5 m, 

8 m, 8.5 m, 9 m, 9.5 m and 10 m below ground with a boundary soil displacement 

of 300 mm. 

Figure 4.40.  Variation of normalised pile-soil line load with normalised soil boundary 

displacement at an applied boundary soil displacement of 300 mm. 
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Figure 4.41.  Normalised pile-soil line load with increasing normalised soil boundary 

displacement (to a maximum boundary soil displacement of 300 mm) from plane 

strain, constant overburden and three-dimensional analyses at 10 m depth from 

ground surface. 

Figure 4.42.  Normalised ultimate lateral pile-soil line load developed within plane strain, 

constant overburden, and full three-dimensional numerical analyses. 

 

Figure 5.1.  Variation in pile behaviour with earth pressure coefficient for full strength pile-soil 

interface. (a) Variation of normalised pile deflections with earth pressure 

coefficient. (b) Variation of normalised pile shear force with earth pressure 

coefficient. (c) Variation of normalised pile bending moment with earth pressure 

coefficient. (d) Variation of pile-soil line load with earth pressure coefficient. (e) 

Variation of normalised pile-soil line load with earth pressure coefficient. 

Figure 5.2.  Variation in pile behaviour with earth pressure coefficient for zero strength pile soil 

interface. (a) Variation of normalised pile deflection with earth pressure coefficient. 

(b) Variation of normalised pile shear force with earth pressure coefficient. (c) 

Variation of normalised pile bending moment with earth pressure coefficient. (d) 

Variation of pile-soil line load with earth pressure coefficient. (e) Variation of 

normalised pile-soil line load with earth pressure coefficient. 

Figure 5.3.  Variation in pile behaviour with the friction angle of the pile-soil interface. (a)  

Variation of normalised pile deflection with the friction angle of the interface. (b) 

Variation of normalised pile shear force with the friction angle of the interface. (c) 

Variation of normalised pile bending moment with the friction angle of the 

interface. (d) Variation of pile-soil line load with the friction angle of the interface. 

(e) Variation of normalised pile-soil line load with the friction angle of the 

interface. 

Figure 5.4.  Variation of pile behaviour with the pile stiffness. (a) Variation of normalised pile 

deflection with the pile stiffness. (b) Variation of normalised pile shear force with 

the pile stiffness. (c)  Variation of normalised pile bending moment with the pile 

stiffness. (d) Variation of pile-soil line load with the pile stiffness. (e) Variation of 

pile normalised pile-soil line load with the pile stiffness. 

Figure 5.5.  Variation of pile behaviour with the soil internal friction angle. (a) Variation of 

normalised pile deflection with the soil internal friction angle. (b) Variation of 

normalised pile shear force with the soil internal friction angle. (c) Variation of 

normalised pile bending moment with the soil internal friction angle. (d) Variation 
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of pile-soil line load with the soil internal friction angle.(e) Variation of normalised 

pile-soil line load with the soil internal friction angle. 

Figure 5.6.  Variation of normalised ultimate pile-soil line load with the different effective 

frictional angle.  

Figure 5.7.  Variation of pile behaviour with the pile length. (a) Variation of normalised pile 

deflection with pile length. (b) Variations of normalised pile shear force with pile 

length. (c) Variations of normalised pile bending moment with pile length. (d) 

Variation of pile-soil line load with pile length. (e) Variations of normalised pile-

soil line load with pile length. 

Figure 5.8. Profiles of normalised limiting pile-soil line load plotted with normalised depth, 

showing the profiles obtained from the finite difference analyses and empirical and 

theoretical approaches, for    = 20, and (a) zero strength pile-soil interface, and (b) 

full strength pile-soil interface. 

Figure 5.9. Profiles of normalised limiting pile-soil line load plotted with normalised depth, 

showing the profiles obtained from the finite difference analyses and empirical and 

theoretical approaches, and (a) full strength pile-soil interface for    = 30, and (b) 

full strength pile-soil interface for    = 40. 

 

Figure 6.1. Variation of normalised pile displacement for earth pressure coefficient of 1.0 with 

zero strength pile-soil interface at different boundary soil displacements. 

Figure 6.2.  Variation of normalised pile shear force for earth pressure coefficient of 1.0 with 

zero strength pile-soil interface at different boundary soil displacements. 

Figure 6.3.  Variation of normalised pile bending moment for earth pressure coefficient of 1.0 

with zero strength pile-soil interface at different boundary soil displacements. 

Figure 6.4.  Variation of lateral pile-soil line load for earth pressure coefficient of 1.0 with zero 

strength pile-soil interface at different boundary soil displacements. 

Figure 6.5.  Variation of normalised pile lateral pile-soil line load for earth pressure coefficient 

of 1.0 with zero strength pile-soil interface at different boundary soil displacements. 

Figure 6.6. (a) Monitoring locations on either side of pile, (b) Sign convention for positive 

stress-components (From ITASCA, 2009). 

Figure 6.7. Normalised soil stresses in front of the pile for earth pressure coefficient of 1.0 with 

zero strength pile-soil interface in the monitoring location at an applied boundary 

soil displacement of 800 mm. 

Figure 6.8. Normalised soil stresses at the rear of the pile for earth pressure coefficient of 1.0 

with zero strength pile-soil interface in the monitoring location at an applied 

boundary soil displacement of 800 mm. 
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Figure 6.9.  Monitoring locations surrounding the pile. 

Figure 6.10. Soil stresses around the pile at a series of monitoring location for earth pressure 

coefficient of 1.0 with zero strength pile-soil interface at an applied boundary soil 

displacement of 800 mm. 

Figure 6.11. (a) Soil stress at a series of monitoring locations ratio around the pile for an earth 

pressure coefficient of 1.0 with zero strength pile-soil interface in the monitoring 

location at an applied boundary soil displacement of 800 mm. (b) Soil failure 

mechanism in the horizontal plane around pile. 

Figure 6.12. Normalised soil shear stresses for a series of monitoring points in front of the pile 

for earth pressure coefficient K0=1.0 with zero strength pile-soil interface and at an 

applied boundary soil displacement of 800 mm. 

Figure 6.13. Normalised soil shear stresses for a series of monitoring points at the rear of the 

pile for earth pressure coefficient K0 =1.0 with zero strength pile-soil interface and 

at an applied boundary soil displacement of 800 mm. 

Figure 6.14. Soil shear direction in front of pile for earth pressure coefficient K0 =1.0 with zero 

strength pile-soil interface in the monitoring location at an applied boundary soil 

displacement of 800 mm. 

Figure 6.15. Soil shear direction at the rear of pile for earth pressure coefficient K0 =1.0 with 

zero strength pile-soil interface in the monitoring location at an applied boundary 

soil displacement of 800 mm. 

Figure 6.16. (a) Soil column in front of pile for earth pressure coefficient K0 =1.0 with zero 

strength pile-soil interface. (b) shear stress distribution along the depth. 

Figure 6.17. Variation of normalised pile displacement for different earth pressure coefficients 

with zero strength pile-soil interface at 800 mm and 1,200 mm boundary soil 

displacements. 

Figure 6.18. Variation of normalised pile shear force for different earth pressure coefficients 

with zero strength pile-soil interface at 800 mm and 1,200 mm boundary soil 

displacements. 

Figure 6.19. Variation of normalised pile bending moment for different earth pressure 

coefficients with zero strength pile-soil interface at 800 mm and 1,200 mm 

boundary soil displacements. 

Figure 6.20. Variation of lateral pile-soil line load for different earth pressure coefficients with 

zero strength pile-soil interface at 800 mm and 1,200 mm boundary soil 

displacements. 
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Figure 6.21. Variation of normalised lateral pile-soil line load for different earth pressure 

coefficients with zero strength pile-soil interface at 800 mm and 1,200 mm 

boundary soil displacements. 

Figure 6.22. Normalised soil stresses in front of pile at a series of monitoring points for earth 

pressure coefficient 1.5 with zero strength pile-soil interface and at an applied 

boundary soil displacement of 800 mm. 

Figure 6.23. Soil stresses at rear of pile at a series of monitoring points for earth pressure 

coefficient 1.5 with zero strength pile-soil interface and at an applied boundary soil 

displacement of 800 mm. 

Figure 6.24. Soil stresses at a series of monitoring locations around the pile for an earth pressure 

coefficient of K0 = 1.5 with zero strength pile-soil interface and at an applied 

boundary soil displacement of 800 mm. 

Figure 6.25. Soil stress ratio at a series of monitoring locations around the pile for an earth 

pressure coefficient of K0 = 1.5 with zero strength pile-soil interface and at an 

applied boundary soil displacement of 800 mm. 

Figure 6.26. Soil shear stresses at a series of monitoring points in front of the pile for earth 

pressure coefficient K0 = 1.5 with zero strength pile-soil interface and at an applied 

boundary soil displacement of 800 mm. 

Figure 6.27. Soil shear stresses at a series of monitoring points at the rear of the pile for earth 

pressure coefficient K0 = 1.5 with zero strength pile-soil interface and at an applied 

boundary soil displacement of 800 mm. 

Figure 6.28. Pile stabilising force on the slip surface against boundary soil displacement for 

different initial earth pressure coefficient with zero strength pile-soil interface. 

 

Figure 7.1. Scheme of the problem. 

Figure 7.2. Failure Mode A. 

Figure 7.3. Failure Mode B. 

Figure 7.4. Failure Mode C. 

Figure 7.5. Normalized (a) maximum shear force     and (b) bending moment    at the sliding 

surface, at failure for Mode A. 

Figure 7.6. Profiles of (a) shear force T and (b) bending moment M on pile at the sliding surface, 

at failure for Mode A. 

Figure 7.7. Normalised (a) maximum shear force    and (b) bending moment    at the sliding 

surface, at failure for Mode B. 

Figure 7.8. Profiles of (a) shear force T and (b) bending moment M on the pile at failure for 

Mode B. 
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Figure 7.9. Normalised (a) maximum shear force    and (b) bending moment    at the sliding 

surface, at failure for Mode C. 

Figure 7.10. Profiles of (a) shear force T and (b) bending moment M on pile at the sliding 

surface, at failure for Mode C. 

Figure 7.11. Normalised stabilising shear force        and normalised bending moment        at 

the sliding surface, at failure for Mode A, B and C: (a) unit weight ratio equal to 

1.5, (b) differing unit weight ratio . 

Figure 7.12. Typical geometry of FLAC
3D

 mesh, where    is height of the unstable layer and    

is the pile length embedded in the stable layer. 

Figure 7.13. Normalised lateral pile-soil line load developed with applied boundary soil 

movement of 400 mm and 800 mm. 

Figure 7.14. FLAC
3D

 mesh used to investigate the accuracy of sliding plane interface. (a) 

Interface location, (b) contours of vertical stress after initial equilibrium of the 

model. 

Figure 7.15. Mesh deformation in large strain for zero strength sliding surface. 

Figure 7.16. Mesh deformation in large strain mode for full strength sliding surface. 

Figure 7.17. History of the x-direction displacement at (0,0,-5) for zero strength slip surface. 

The x-axis gives the number of calculation steps taken by the program, which 

translates to a soil movement of 0.35 m by multiplying the number of steps by the 

velocity 1×10
7
 m/step. The y-axis is the x-direction displacement with a unit of m. 

Figure 7.18. Soil movement along a vertical profile through the centre of the mesh. 

Figure 7.19. Variation of normalised displacement for failure mode A at different boundary soil 

displacements. 

Figure 7.20. Variation of normalised shear force for failure mode A at different boundary soil 

displacements. 

Figure 7.21. Variation of normalised bending moment for failure mode A at different boundary 

soil displacements. 

Figure 7.22. Variation of normalised lateral pile-soil line load for failure mode A at different 

boundary soil displacements. 

Figure 7.23. Variation of normalised displacement for failure mode B at different boundary soil 

displacements. 

Figure 7.24. Variation of normalised shear force for failure mode B at different boundary soil 

displacements. 

Figure 7.25. Variation of normalised bending moment for failure mode B at different boundary 

soil displacements. 
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Figure 7.26. Variation of normalised lateral pile-soil line load for failure mode B at different 

boundary soil displacements. 

Figure 7.27. Variation of normalised displacement for failure mode C at different boundary soil 

displacements. 

Figure 7.28. Variation of normalised shear force for failure mode C at different boundary soil 

displacements. 

Figure 7.29. Variation of normalised bending moment for failure mode C at different boundary 

soil displacements. 

Figure 7.30. Variation of normalised lateral pile-soil line load for failure mode C at different 

boundary soil displacements. 

Figure 7.31. Vector plots of soil displacement for the plane through the front face of the model. 

(a) Mode A at the base of the pile, (b) Mode B close to the sliding surface, and (c) 

Mode C close to the ground surface. 

Figure 7.32. Development of normalised shear force at the slip surface with normalised pile top 

displacement. Data points are plotted at intervals of boundary displacement of 100 

mm (0.1 d) 

Figure 7.33. Elastic-plastic soil model from OASYS (2010) 

Figure 7.34. Normalised passive limiting force displacement relationship from FLAC
3D

 

modelling, and linear and non-linear elastic-plastic soil model in Alp calculation. 
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Figure 7.36. Variation of normalised shear force for failure model B with specified Alp model. 

Figure 7.37. Variation of normalised bending moment for failure model B with specified Alp 

model.  

Figure 7.38. Variation of normalised lateral pile-soil line load for failure model B with specified 

Alp model. 

Figure 7.39. (a) Normalised lateral pile-soil line load, and (b) the vertical shear force around the 

pile after 400 mm of boundary soil movement. (c) the vertical soil displacement 

around the pile after 400 mm of boundary soil movement.  

Figure 7.40. (a) Directions of vertical soil displacement around the pile assumptions for Mode B 

based on expected active and passive zones, where ‘a’ and ‘b’ denote the active 

and passive pressure applied on the pile. (b) Direction of vertical soil displacement 

around the pile in FLAC
3D

 analysis after 400 mm of boundary soil movement.  

 

Figure 8.1.  Variation of normalised displacement for failure Mode B at different boundary soil 

displacements. 
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Figure 8.2.  Variation of normalised shear force for failure Mode B at different boundary soil 

displacements. 

Figure 8.3.  Variation of normalised bending moment for failure Mode B at different boundary 

soil displacements. 

Figure 8.4.  Variation of normalised lateral pile-soil line load for failure Mode B at different 

boundary soil displacements. 

Figure 8.5.  Variation of normalised displacement for failure Mode C at different boundary soil 

displacements. 
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Figure 8.7.  Variation of normalised bending moment for failure Mode C at different boundary 
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boundary soil displacements. 

Figure 8.9.  Geometry of FLAC
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Figure 8.10.  Variation of normalised displacement for scaled failure Mode B at different 
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Figure 8.11.  Variation of normalised shear force for scaled failure Mode B at different 

boundary soil displacements. 
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Figure 8.19.  Variation of normalised displacement for different slip surface strengths in failure 

mode B at 400 mm boundary soil displacements. 

Figure 8.20.  Variation of normalised shear force for different slip surface strengths in failure 

mode B at 400 mm boundary soil displacements. 
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Figure 8.21.  Variation of normalised bending moment for different slip surface strengths in 

failure mode B at 400 mm boundary soil displacements. 

Figure 8.22.  Variation of normalised lateral pile-soil line load for different slip surface 

strengths in failure mode B at 400 mm boundary soil displacements. 

Figure 8.23.  Soil movement measured at 5 m distance in the y-direction from the pile centre for 

a boundary soil displacement of 400 mm. 

Figure 8.24. Development of normalised pile shear force at the slip surface with normalised pile 

top displacement. Data points are plotted at intervals of boundary displacement of 

100 mm (0.1d). 

Figure 8.25. Three-dimensional views of FLAC
3D

 mesh for a 18° slope angle. 

Figure 8.26. Geometry of FLAC
3D

 mesh for a 12° slope angle. 

Figure 8.27. Geometry of FLAC
3D

 mesh for a 18° slope angle. 

Figure 8.28.  Variation of normalised displacement for a 12° slope angle in failure Mode B at 

different boundary soil displacements. 

Figure 8.29.  Variation of normalised shear force for a 12° slope angle in failure Mode B at 

different boundary soil displacements. 

Figure 8.30.  Variation of normalised bending moment for a 12° slope angle in failure Mode B 
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Mode B at different boundary soil displacements. 

Figure 8.32.  Variation of normalised displacement for a 18° slope angle in failure Mode B at 

different boundary soil displacements. 

Figure 8.33.  Variation of normalised shear force for a 18° slope angle in failure Mode B at 

different boundary soil displacements. 

Figure 8.34.  Variation of normalised bending moment for a 18° slope angle in failure Mode B 

at different boundary soil displacements. 
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at 400 mm boundary soil displacements 

Figure 8.37.  Variation of normalised shear force for different slope angles in failure Mode B at 

400 mm boundary soil displacements. 

Figure 8.38.  Variation of normalised bending moment for different slope angles in failure 

Mode B at 400 mm boundary soil displacements. 

Figure 8.39.  Variation of normalised lateral pile-soil line load for different slope angles in 

failure Mode B at 400 mm boundary soil displacements. 
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Figure 9.1.  Geometry of FLAC
3D

 mesh surrounding the pile in plan view, (a) mesh used in 

Chapter 4 analyses, (b) modified mesh developed for group pile analyses. 

Figure 9.2.  Geometry of FLAC
3D

 mesh for group pile analysis in plan view. 

Figure 9.3.  Geometry of FLAC
3D

 mesh for group pile in a single row at     ⁄   . 

Figure 9.4.  Variation of normalised displacement for rows of piles of different centre-to-centre 

pile spacings at 400 mm boundary soil displacement. 

Figure 9.5.  Variation of normalised shear force for rows of piles of different centre-to-centre 

pile spacings at 400 mm boundary soil displacement. 

Figure 9.6.  Variation of normalised bending moment for rows of piles of different centre-to-

centre pile spacings at 400 mm boundary soil displacement. 

Figure 9.7.  Variation of lateral pile-soil line load for rows of piles of different centre-to-centre 

pile spacings at 400 mm boundary soil displacement. 

Figure 9.8.  Variation of normalised lateral pile-soil line load for rows of piles of different 

centre-to-centre pile spacings at 400 mm boundary soil displacement. 

Figure 9.9.  Contours of x-displacement for piles in a single row, (a) at    ⁄    , (b) at 

   ⁄   , label values are in metres. These are given for a boundary displacement 

of (a) 700 mm and (b) 400 mm. The length and height of the mesh are 20 m and 10 

m. 

Figure 9.10.  Contours of z-displacement for piles in a single row, (a) at    ⁄   , (b) at 

   ⁄   , label values are in metres. These are given for a boundary displacement 

of (a) 700 mm and (b) 400 mm. The length and height of the mesh are 20 m and 10 

m. 

Figure 9.11.  Variation of soil pressure for boundary AA’ after 400 mm boundary soil 

displacement (AA’ is the displaced boundary in Fig. 9.2). 

Figure 9.12.  Variation of soil pressure for boundary BB’ after 400 mm boundary soil 

displacement (BB’ is the reaction boundary in Fig. 9.2). 

Figure 9.13.  x-displacement at 6 m below ground surface for    = 2 d after 700 mm boundary 

soil displacement, (a) vectors in x-direction, (b) contours of x-displacement, label 

values are in metre. 

Figure 9.14.  x-displacement at 6 m below ground surface for    = 3 d after 400 mm boundary 

soil displacement, (a) vectors in x-direction, (b) vectors in x-direction after 400 mm 

boundary soil movement is subtracted, (c) contour of x-displacement, label values 

are in metre. 
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Figure 9.15.  x-displacement at 6 m below ground surface for    = 4 d after 400 mm boundary 

soil displacement, (a) vectors in x-direction, (b) vectors in x-direction after 400 mm 

boundary soil movement is subtracted. 

Figure 9.16.  x-displacement at 6 m below ground surface for     = 10 d after 400 mm boundary 

soil displacement, (a) vectors in x-direction, (b) vectors in x-direction after 400 mm 

boundary soil movement is subtracted. 

Figure 9.17.  Active and passive pressure distribution on a solid retaining wall. 

Figure 9.18.  Normalised stabilising force per metre run along pile row against normalized pile 

spacing. 

Figure 9.19.  Pile-soil pressure per metre run of soil along the direction of the pile. (a) Lateral 

pile-soil line load per metre. (b) Normalised lateral pile-soil line load per metre. 

Figure 9.20.  Pile capacity per pile against normalised pile spacing. 

Figure 9.21.  Normalised stabilising force per metre run along pile row against normalised pile 

spacing for different effective angles of shear resistance. 

 

Figure 10.1.  Site plane of Lloyd’s cottage landslide (From Kanagasabai, 2010). 
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Notation 

 

Abbreviations 

BSD           boundary soil displacement 

FLAC
3D

     Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua in Three Dimensions 

ML            monitoring location  

 

Symbols 

c           cohesion for the soil 

   soil-wall friction angle for retaining wall  

   effective angle of shearing resistance for the soil 

    
  strength of pile-soil interface in FLAC

3D
 analysis 

     
  strength of slip plane in FLAC

3D
 analysis 

  
          vertical effective stress  

           sum of the vertical pressures of all surcharges above the level being considered in Alp 

            angle subtended at centre of the pile by radius to monitoring point 

   shear stress 

υp Poisson’s ratio of the pile 

 ’  effective unit weight of soil 

   unit weight of soil 

 w  unit weight of water 

   equal to     ⁄  

  Poisson’s ratio 

A cross-sectional area of the pile 
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d pile diameter 

Db soil boundary displacements 

Ds soil stresses monitoring points distant from the pile centre 

E elastic Young’s modulus 

Ep Young’s modulus of the pile 

Es Young’s modulus of the soil 

          factor generally taken between about 0.6 and 1.0 in Alp 

Fp passive limiting force in Alp 

g acceleration due to gravity 

G elastic shear modulus in FLAC 

            distance between the midpoint of the elements immediately above and below the pile 

              node under consideration in Alp 

Ip second moment of area of the pile 

K elastic bulk modulus in FLAC 

KAlp elastic spring constant in Alp 

Kc         passive resistance coefficient for the cohesive component of the soil 

K0 coefficient of earth pressure at rest 

Ka         active earth pressure coefficient 

Kp         passive earth pressure coefficient 

KR pile flexibility factor 

l1 pile length in the unstable soil layer (defined in Fig. 7.1) 

l2 pile length embedded in the stable soil layer (defined in Fig. 7.1) 

l pile length, equal to l1 plus l2 

M pile bending moment 
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MA, B,C maximum calculable bending moment using derived equations for modes  

 A, B and C 

   lateral pile-soil pressure 

  
  active force acting on the solid retaining wall at depth z  

  
  passive force acting on the solid retaining wall at depth z 

   
  net force acting on a solid retaining wall (unit: kN per metre length of wall) 

  
  ultimate lateral pile-soil pressure 

    
  stabilising force provided by discrete piles per metre run of soil along the direction of  

             the pile row 

S pile stiffness factor 

sp centre-to-centre pile spacing 

T pile shear force 

TA, B, C maximum calculable shear force developed for each of the modes of pile failure 

u pore water pressure 

V applied boundary velocity in FLAC
3D

 

w  uniformly distributed load per unit length 

x  pile lateral deflection 

x1  depth below ground level on the Mode B pile,            

x3  depth below ground level on the Mode B pile,             

y lateral pile displacement 

  
  pile top displacement 

z depth below the ground surface 

zs           surface level in Alp 





Chapter 1 

Introduction 
 

 

 

1.1 Background and Aims 

1.1.1 Background 

Infrastructure slopes often use piles either as an improvement to enable soft soil foundations to 

support the vertical load or installed through the crest or mid-slope to restrain lateral movement. 

For embankments and cuttings, they may be used as a remedial measure to support the slope 

and prevent it from sliding (Carder and Barker, 2005a). The piles are normally under lateral 

loading in this condition, and are generally installed in lines along the slope to act in a similar 

fashion to a retaining wall.  

 

Research on laterally loaded piles has focused mainly on the undrained condition. Work has 

been carried out to understand the pile-soil interaction for undrained clay (Carder and Barker, 

2005b; Kanagasabai et al., 2010). Undrained soil behaviour assumes rapid loading and the 

generation of excess pore water pressure, and for a uniform undrained shear strength, the soil 

reaction is assumed to be uniformly distributed along the pile. The undrained ultimate pile-soil 

pressure is well established by model testing, field monitoring and theoretical solutions (Broms, 

1964b; Randolph and Houlsby, 1984). Failure mechanisms for a pile that is passively loaded in 

an undrained soil have been established using the limit equilibrium method (Viggiani, 1981). 

With the development of modern computer technology, numerical analyses have also been used 

to check and develop the understanding of failure mechanisms for a pile pushed laterally into an 

undrained clay (Bransby and Springman, 1996; Chen and Martin, 2002; Kanagasabai et al., 

2010). 
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In practice, the perfect undrained and drained conditions do not often occur. More commonly, 

both the slope and the interaction between pile and soil may be subjected to saturated or 

unsaturated conditions, including variation of pore water pressure caused by climate change, 

rainfall, evapotranspiration, and be dependent on rates of loading and rates at which pore water 

pressures dissipate (dependent on clay permeability). Frank and Pouget (2008) showed the pile 

and soil displacements are significantly influenced by the variation of water pressure due to the 

rainfall by monitoring the behaviour of a slope (made of full consolidated clays) stabilising 

experimental pile in long-term condition (over 16 years). 

 

While slope failures may occur rapidly, they more normally move very slowly. If a row of piles 

is installed into soil to prevent sliding, loading between the pile and soil will develop slowly. 

Excess pore water pressures will not be generated or will dissipate quickly compared with the 

rate of loading, and the soil during the process is actually in the drained state. The difference in 

excess pore water pressure, between drained and undrained conditions, will alter the soil 

physical behaviour and the failure mechanism of the piles. It might be expected that more 

resistance can be mobilised in the drained case, although the soil structure interaction is more 

complex for the drained case than for the undrained.  

 

Previous research (Allison et al., 1991; Frank and Pouget, 2008; Smethurst and Powrie, 2007) 

has showed that most slopes fail in a long-term condition, rather than short-term state. In short-

term undrained conditions within a cutting slope, the unloading process generates negative or 

reduced pore water pressures and prevents the slope from failure. In the long-term drained 

condition, pore water pressure is recovered and reduced effective stress may cause slope failure; 

brittle clays may fail progressively exhibiting strain softening behaviour (Lupini et al., 1981; 

Skempton, 1964; Stark et al., 2005). Development of an understanding of the drained behaviour 

of slopes in London Clay started several decades ago (Chandler, 1984b; Delory, 1957). For 

cutting slopes, the drained condition is normally more critical than the undrained. Although 

landslides are sometimes rapid and catastrophic, movement is often more gradual – particularly 

in clay soils. Allison et al. (1991) showed the lateral load on piles within a London Clay slip 

developing over about 5 years. If the load on the stabilising pile develops sufficiently slowly, 

excess pore water pressures may not be generated at the interface between soil and pile even in 

fine-grained soils. Drained rather than undrained conditions will then also apply to the pile-soil 

interaction, and an effective stress analysis to determine the limiting lateral pile-soil pressure is 

appropriate. 
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There have been a number of studies using centrifuge modelling to investigate piles loaded 

laterally in sand (Barton and Finn, 1983; Georgiadis et al., 1992; Prasad and Chari, 1999). Most 

researchers have focused on developing equations to approximate the experimental distribution 

of pu with depth (Brinch Hansen, 1961; Broms, 1964b; Fleming et al., 2009; Meyerhof et al., 

1981; Zhang et al., 2005). Some empirical equations fitting the data have been used extensively, 

e.g., Broms (1964b) and Fleming et al. (1994). However, these distributions of   
  are based on 

test results from sand, with an effective angle of shearing resistance for the soil typically more 

than 40°, and may not be applicable to drained clay, for which the effective angle of shearing 

resistance for the soil is normally less 30°.  

 

As described earlier, a body of work has been carried out for laterally loaded piles in the 

undrained condition. However, the equivalent research needs to be carried out for the drained 

state. Because the ultimate pile-soil pressure on a lateral loaded pile in a frictional soil is a three-

dimensional and nonlinear problem, there is no rigorous analysis solution for it, based on 

plasticity theory. The magnitude and distribution of   
  have not been fully investigated for the 

drained condition. Owing to the different limiting soil behaviour in the drained case, pile failure 

modes corresponding to the Viggiani (1981) mechanisms for undrained behaviour, have not 

been established and verified. The effects of pile spacing and pile group action have not been 

investigated in the drained state either, particularly for passively loaded piles. Numerical 

analysis has been rarely used for exploring the drained case until now. The application of 

existing empirical equations will be verified for the drained clay in this thesis. 

 

1.1.2  Aims and Objectives  

Aim 

 To understand the ultimate pile-soil pressure and passively loaded pile failure 

mechanisms for landslide stabilising piles in a frictional soil. 

Objectives 

 To determine using numerical modelling in finite difference method FLAC
3D

 the 

ultimate lateral pile-soil limiting pressure for the drained case and compare the results 

with existing empirical equations. 
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 To determine the limit equilibrium failure mechanisms for piles under lateral loading 

for the drained condition. These will be analogous to the failure mechanisms given by 

Viggiani (1981) for the undrained case. 

 To model a pile stabilised slope using numerical analysis and use further developed pile 

model to validate the determined limit equilibrium failure mechanisms for a rigid pile in 

the drained condition. 

 To determine the optimal pile spacing for laterally loaded piles in the drained condition 

from the classical soil mechanics theory, and validate this spacing using a numerical 

model. 

 

1.2  Layout of the Thesis 

Chapter 2 – This chapter critically reviews the literature on the ultimate lateral pile-soil pressure 

for the long-term condition with reference to the limit equilibrium failure mechanism of piles in 

the short-term. The review also considers existing work on fundamental failure mechanisms for 

piles, including the impact of pile spacing. 

 

Chapter 3 – This chapter develops an understanding of pile-soil interaction using plane strain 

and constant overburden analyses within the finite difference program FLAC
3D

. It briefly 

introduces the FLAC program, and compares existing empirical solutions with the results from 

FLAC
3D

 plane strain and constant overburden stress analyses carried out under the drained 

condition. A parametric study is carried out for different soil depths below ground level. 

 

Chapter 4 – The ultimate pile-soil pressure on a laterally loaded pile in a frictional soil is 

investigated using a fully three-dimensional numerical model. The routines used to calculate 

parameters (pile displacement, pile shear force, pile bending moment and ultimate lateral pile-

soil line load) are carefully described. A detailed set of benchmark tests is used to verify the 

accuracy of numerical models, e.g. large and small strain, pile behaviour and boundary effects. 

The results are compared with those from plane strain and constant overburden stress analyses. 

 

Chapter 5 – A further careful parameter study, varying the initial earth pressure coefficient, soil 

strength interface roughness etc., is provided to investigate the ultimate pile-soil pressure 

distribution for piles in frictional soil. 
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Chapter 6 – The soil boundary is pushed further to make sure the ultimate pile-soil pressure 

obtained for the model with initial earth pressure coefficient K0 = 1.0 in Chapter 5. Further 

investigation on soil stresses around the pile is made to understand the soil failure mechanism 

for different initial earth pressure coefficient. 

 

Chapter 7 – Development of the limit equilibrium failure mechanism of piles for the drained 

condition. Interaction plots for different modes of failure are given. Three numerical models are 

built to investigate the derived limit equilibrium failure mechanism for landslide stabilising 

piles. 

 

Chapter 8 – The effect of pile flexibility, soil stiffness, scale modes, varying the strength of the 

interface between the sliding and stable strata, and of a sloping ground surface on the pile 

behaviour are investigated in this chapter. 

 

Chapter 9 – The behaviour of single rows of passively loaded piles with increasing spacing 

between piles in a row is analysed. 

 

Chapter 10 – Summary and conclusions are made based on current work presented, and 

suggestions and guidance for further research are made. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 
 

 

 

This chapter reviews previous work on laterally loaded piles relevant to this thesis. The contents 

mainly cover three topics. Because there is no generally acknowledged set of failure 

mechanisms for the drained case, the chapter starts by first referring to the established limit 

equilibrium failure mechanism for piles in the undrained condition. The failure mechanisms for 

the drained condition derived in the following chapters are based on this. Secondly, pile-soil 

interaction is explained with reference to existing results from two- or three-dimensional 

numerical analysis. Finally, the chapter introduces experimental results and empirical equations 

for the ultimate pile-soil pressure for laterally loaded piles. At the end of this chapter, the 

findings from the literature review are summarised. 

 

2.1  Introduction 

When constructing slopes or stabilising embankments and cuttings, piles are often used to 

support either the slope or a structure on the slope. The piles are laterally and sometimes axially 

loaded. The failure mechanisms due to the different loading directions are distinct. This review 

focuses on piles that are only laterally loaded. This section will introduce the design procedures 

for laterally loaded slope stabilising piles, and describe investigations of pile parameters which 

have been used to understand pile behaviour under lateral loading. 

 

2.1.1  General Introduction  

The installation of piles to stabilise active landslides, and as a preventive measure in stable 

slopes (embankment and cuttings), has been used successfully in the past and proved to be an 

efficient solution, since the piles can be easily installed without adversely disturbing the 
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equilibrium of the slopes. The successful use of this method has been described by several 

researchers  (Carder and Barker, 2005a; De Beer and Wallays, 1970; Fukuoka, 1977; Ito and 

Matsui, 1975; Ito et al., 1982; Smethurst and Powrie, 2007). The piles are inserted through 

unstable layers into underlying stable geology to transfer the downslope force from the upper 

soil body to the lower soil layer. In this way, the slipping slope is stabilised by the piles. 

 

The limit equilibrium method is often used in current design practice for pile-reinforced slopes, 

where pile-soil interaction is not considered and the piles are assumed to provide only an 

additional sliding resistance. The key to the limit equilibrium method is the accurate estimation 

of the lateral pressures acting against the stabilising piles, which in return provide the reaction 

force from the piles that prevents the slope sliding. The general design procedure for stabilising 

piles mainly includes the following three steps (Cai and Ugai, 2003; Poulos, 1995; Viggiani, 

1981). 

 

The first stage is to evaluate the total shear force needed to increase the factor of safety of the 

slope to a desired value. The unreinforced slope analysis can be analysed, by means of the 

classical limit equilibrium method. The analysis may then be used to evaluate the additional 

shear stress, that need to be exerted on the sliding surface by the pile to increase the factor of 

safety of the slope to the desired value. Poulos (1995) had reported the details for this step.  

 

The second step is to estimate the maximum shear force that each pile can provide to resist the 

movement of the sliding layer of the slope. A number of methods have been suggested for this 

step (Chen and Poulos, 1997; Chow, 1996; De Beer and Wallays, 1970; Ito and Matsui, 1975; 

Poulos, 1995), e.g., theory of plastic deformation, modified boundary element method, limit 

equilibrium method and beam finite element. The relevant reports and papers will be reviewed 

in later section. However, it is difficult to understand the exact mechanism and there is not a 

well-established approach to this stage, since soil-structure interaction is complex. The later 

work carried out in this thesis also contributes to this step.  

 

The final step is to select the type and number of piles and the most suitable location in the 

slope. One thing that needs to be emphasised is that the solution for a single pile cannot simply 

be applied for the situation of a pile group because the lateral forces acting on the piles are 
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dependent on the soil movements, which are affected by the presence of a group of piles (Poulos, 

1973; Chen and Poulos, 1993). The literature relevant to this step will also be reviewed in 

Section 2.5. 

 

2.1.2  Pile Parameter Study 

In practice, before construction, the piles would be carefully analysed and designed. By 

evaluating the total shear force that the piles need to provide to stabilise the slope, the lowest 

limit for the restoring forces each piles must provide is set. However, the resistance from the 

piles is influenced by the ultimate lateral pile-soil pressure, and the pile position, spacing, 

diameter, length and so on. These factors have been investigated by a number of researchers 

around the world. 

 

The ultimate lateral pile-soil pressure is the maximum value of pressure which can be carried by 

the soil without plastic failure in the soil body. The ultimate lateral pile-soil pressure will be 

reviewed separately in Section 2.3 of this chapter, since it is complex and critically important 

for understanding the ultimate pile behaviour under lateral load. 

 

2.1.2.1  Pile Position 

The pile row position, from the crest to the toe of the slope, can significantly influence the 

performance and effectiveness of the piles resisting the failing mass. Lee et al. (1995) provided 

the optimal pile locations for differing the soil conditions by using a modified boundary element 

method and a conventional simplified Bishop slip circle approach. Hassiotis et al. (1997) 

calculated that different angle of slopes influence the optimal pile position, e.g., the piles need 

to be placed closer to the top of a steep than of a shallow slope for the required factor of safety 

to be achieved.  

 

Cai and Ugai (2000) used the shear strength reduction finite element technique to conclude that 

the maximum factor of safety is provided by a pile positioned in the middle of the slope (Fig. 

2.1). By considering the pile depth within the failing mass, Ellis et al. (2010), in agreement with 

Cai and Ugai (2000), concluded that installing the pile row in the middle of slope is the most 

effective. It is fairly obvious that the depth of interaction with the failing mass is small when the 
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pile is near to the toe of slope, and that the mass of slipping soil behind the pile is small for piles 

placed near the crest (Ellis et al., 2010), even if the depth of interaction is quite large, but there 

is no well-established pile position. However, piles are typically installed one third to one half 

of the way up the slopes in most current implementations, although this depends on the 

particular situation (Carder, 2005). 

 

Figure 2.1. Factor of safety against the location of the pile in the slope, from a three-dimensional finite 

element model of a pile stabilised slope (Cai and Ugai, 2000). L is the length of slope, and Lx is the 

distance from the toe of slope to the pile. Fs is the factor of safety.  

 

2.1.2.2  Pile Spacing 

The distance between the centres of two successive piles, the pile spacing, is important to 

control the movement of slipping mass of soil behind the piles and minimise the plastic flow of 

soil between them. Hayward et al. (2000) carried out centrifuge tests to investigate this. The 

results indicated that a pile stabilised clay slope with a pile spacing of 6.3 pile diameters failed, 

while slopes with piles installed at 3.2 and 4.2 diameters did not. Based on Hayward et al. 

(2000), Carder (2005) recommended an effective spacing between pile centres for a highway 

slope in the range of 3 to 5 pile diameters. This suggests that the interactions between adjoining 

piles will be minimal when the pile spacing is larger than 5 pile diameters, in the drained 

condition. 
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As discrete piles embedded in clay interact with adjoining piles, the limiting resistance of a line 

of piles within a slope is not equal to the sum of the ultimate lateral pile-soil loads for the same 

number of isolated piles. Chen and Poulos (1993) concluded that when a single row of piles 

have a spacing generally greater than 2.5 pile diameters, in a direction perpendicular to the soil 

loading the interaction has only a small influence on their ultimate lateral resistance. An 

argument is that each pile would be expected to carry more load as the pile spacing is increased, 

as each pile carries a wider strip of the slope up to the point where the limiting pressures apply, 

e.g., Ellis et al. (2010). Hayward et al. (2000) confirm the argument with their centrifuge tests.  

 

2.1.2.2  Pile Diameter 

Piles resist the failing mass of soil by means of the pile body within the slope, and the 

magnitude of resisting force mobilised by each pile depends on cross sectional area or width of 

the pile body. The shapes of pile can be various, however, the influence of pile shape on the soil 

displacement or stresses is limited to an area close to the piles (Baguelin et al., 1977). Practical 

piles are normally round (Carder and Barker, 2005a; Smethurst and Powrie, 2007), therefore, 

the pile width parameter is nearly always considered as the pile diameter.  

 

Poulos (1973) reported finite element analyses in which he kept the pile length constant and 

changed the pile diameter while assuming the soil is an ideal, isotropic elastic material with 

Young’s modulus, Es, varying along the pile. The variation of diameter changed the length to 

diameter ratio (L/d) and pile flexibility factor (EpIp/EsrL
4
). It was concluded that the variation of 

L/d has a second order effect on the pile behaviour. Based on the theoretical equation of lateral 

force acting on the passive pile (Ito and Matsui, 1975),  Ito et al. (1981) studied the effect of 

varying pile diameter and found that the safety factor of the stabilising pile, equal to the 

allowable bending stress divided the maximum bending stress, increased with increasing pile 

diameter, although the safety factor of the slope was uniquely decided by the interval ratio 

(D2/D1 = Net Pile spacing /Pile spacing) (Fig. 2.2). Lee et al. (1995) found that the minimum 

factor of safety of the slope only increases with increasing pile diameter.  

 

The arguments from Ito et al. (1981) and Lee et al. (1995) conflict with each other. Ito et al. 

(1981) indicated that increasing in the pile diameter increased the pile stiffness only. Lee et al. 

(1995) implies that slope stability will be changed with the variations of pile diameter. The 

reason is possibly that Ito et al. (1981) assume the soil is able to deform around the pile so that 
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the load carried by the pile does not vary when the interval ratio (D2/D1 = Net Pile spacing /Pile 

spacing) is constant even if the pile diameter is increased. Alternatively, if the soil is not 

permitted to pass between the pile, the piles will carry more load as the diameter increase, based 

on keeping the relative pile spacing (s/d) the same, because each pile carries a wider strip of 

slope (Lee et al., 1995).  

 

2.1.2.3  Pile Length 

The pile length may be divided into three parts; the length above the ground and the lengths 

within the unstable layer and the stable layer, which are separated by the critical failure surface 

or slip surface. The pile length above the ground is sometimes built into a cap which is used to 

carry horizontal pressures, or transfer them between piles (Broms, 1964a). The pile length in the 

unstable layer likely depends on the pile position within the slope, as discussed earlier. For piles 

near the toe and crest of slope, the pile length within the unstable layer is less than in the middle 

of slope, assuming a circular failure surface (Ellis et al., 2010). The larger the pile length in the 

unstable layer, the more effective the improvement on the stability of the slope (Ito et al., 1981). 

However, it is based on the assumption that the pile length in the stable layer can provide 

enough resistance to counter the loading generated by the failing mass of soil. Therefore, the 

pile length in the stable layer may determine the loading capacity of the pile.  

 

Ito et al. (1981) found that the safety factor of the slope increases with increasing rigid pile 

length above the slip surface, while the safety factor of the pile (allowable bending 

stress/maximum bending stress) decreases. It is interesting to find in the case that, when the pile 

length above the slip surface is less than a value, the allowable interval ratio (D2/D1 = Net Pile 

diameter/Pile spacing) increases with increasing rigid pile length above the slip surface. This is 

because the pile resistance is likely to increase as the interaction depth between pile and slip 

layer increases, up to an optimum depth (Poulos, 1995). Broms (1964a) defined the pile length 

for actively loaded piles by the dimensionless length β L, based on the subgrade reaction (soil 

load-displacement relationship), and provided different failure mechanisms for the pile length 

and stiffness.  

 

Pile length is large, when β L  > 2.25  

Pile length is short, when β L  < 2.25 
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where β is equal to , is the stiffness of the pile section, k is the coefficient of a 

subgrade reaction, and D is the diameter or width of the laterally loaded pile. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2. (a) Schematic view of pile stabilised slope; (b) Effect of pile length above slip surface (From 

Ito et al., 1981). 

 
Randolph (1981) introduced a critical pile length to define a flexible pile for the actively loaded 

case. It means that the deduced deformations and bending moments are limited to the upper part 

of the pile and the whole length of the pile does not significantly affect the response of the pile 

(Randolph, 1981). The flexibility of the pile influences the pile behaviour, e.g. the length of pile 

that can provide a resistance to loading. However, there are only a few references considering 

the pile flexibility in relation to the pile length. The division of pile length is closely connected 

4 4/ pp IEkD pp IE

(a) 

(b) 
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with the failure mechanisms of the pile, especially the ratio of pile length below the slip surface 

to that above the slip surface (Viggiani, 1981). The Viggiani analyses will be discussed further 

in Section 2.4.1. 

 

2.2  Pile–soil Interaction 

There are a number of items of prior research on the soil-structure interaction of laterally loaded 

piles. The interaction is a complex, three dimensional problem, and there is no generally 

acknowledged rigorous solution, particularly for a pile group under lateral loading. Most 

existing methods allow prediction of the response for a single pile. But inherent limitations 

prevent their use for pile groups. The response of piles to lateral loading is relatively well 

understood for an undrained soil. It is not well established for a drained or purely frictional soil. 

 

2.2.1  Two Dimensional Analysis  

Baguelin et al. (1977) assumed an elastic-plastic soil-pile system and deduced an analytical 

solution for the lateral reaction of a pile in plane strain. Using the finite element method, they 

studied the effect of pile section, the change in the size of the zone in which soil deformation 

was allowed to occur, and plastic yield of the soil in undrained conditions. It was found that 

these factors only influence the stress and strain around the vicinity of the pile (< 2 d).  

 

Bransby (1996) used two dimensional finite element analyses to understand the difference 

between p-y and p- curves, which were based on the soil behaviour between the piles. Active 

piles were expected to transmit lateral loads to the soil. Passive piles were subjected to lateral 

loading along their shafts by horizontal movement of the surrounding soil. p is lateral-pile 

pressure, p or y is lateral-pile displacement,  is relative pile-soil displacement, s/y is the soil 

displacement and eq is defined as an equivalent uniform displacement for passive lateral 

loading (Fig. 2.3). The swept areas are A1 = A2, so eq is equal to  plus p for a passive loaded 

pile while y is equal to y plus  for an active pile. Passive p- curves were found to stiffen with 

reducing pile spacing, whereas active-load transfer curve soften. However, Bransby (1996) 

emphasised the significance of the two reaction curves for design without explaining the 

differences between them. 
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Figure 2.3. (a) Definition of pile and soil displacements for passive loading. (b) Definition of pile and soil 

displacements for active loading. (c) Active lateral pile row loading (From Bransby, 1996). 

 

Passive piles 

Active piles 

Direction of soil movement 

Direction of pile movement 
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Following Bransby (1996), Bransby and Springman (1999) used Tresca elastic-plastic and 

power law soil models within two-dimensional finite element analyses to understand passively 

loaded pile behaviour. The soil stress-strain relation was linear and the load transfer curve 

agreed well with the theoretical limits (Fig. 2.4). The soil was considered as undrained and 

gapping behind the pile was prohibited. 

 

 

Figure 2.4. Load transfer curve for a single pile in elastic-plastic soil (From Bransby and Springman, 

1999). 

 

The analyses considered the elastic and plastic response for both a pile group and an single 

isolated pile. It was found that the soil deformation follows the mechanism proposed by 

Randolph and Houlsby (1984), depending on the soil constitutive law (Fig. 2.5). Bransby and 

Springman (1999) also discussed the effects of pile spacing and soil stress-strain law on the 

load-transfer relationships of the piles. From the results, Bransby and Springman (1999) 

concluded that the interaction between adjacent piles increased both with reduction of pile 

spacing, and a reduction of soil stiffness degradation with shear strain (in effect, with increasing 

soil stiffness at a given strain). 
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 Figure 2.5. Incremental soil displacements for pile rows in elastic-plastic soil at ultimate pile pressure 

where sx, equal to 8, 6 and 4 m, is centre-to-centre pile spacing, and d, equal to 2 m, is pile diameter 

(From Bransby and Springman, 1999). 

 

Chen and Martin (2002) used the finite difference computer code FLAC
2D

 to understand the 

development of plastic yielding and failure modes for passive pile groups subjected to lateral 

soil movement. They focused on the stresses transferring from the soil to the pile based on soil 

arching effects. Both a drained granular soil and an undrained fine grained soil were taken into 

consideration. The rotation of principal stress in two-dimensions was found to be an effective 

monitor of plastic yield development. By varying different parameters, e.g. interface roughness, 

dilatancy, pile shape, relative pile-soil displacement and group effects, such as active and 

passive loading, pile arrangements etc., Chen and Martin (2002) found that the arching effect 

exists under both drained and undrained conditions, and that group effects were more significant 

for drained than undrained conditions. However, the analyses in the drained frictional soil could 

be wrong, on the basis of the research provided by Durrani (2006) and Chapter 3. 

 

Durrani (2006) used an elastic-Mohr-Coulomb plastic model for drained soil and beam elements 

to model a pile in FLAC
2D

 plane strain analyses to understand the pile-soil interaction at 1.5 m 

depth below the ground surface. The soil was purely frictional with a friction angle of 30° and a 

dilation angle of zero. The ‘isolated’ pile (are assumed to be normalised pile spacing (r/dp) of 

30) initially showed good agreement with a calculation based on elastic theory (Fig. 2.6).  
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Figure 2.6. Variation of equivalent pressure on pile with normalised soil displacement (r/dp) for two-

dimensional plane strain analyses at 1.5 m depth in soil, where r is the relative pile-soil displacement 

defined along a pile row, sp is the pile spacing parallel to (along) the row and dp is the pile diameter 

(From Durrani, 2006). 

 

The pile-soil pressures increased with r/dp (where r is the relative pile-soil displacement 

defined along a pile row and dp is the pile diameter) and reached an ultimate value. The results 

from plane strain analysis were far from the empirical prediction of a plastic state indicating 

plane strain analysis may not make a reasonable prediction of the ultimate pile-soil pressure. 

Durrani (2006) explained that the difference between the numerical tests and theory (Baguelin 

et al., 1977; Fleming et al., 2009) occurred because stresses in the entire area behind pile were 

tending towards zero at larger pile displacements. Even though the resistance was principally 

provided by normal stress acting on the ‘front’ of the pile, for a purely frictional soil, the 

stresses on the front and back side of the pile were significantly connected, just as in a shallow 

foundation. Hence the reduction in stress behind the pile affects the resistance which can be 

mobilised in front. Another reason suggested by Durrani (2006) was that the failure mechanism 

changes to active and passive wedges around the pile when the pile depth is close to the soil 
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surface. The research from Chapters 3, 4, 7 and 9 will provide a more detailed analysis on the 

pile failure mechanism. 

 

2.2.2  Three Dimensional Analysis 

Bransby & Springman (1999) mainly found that a Tresca yield criterion for a soil in the 

undrained condition is appropriate for the idealised plane-strain analyses as reviewed above. 

However, a Tresca yield criterion is not suitable for a purely frictional soil since the friction 

angle in the Tresca model is zero. 

 

Durrani (2006) found that two-dimensional plane strain analyses did not provide a reasonable 

estimate of the ultimate pile-soil pressure in drained conditions. Therefore, Durrani (2006) 

introduced a three-dimensional ‘constant overburden’ analysis of piles in a single row. Both pile 

and soil were made of solid three-dimensional elements. The mesh and boundary conditions are 

shown in Fig. 2.7. All the other parameters, i.e. soil strength, interface roughness, and nominal 

overburden stress, were identical to the two-dimensional plane strain section.  

 

 

Figure 2.7. Typical FLAC mesh for three-dimensional ‘constant overburden’ analyses: spacing (sp/dp) =8 

(parallel to row), (sn/dp)= 30 (separation of boundaries normal to row), where sp is pile spacing parallel 

to (along) the row,sn is separation of ‘remote’ boundaries normal to the pile row and dp is pile diameter 

(From Durrani, 2006). 
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The results from the three-dimensional constant overburden analyses were similar to those from 

two-dimensional plane strain analyses (a finite difference method modelling a circular section 

pushed through an elastic-plastic soil) at small displacement (Fig. 2.8). However, at larger 

displacements, the resistance was considerably greater than in the two-dimensional analyses and 

tended towards a unique ultimate pile-soil pressure approaching the values given by the Fleming 

et al. (2009). The difference is due to   
  reducing locally behind the pile and increasing in front 

of it in the three-dimensional analyses, which is thought to be more realistic than the two-

dimensional analyses. The reason for this change is that the three-dimensional section is able to 

redistribute’v by straining in the vertical direction as well as shearing. Accordingly, the soil 

tends to ‘heave’ in front of the pile and ‘settle’ behind it, which leads to the local increase and 

reduction in ’v respectively. Based on comparisons with other two-dimensional plane strain 

analyses, it also provides parameter studies for section thickness, soil arching effect, interface 

roughness and soil dilatancy. 

. 

Figure 2.8. Variation of equivalent pressure on pile with normalised soil displacement (r/dp) for three-

dimensional plane constant overburden analyses at 1.5 m depth in soil (0’=27kN/m
2
, K0=0.5, ’=30°) 

and various spacing ratio (sp/dp) along row, (sn/dp)= 30, where r is relative pile-soil displacement 

defined along a pile row,sn is separation of ‘remote’ boundaries normal to the pile row, sp is pile spacing 

parallel to (along) the row and dp is pile diameter (From Durrani, 2006). 
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2.3  Limit Pressure for Laterally Loaded piles 

When the pile is under lateral loading, a critical element in the design is the determination of the 

ultimate lateral resistance that can be exerted by the soil against the pile. For example, the 

ultimate lateral resistance is required for calculating limit equilibrium failure modes for piles 

(discussed in Section 2.4) and p-y curves to describe pile-soil interaction. Several methods have 

been suggested to calculate the ultimate lateral resistance for piles in an effective stress 

condition and a frictional soil (Brinch Hansen, 1961; Broms, 1964b; Fleming et al., 2009; 

Poulos and Davis, 1980; Reese et al., 1974). Because the ultimate resistance to a laterally 

loaded pile in frictional soil is a three-dimensional (Bransby, 1996; Bransby and Springman, 

1999; Chen and Martin, 2002; Durrani, 2006) and nonlinear problem, the existing solutions are 

either empirical or employ considerable simplifications. Therefore, these solutions often provide 

different values for the ultimate resistance as described in the following sections. 

 

2.3.1  Brinch Hansen (1961)  

Brinch Hansen (1961) presented an expression for calculating the ultimate lateral resistance of a 

pile in a general c'-' soil, where c' is the effective cohesion of the soil and ' is the effective 

internal friction angle of the soil. 

  
                                     Equation 2.1  

where p'u is ultimate lateral resistance in the unit of force per pile length. Kq and Kc are Brinch 

Hansen’s earth pressure coefficients which are a function of ' (empirically determined from the 

figures in Brinch Hansen (1961)),  is the effective unit weight of soil, z is the depth from the 

ground surface, and d is the diameter or width of the pile. 

 

For a cohesionless soil,    is zero and the ultimate lateral resistance can be calculated from  

  
                               Equation 2.2 
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2.3.2  Broms (1964b) 

Based on observation from field and laboratory tests, Broms (1964b) suggested the following 

expression for calcluating the ultimate lateral resistance in cohesionless soil (Fig. 2.9). 

  
       ,                                                  Equation 2.3 

  
        ,                                          Equation 2.4 

where        (       ⁄ ) is the passive earth pressure coefficient as calculated by the 

Rankine earth pressure theory,  is equal to the submerged unit weight if the ground water table 

is located at or above the ground surface and is equal to the actual unit weight if the ground 

water table is located below the section considered, the pile is assumed to be driven into the soil. 

Broms (1964b) suggested that this lateral earth pressure for a frictional soil is independent of the 

shape of the cross sectional area of the laterally loaded pile. 

 

 

Figure 2.9. Distribution of lateral earth pressures (From Broms, 1964b). 
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2.3.3  Reese  et al. (1974) 

Reese et al. (1974) assumed that a passive wedge type failure occurs near the ground surface 

(Fig. 2.10) and plane strain failure at a considerable depth for limit equilibrium analyses. 

Complicated expressions, based on the stability of wedge, and shear resistance for the proposed 

plane strain mechanism are presented as below. 

 

For the ground surface condition, 

  
    [   √           (

 

    
  )   (     )     √    (     )]     

                                     Equation 2.5 

For deeper depth condition, 

  
     [    

         
    ]                                                                            Equation 2.6 

where        (       ⁄ ) is active earth pressure coefficient, K0 is the in-situ earth 

pressure coefficient,  is angle defining the shape of wedge, and  is equal to        ⁄  (Fig. 

2.10). The transition depth z is determined by equalling the equations 2.5 and 2.6. 

 

Figure 2.10. Assumed passive wedge-type failure close to the ground surface. (a) General shape of wedge. 

(b) Forces acting on a section through the wedge. (c) Forces on pile (From Reese et al., 1974). 
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The equations were found to approximate the results from two 24 in. diameter test piles under 

static and cyclic loading where the soils consisted of clean fine sand and a silty clayey fine sand. 

Because the latter contained an amount of clay, it behaved entirely differently from the clean 

sand with the same internal friction angle. These relationships have been incorporated in the 

API (1993) guidelines for offshore pile design. 

 

2.3.4  Fleming et al. (2009) 

From the data of Barton (1982), Fleming et al. (2009) suggested two simple, but nevertheless 

still approximate, equations for the variation of ultimate lateral resistance with depth. The 

equations are given by  

  
      

  , z ≤ 1.5 d                       Equation 2.7 

  
    

   
  , z ≥ 1.5 d                       Equation 2.8 

where ’v is the vertical effective stress at depth z. The agreement between centrifuge model 

test data (Barton, 1982) and the equation is probably based on Kp computed from the peak 

strength rather than critical state strength (Powrie, 2004). Comparisons with field test data show 

that the expression from Broms (1964b) tends to underestimate the measured capacities by 

about 30% (Poulos and Davis, 1980). For almost all naturally occurring granular soils (sands 

and gravels), Kp will be greater than 3, so that equation from Fleming et al. (2009) will provide 

a better fit to the results and a greater limiting value than Broms (1964b). The comparisons for 

  
      are shown in Fig. 2.11. Because   

  and     are equal to 9 for soil angle of shear 

resistance of   
     , Broms (1964b) and Fleming et al. (2009) provided the same estimation 

of ultimate lateral soil resistance with depth in Fig. 2.11.  
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Figure 2.11. Variation with depth of normalised ultimate lateral force per unit length, where Barton 

represents Fleming et al. (2009) and API shows Reese et al. (1974) (From Fleming et al., 2009). 

Zhang et al. (2005) showed that actual ultimate pile-soil pressure distributions measured using 

pressure transducers along the length of rigid piles with zero strength pile-soil interface in 1g 

model tests (Fig. 2.12), have a close good agreement with the equations from Fleming et al. 

(2009). This is because most of the tests referred to Fig. 2.12 were in sand.  

 

Figure 2.12. Distribution of  
 
   

 
 ⁄  provided good agreement with Fleming et al. (2009), where the 

ultimate pile-soil pressure reached on the upper part of pile and not fully mobilised around the inflexion 

point in the depth (From Zhang et al., 2005). 
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2.3.5  Other Important Work  

Borgard and Matlock (1980) simplified the formulation of   
  from Reese et al. (1974) by taking 

some terms in   
  as constant. By grouping the terms to form factors, these constants varying 

with   
 . The ultimate lateral resistance   

  is  

Close to the ground surface, 

  
  (       )                                        Equation 2.9 

For greater depths, 

  
                                                     Equation 2.10 

where C1, C2 and C3 are functions of   
  from Borgard  and Matlock (1980). 

After Petrasovits and Award (1972) developed the ultimate lateral pressure distribution for an 

actively loaded pile and for the full yield state of soil (Fig. 2.13 c), Meyerhof et al. (1981) 

investigated the ultimate lateral resistance and the lateral deflection at working loads of 

effectively rigid piles with a free head subjected to horizontal load and embedded in two-layered 

soils of sand and clay. The soil resistance distribution (Fig. 2.13 d) for a rigid pile was 

compared with the results from small diameter model tests both in loose and dense sand. 

 

 

Figure 2.13. Assumed limiting soil pressure distribution for a pile under lateral loading used by different 

researchers (From Zhang et al., 2005). 
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Based on Meyerhof et al. (1981), with a modification to the assumed theoretical pressure 

distribution (Fig. 2.13 e), Prasad and Chari (1999) presented a revised method to calculate the 

soil distribution and ultimate lateral capacity for rigid piles in frictional soils. Even though the 

method presented by Meyerhof et al. (1981) gives good results in most cases, it is not as 

accurate and simple as the method proposed by Prasad and Chari (1999). However, the 

limitation of the method given by Prasad and Chari (1999) is that it is only applicable to short 

rigid piles in a uniform frictional soil. 

 

From test results in the literature, a simple method is proposed to calculate the ultimate lateral 

resistance for piles in frictional soil by Zhang et al. (2005). Components of both frontal soil 

resistance (Fleming et al., 2009) and side shear resistance (API, 1991) are considered. The 

method is applicable to both flexible and rigid piles, but does not consider the ultimate 

resistance of the pile. In comparing the method with the results from the centrifuge model pile 

tests from Barton and Finn (1983), the ultimate lateral resistance is under estimated when the 

distribution is calculated using Broms (1964b), overestimated by Fleming et al. (2009) and 

underestimated at shallower depth while overestimated at deeper depths by Reese (1974) (Fig. 

2.14).  

 

Figure 2.14. Comparison of calculated ultimate lateral resistance   
  with that obtained from centrifuge 

model tests by Barton and Finn (1983) (From Zhang et al., 2005). 
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However, the calculated ultimate resistance from the method proposed by Zhang et al. (2005) 

agreed well with that from centrifuge model pile tests (Fig. 2.14). The piles in Barton and Finn 

(1983) had a smooth pile surface, and Zhang et al. (2005) suggested that it may be necessary to 

verify the method with a full strength pile-soil surface as well. Due to the actively loaded pile 

rotating in the soil, the ultimate pile-soil pressure cannot be developed if there is little relative 

pile-soil movement around the pivot point, as was found in the model test results (Fig. 2.12) and 

assumed by Zhang et al. (2005). The analyses in Chapter 7 and 8 will confirm the shape of the 

profile and provide further discussion and explanation. 

 

2.4  Limit Equilibrium Failure Mechanism for piles 

Current design practice for laterally loaded slope stabilising piles is still based on limit 

equilibrium method. The soil around the stabilising pile is assumed in the failure state and the 

ultimate soil pressure is applied on the pile length. The distribution of soil pressure on the pile 

should maintain force and moment equilibrium of the pile. Either equilibrium condition not 

being satisfied indicates that the system will fail, e.g., the pile is rotated to failure by the soil, or 

soil maybe flow through the piles. If the maximum shear force or bending moment is larger than 

the pile capacity, another potential failure mechanism is by formation of a plastic hinge in the 

piles, which is considered as pile failure. Solutions that are not true upper or lower bounds (e.g. 

stress field that are not extended to infinity, or systems of blocks that do not represent 

kinematically admissible mechanisms) are known as limit equilibrium analyses (Powrie, 2004). 

 

Failure mechanisms can essentially be divided into two categories, involving either the failure 

of the soil  (Broms, 1964b; Fleming et al., 2009; Guo, 2006; Guo, 2008; Ito and Matsui, 1975; 

Randolph and Houlsby, 1984; Viggiani, 1981; Zhang, 2009) or the failure of the pile (Broms, 

1964b; De Beer and Wallays, 1970; Poulos, 1973; Viggiani, 1981). 

 

For actively loaded piles, Broms (1964b) introduced a mechanism in which a plastic hinge 

forms in the pile and a mechanism where the lateral resistance of the supporting soil is exceeded 

along the full length of the pile.  
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Following Broms (1964a), Viggiani (1981) derived a set of failure mechanisms for ‘passively’ 

loaded piles. There are several implementations of the Viggiani (1981) method in the design of 

landslide stabilising piles (Allison et al., 1991; Poulos, 1995). 

 

2.4.1  Viggiani (1981)  

Viggiani (1981) derived failure mechanisms based on the ultimate lateral load acting on piles 

used to stabilise slopes. He simplified the slope as a two-layer purely undrained soil profile in 

which the undrained shear strength of both layers was constant with depth and the distribution 

of soil movement with depth was also uniform. He gave three modes for failure in the soil only 

(Figure 2.15), and three for plastic hinge formation.  

 

By solving the equilibrium conditions, expressions for the maximum shear force T at the slip 

surface and for the maximum bending moments M in Modes can be provided: 

Mode A 

  

       
 

 

 
  (Viggiani, 1981)                         Equation 2.11 

Mode B 

  

       
 √(

   

   
)
 
 

    

 (   )
 

   

   
  (Viggiani, 1981)                 Equation 2.12 

  

       
  

 

 
(  

  

       
)
 
 (Viggiani, 1981)                      Equation 2.13 

  

       
  

 

  
(  

   

       
)
 
 (Chmoulian, 2004)       Equation 2.14 

Mode C 

  

       
   (Viggiani, 1981)                         Equation 2.15 
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Where        are the pile shear forces at the slip surface,      are the maximum pile bending 

moments,      are the bearing capacity factors in sliding soil and stable soil,      and      are the 

thickness and shear strength of sliding and stable soil,   is the pile diameter, and   and   are 

equal to     ⁄  and         ⁄ . The expression for M2 in Mode B is corrected by Chmoulian 

(2004) for errors encountered when using the equations in the original paper. 

 

Mode Failure condition Description  

 

 

 

 

A 

 

 

The pile-soil interaction attains 

the yield value only below the 

slip surface; the whole pile 

translates together with the 

sliding soil, “ripping” the 

underlying firm soil 

 

 

 

B 

 

Soil failure occurs both above 

and below the slip surface; the 

pile undergoes a rigid rotation 
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The pile is fixed in the firm soil 

and the sliding soil “flows” 

around it 
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   B1 
    

 

Soil failure occurs both above 

and below the slip surface; a 

plastic hinge forms in the upper 

section of pile; the pile above 

the hinge translates together 

with the sliding soil; the lower 

section of pile below the hinge 

undergoes a rigid rotation 

 

 

 

BY 

 

 

      

 

Two plastic hinges form above 

and below the slip surface; the 

upper pile moves together with 

the sliding soil; the middle 

section of pile takes a rigid 

rotation; the bottom part of the 

pile is fixed in the firm 

underlying soil 

 

 

 

B2 
      

 

One plastic hinge forms below 

the slip surface; the upper pile 

section undergoes a rigid 

rotation; the lower pile is firmly 

fixed in the stable soil 

Figure 2.15. Six failure modes of rigid pile (From Viggiani, 1981). 

 

Equating the shear force for mode A (Equation 2.11) and mode B (Equation 2.12), and mode B 

(Equation 2.12) and mode C (Equation 2.15), two further equations are determined, 

    (
√      

    
)  (Viggiani, 1981)                   Equation 2.16 

      √       (Viggiani, 1981)                   Equation 2.17 
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When the ratio   for the pile is less than  , the failure mechanism is Mode A (Figure 2.15). 

When the ratio   is more than the value   , the mechanism is Mode C. Mode B occurs when 

the value of   is in between    and    . 

 

By assuming appropriate failure modes for the piles including the development of one or two 

plastic hinges within the pile, further expressions for the shear force T at the slip surface and for 

the maximum bending moment are found. However, the mechanisms involving plastic hinges in 

the pile are not of concern in this thesis, and therefore, will not be reviewed. 

 

Poulos (1995) listed a number of limitations in the solutions given by Viggiani (1981), such as 

their dependence on the undrained soil strength, no consideration of pile-soil interaction (simply 

assumed fully mobilised the limiting soil pressure applied along the pile length), and the 

uniform distribution of soil movements, and combines the solutions with a pile-soil interaction 

analysis, to overcome these. Poulos (1995) also provided a full design procedure for reinforcing 

piles to increase slope stability, which used the pile-soil interaction analysis. The design 

procedure was already introduced in section 2.1.1. 
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2.4.2  Guo (2008) 

Guo (2008) introduced a failure mechanism for actively loaded piles in cohesionless soils, based 

on an elastic-plastic solution for infinitely long, flexible piles under a lateral load Tt, applied at 

an eccentricity, e above the ground. For the rigid pile assumed by Guo (2008), the pile force 

profile alters as shown in Fig. 2.16. The force and moment equilibrium equations are derived 

from the pressures given in Fig. 2.16. 

 

 

Figure 2.16. Schematic analysis a rigid pile. (a) Pile-soil system. (b) Load transfer model in which u is 

the pile displacement and pu is the pile-soil pressure. (From Guo, 2008). 

 

The line load profile (kN/m) on the pile characterizes the mobilization of the limiting resistance, 

pu, along the pile, which is the solid line in Fig. 2.17. From the mobilized force distribution on 

the pile, Guo (2008) elaborated four typical states of yield between the pile and the soil. 

 

First is the pre-tip yield and tip-yield state. The soil at the pile tip (i.e. the very bottom of the 

pile) yields at first with the limiting force, pu, before the other parts of pile. It is governed by 

elastic interaction below the depth z0 to the pile tip (Fig. 17 a). With further loading beyond the 

tip yield state, the limiting force also fully mobilized from the tip to a depth z1. The force profile 

on the pile is in Fig. 17 b. This state is named the post-tip yield state. Eventually, a continued 

increase in the load causes the depths z0, z1 and zr to approach each other. This is the ultimate 

pile force profile, referred to the fully plastic (ultimate) state, which is impossible in practice 
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(Fig. 17 c), because the sudden transition from active to passive conditions at the pivot cannot 

be readily achieved.  

 

 

Figure 2.17. Schematic limiting force profile, on-pile force profile, and pile deformation. (a) Tip-yield 

state. (b) Post-tip yield state. (c) Impossible yield at rotation point (From Guo 2008). 

 

Guo (2008) defined a rigid pile using the pile-soil relative stiffness, Ep/Gs. When it exceeds a 

critical ratio (Ep/Gs)c, equal to 0.052(l/ro)
4
, the pile is deemed as rigid (Ep is the Young’s 

modulus of an equivalent solid pile, ro is the outside radius of a cylindrical pile, Gs is the soil 
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shear modulus, and l is the length of pile.). So it is really pile flexibility factor, 
    

   
 , (Poulos, 

1995) that is fixed in 
     

 (   )
 (Es is Young’s modulus of the soil, Ip is second moment area of the 

pile,   is Poisson ratio). 

 

Guo (2008) pointed out that the research in Viggiani (1981) is actually limited to the fully 

plastic yield mode provided above (Fig. 2.17 c). In contrast to Guo (2008), whose interest is in 

the limiting force mobilised on pile, Viggiani (1981) was more concerned with the 

transformation of different failure modes due to the variations in the depth ratio (length of the 

pile relative to the depth of slip surface). Nevertheless, Guo (2008) provided a series 

development of failure modes that help to understand the pattern of soil limiting force 

developed on the pile.  

 

2.4.3  Zhang et al. (2009) 

A nonlinear analysis of laterally loaded rigid piles in cohesionless soil is provided in Zhang et al. 

(2009). It is assumed that both the ultimate soil resistance and the modulus of horizontal 

subgrade reaction increase linearly with depth (Fig. 2.18).  

 

Figure 2.18. Limiting pressure and subgrade reaction distribution. (a) A laterally loaded rigid pile. (b) 

Variation of pile-soil limiting pressure pu with depth. (c) Variation of elastic stiffness kh with depth (From 

Zhang et al., 2009). 

In the analysis, a pile of length L and diameter B, was embedded in a cohesionless soil and 

under a lateral eccentric load H. Because the pile is rigid, it was assumed to rotate around a 
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point located at some depth below the ground surface. The relationship between the soil reaction, 

p, and the pile displacement, y, was nonlinear (Fig. 2.19). As the pile displacement increased, 

the modulus of horizontal subgrade reaction, kh, decreased until the ultimate soil reaction, pu, 

was reached. 

 

With the above assumptions, three yield states were proposed for the piles (Fig. 2.20).  Case one 

is the elastic state or pre-yield state, in which the lateral force H and moment M are small and no 

soil reaction reaches the ultimate the soil resistance (Fig. 2.20 b). With increasing applied force 

H and moment M, part of the soil reaction in the region above the rotation point reaches the 

ultimate resistance (Fig. 2.20 c). Stage three occurs when the force H and moment M are great 

enough to yield the soil not only in the region above but also below the rotation point (Fig. 2.20 

d). The pile-soil interaction will be elastic in the middle region (b ≤ z ≤ c); elsewhere on the pile 

the soil reaction reaches the ultimate soil resistance (o ≤ z ≤ b, c ≤ z ≤ L). 

 

Figure 2.19. Soil reaction and pile displacement relationship (From Zhang et al., 2009). 

The ultimate soil resistance pu is taken from Fleming et al. (2009) which is 

     
                          Equation 2.18 

Where        (        )  is the passive earth pressure coefficient, in which    is the 

effective angle of  shearing resistance of the soil;    is the effective unit weight of the soil; z is 

the depth from the ground surface; and B is the diameter of the pile. For practical purposes, 

Zhang et al. (2009) considered the pile in a cohesionless soil is rigid if the following condition 

is satisfied: 
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                         Equation 2.19 

Where   √     
; L is length of the pile; and EI is the bending stiffness of the pile. n is the 

constant of horizontal subgrade reaction. 

 

 

Figure 2.20. (a) Laterally loaded rigid pile. (b) Soil reaction distribution with no yielding. (c) Soil 

reaction distribution with yielding only in a region above the rotation point and (d) Soil reaction 

distribution with yielding in region both above and below the rotation point (From Zhang et al., 2009). 

 

Building on the research by Guo (2006, 2008), Zhang et al. (2009) investigated further complex 

conditions. A nonlinear relationship for the soil reaction and pile displacement (Fig. 2.19) were 

used rather than a linear one shown in Fig. 2.16. Therefore, the soil reaction distribution on the 

pile within the elastic region was nonlinear as well (Fig. 2.20 b, c d), in contrast to the linear 
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distribution in Guo (2008) (Fig. 2.17). The definition of the rigid pile stiffness is different in 

each paper. Based on the yields state from Guo (2008), Zhang et al. (2009) excluded the fully 

plastic state in the soil (Guo, 2008) and considered only the other three intermediate elastic 

plastic states. 

 

2.5 Group Effects 

Slope stabilising piles are always used in a group (normally, in a line) in the field. When piles 

are closely spaced in a group, soil interaction between adjacent piles will affect the ultimate 

pile-soil pressures developed on each individual group pile. The pile group effect is quite an 

important factor in design. A number of researchers (Brown and Shie, 1990b; Chen and Martin, 

2002; Ellis et al., 2010; Hayward et al., 2000; Perlo et al., 2005; Remaud et al., 1998) have 

found that the lateral pile capacity reduces for each pile in a group compared with a single 

isolated pile.  

 

However, the existing solutions for groups of piles are frequently for undrained conditions, 

rather than drained clay. Other work on group effects has diverse foci and does not always 

provide a systematic investigation to the reductions in ultimate pile-soil pressure acting on an 

individual pile. 

 

2.5.1 Brown and Shie (1990a) 

Brown and Shie (1990a) used three dimensional finite element models to represent spaced piles 

subjected to lateral loading in undrained saturated clay or drained sands. The effects of pile 

spacing within a single row of piles and multiple rows of piles were investigated to provide 

guidelines for pile group design. The three dimensional finite element model used in their 

analysis is shown in Fig. 2.21. 
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Figure 2.21. View of the three dimensional mesh with piles displaced laterally (From Brown and Shie, 

1990a). 

Brown and Shie (1990a) modelled two infinite rows of piles in a uniform soil stratum with the 

piles fixed at the base, to evaluate group effects. They found that the effect of pile spacing 

within a single row of piles was relatively small for piles spaced at three pile diameters or more 

in undrained clay soil (Fig. 2.22). The effect of pile spacing in single row in sand was somewhat 

larger, but still relatively small at a centre-to-centre distance of three pile diameter or more. 

Figure 2.23 shows that the back row of piles was subject to a significant reduction in soil 

resistance when multiple rows of piles were loaded. The maximum soil resistance was slightly 

affected for the front row of piles. 

 

Based on these numerical results, Brown and Shie (1990a) provided a design recommendation 

for pile group. The value of Pm was introduced to provide an appropriate quantification of group 

interaction effects on each individual pile (Brown et al., 1987). Figure 2.24 shows that the 

ultimate pile-soil pressures acting on both the front and back rows of piles increase as the pile 

spacing increases. 

                                                     Equation 2.20 

where,    is the modification factor for the soil resistance,             is soil resistance on a pile 

in pile group,              is soil resistance on a single isolated pile. 

Front pile 
Back pile 

 

Direction of pile movement 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2.22. P-y curves for a single row of piles with 2D, 3D, 5D, 10D centre to centre pile spacing, 

where D is diameter of the pile:(a)undrained clay; (b) drained sand (From Brown and Shie, 1990a). 

 

 
 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.23. P-y curves for groups of piles in drained sand with 3D and 5D centre to centre pile spacing, 

where D is diameter of the pile:(a) front row; (b) back row (From Brown and Shie, 1990a). 
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Figure 2.24. Pm values from numerical experiments (From Brown and Shie, 1990a). 

 

2.5.2 Rollins et al. (1998) 

Rollins et al. (1998) carried out a static lateral load test on a full-scale pile group in the field to 

investigate the pile-soil interaction effects. A 3×3 pile group placed at three-diameters spacing 

and a single pile, were driven into a profile consisting of soft to medium-stiff clays and silts 

underlain by sand. Pile displacement and load were measured by inclinometers and strain 

gauges.  

 

Figure 2.25 shows the plan view of the pile layout for the static free-head pile group test. As the 

closely spaced pile group moved laterally, the failure zone for individual piles was observed to 

overlap, referred to as ‘shadowing’. They found that, for a given deflection, piles in trailing 

rows carried significantly less load than piles in the leading row, while the piles in all rows 

carried less load than the single isolated pile due to group (shadowing) effects (Fig. 2.26). 

Figure 2.27 shows that load distribution in the pile group was not uniform and was a function of 

the row position. 
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Figure 2.25. Schematic drawing illustrating reduction in load capacity in pile group due to overlapping 

of the surface failure zone (‘shadowing’) and gap formation behind piles (From Rollins et al., 1998). 

 

Rollins et al. (1998) used the computer program Group (Reese et al., 1996) to calculate the p-

multipliers (Equation 2.21) , which was first proposed by Brown et al. (1987), for their tests.  

         ⁄                        Equation 2.21 

where,    is group effect multiplier,     is horizontal soil resistance on a pile in pile group,  

    is horizontal soil resistance on a single isolated pile. 

 

From the results, they provided the design curves (Fig. 2.28) for p-multipliers (  ) as function 

of pile spacing for both front and back row piles within low plasticity silts and clays. These 

curves were developed by integrating results from the full-scale tests with results from model 

and analytical studies (Brown and Shie, 1991a). When the pile was spaced at more than 6 pile 

diameters, the pile-soil interaction can be ignored. This is slightly different from Brown and 

Shie (1990a) who suggested that the interaction stopped at five times the pile diameter. 

 

Front/Leading row 

 

Back/Trailing row 
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Figure 2.26. Average pile load versus deflection curves for each row of piles in comparison with single 

pile load versus deflection curve (From Rollins et al., 1998). 

 

 

 

Figure 2.27. Ratio of average load carried by the pile each row and load capacity for a single pile as 

function of lateral pile head deflection (From Rollins et al., 1998). 
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Figure 2.28. Design curves for P-multipliers as function of pile spacing: (a) leading row piles; (b) 

trailing row piles (From Rollins et al., 1998). 

 

2.5.3 Hayward et al. (2000) 

Hayward et al. (2000) carried out four centrifuge model tests to investigate the effectiveness of 

a single line of discrete piles in stabilising a cutting slope in uniform clay. Centrifuge tests were 

carried out on an unstabilized slope, and on reinforced slopes with piles at about 3, 4 and 6 

diameter spacing, for long-term effective stress conditions. Figure 2.29 shows centrifuge model 

used with slope a shaped from Kaolin clay with sand drains on the left boundary and base, and 

piles represented by embedded aluminium tubes. 

 

From test results, Hayward et al. (2000) found that by using stabilising piles at 3 and 4 diameter 

spacing, the ground movements of top of cutting were reduced; but the ground movements 

down slope of piles were not completely restrained (Fig. 2.30). When the spacing was increased 

to 6 d, a shallow depth of soil flowed through the piles. There is not sufficient evidence to 
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suggest that 6 d pile spacing was far enough apart not to interact. In other words, the piles in 6 d 

spacing may not behave like a single isolated pile. Figure 2.31 shows that, as the spacing 

increased, the bending moment developed on the piles also increased. Hayward et al. (2000) 

concluded that each pile carried more load, as a wider strip of slope applied load on each pile.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.29. Photograph taken at end of test with 3 pile diameter spacing (From Hayward et al., 2000). 

Sand drains 

 

Kaolin Clay 
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(a) 

 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 2.30. Three-dimensional displacement vector plot at end of the test: (a) 3 times pile diameter 

spacing, (b) 4 times pile diameter spacing, (c) 6 times pile diameter spacing (From Hayward et al., 

2000). 
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Figure 2.31. Bending moment of profiles: (a) 3 times pile diameter spacing, (b) 4 times pile diameter 

spacing, (c) 6 times pile diameter spacing (From Hayward et al., 2000). 

 

2.5.4 Chen and Martin (2002) 

Chen and Martin (2002) investigated by means of finite difference analyses in FLAC
2D

 the 

stresses transferring from the soil to the pile from a passive pile group subjected to lateral soil 

movement. A plane strain model was used to explore pile-soil interaction for plastic yield and 

group effects in both drained and undrained soil conditions. The pile-soil interaction was 

explained using pile load-displacement curves and the arching effects by understanding stress 

transfer to the piles. Figure 2.32 shows the conceptual model used to analyse the group 

mechanism for stabilising piles. However, Durrani (2006) found that plane strain cannot provide 

an accurate prediction on the ultimate pile-soil pressure in drained condition. 

 

Chen and Martin (2002) modelled pile group effects for one row of stabilising piles in drained 

soil conditions. They found that a smaller pile spacing model increased the initial stiffness of 

the  -  curves (  is the pressure on the pile, and   is relative pile-soil displacement), and 

decreased the ultimate lateral pressure (Fig. 2.33). This indicates that the closer the pile spacing, 

the greater the arching effect (pile/soil interaction). However, no significant interaction occurs if 

the pile spacing is increased from 4 d to 6 d. Figure 2.34 presents that the development of group 

effects with increasing pile spacing, and shows that the effect is fully mobilized at smaller soil 

displacements for a closer pile spacing. The phenomenon was confirmed by the state of soil in 

Fig 2.35, in which a narrower (2 d) pile spacing shows no visible elastic arching zone between 

the two adjacent piles when the pile-soil pressure reached in ultimate value. 
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Two rows of piles were analysed to investigate group effects for passively loaded piles in 

drained conditions. Figure 2.36 shows the y-direction displacement contours of parallel and 

zigzag arrangements pile groups. Chen and Martin (2002) found that the multiple soil arching 

effects developed by the zigzag arrangement of piles provided much more resistance to soil 

movement than the parallel arrangement pile group, which extended the zone of soil movement 

to the rear row of the piles and generally behaved like one single row of piles. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.32. Conceptual model to analyse the group mechanism of stabilising piles (From Chen and 

Martin, 2002). 

 

 
Figure 2.33. Group effects in drained condition (From Chen and Martin, 2002). 
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Figure 2.34. Pressures at point B’ with changing pile spacing in drained condition (From Chen and 

Martin, 2002). 

 

 

Figure 2.35. State of soil around a single row of piles in drained condition: (a) 2 d pile spacing at 4 mm 

boundary soil displacement, (b) 3 d pile spacing at 8 mm boundary soil displacement (From Chen and 

Martin, 2002). 
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Figure 2.36. State of soil and y-direction displacement contours for two rows of piles in drained 

condition: (a) parallel arrangement, (b) zigzag arrangement (From Chen and Martin, 2002) 

 

2.5.5 Ellis et al. (2010) 

Ellis et al. (2010) examined the use of discrete pile rows for slope stability using the finite 

difference computer codes FLAC
2D

 and FLAC
3D

. A ‘constant overburden’ approach as presented 

earlier in the analyses by Durrani (2006) was also used in the analysis. The soil in the model 

represented the drained condition (although pore water pressures were ignored) with a purely 

frictional strength of 20° and 30°, notionally ‘clay’ and ‘granular’ soils. Figure 2.37 shows that 
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the normalised ultimate resistance from the constant overburden analyses varied with 

normalised pile spacing. 

 

 

 

                     (Eq. 2.21)                    (Eq. 2.22) 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2.37. Effect of pile spacing along the row on ultimate pile resistance: (a) concepts of behaviour 

used in equations 2.22 and 2.23; (b) normalised ultimate resistance from constant overburden analyses 

showing variation with normalised spacing, and predictions from equations 2.22 and 2.23 (From Ellis et 

al., 2010). 
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                          Equation 2.22 

       (     )   
  

 
                                Equation 2.23 

Where       is ultimate equivalent pressure/load on the pile per unit length/diameter,    and    

are the Rankine passive and active earth pressure coefficient,    
  is ‘constant overburden’ stress, 

  and   are pile spacing along the row (centre to centre) and diameter.  

(
 

 
)
    

 
  

 

     
                                  Equation 2.24 

Ellis et al. (2010) used the ultimate equivalent pressure on an isolated pile and a row of piles 

(Equation 2.23 and 2.23) to derive the ‘critical’ spacing ratio for the most cost effective design. 

The critical spacing is provided by the point at which the two equations intersect (Equation 2.22 

and 2.23). This ratio is a theoretical limit at which arching give way to isolated piles behaviour. 

Figure 2.37 shows that the critical spacing is 2.7 and 3.4 pile diameter for friction angles of 20° 

and 30° respectively. Ellis et al. (2010) found that the overburden effective stress and in-situ 

earth pressure coefficient had little impact on the limiting pressures (Fig. 2.37 b), and that the 

numerical analyses were virtually coincident with the theoretical calculation. However, this is 

probably due to the surface effect in the shallow depth (1.5 m from ground level). The research 

from Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6 will provide a more detailed analysis for the different overburden 

effective stress and in-situ earth pressure coefficient. From the results, it is evident that the 

critical pile spacing for the group effect increased with the angle of shearing resistance.  

 

2.6  Summary 

The methods of design calculation for stabilising piles, limit equilibrium failure mechanisms for 

piles, pile-soil interaction, and the ultimate pile-soil pressure for laterally loaded piles have been 

reviewed in this chapter. The main findings are summarised as following: 

i. While adopting a common design philosophy, the design methods for piles used 

to stabilised slopes currently vary. Although advanced numerical modelling is 

occasionally used in design, traditional limit equilibrium methods are still 

predominately used in practice. However, the limit equilibrium approach does 

not consider the full pile-soil interaction (the reduced ultimate pile-soil pressure 

mobilised at pivot point).  
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ii. The key to the limit equilibrium method is to estimate accurately the lateral 

pressure acting against the stabilising piles that generates the reaction force the 

piles can provide to prevent the slope from sliding. The general design 

approach involves three main steps: (1) evaluating the shear force that the pile 

row needs to provide to resist sliding of the unstable or potentially unstable 

slope; (2) evaluating the maximum shear force that each pile can provide to 

resist sliding of the potentially unstable portion of the slope; (3) selecting the 

type and number of piles, and the most suitable location in the slope. 

 

iii. The position of the row of piles on the slope is significant to the performance of 

the stabilisation. The optimum pile position varies with pile parameters, soil 

conditions and slope geometry. For steep slopes and embankments, piles may 

be better placed closer to the crest of slope. When the slope is shallow, the 

maximum factor of safety is achieved by placing the pile in the middle of slope. 

The diverse pile positions aim to maximise the soil-pile interaction and pile 

loading, utilising the maximum potential of the piles.  

 

iv. Investigations into changing the pile length have been reviewed. The pile length 

embedded within the stable underlying ground will greatly influence the pile 

behaviour. In particularly, the failure mechanism will depend on the different 

embedded pile length. 

 

v. Calculations using two-dimensional and three-dimensional numerical analysis 

for an undrained soil have provided a good match to theoretical solutions. 

Analyses have shown that when the piles close become together, the failure 

mechanism comprises an active and passive wedges in front of and behind the 

piles, rather than a flow of soil around the pile. The former cannot be modelled 

in a two-dimensional horizontal plane analysis. Numerical calculations for a 

drained soil are rare. It is also found that the idealised plane strain analysis is 

not suitable for modelling of pile-soil interaction in a purely frictional soil. 

Three-dimensional analyses on constant overburden have proved to give better 

and more reasonable results than that two-dimensional plane strain analysis for 

drained conditions. 

 

vi. Investigations of the ultimate lateral pressure in frictional soils show that most 

existing equations are empirical approximations to model test results. 
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Nonetheless, compared with other suggested methods, the equations from 

Broms (1964b) and Fleming et al. (2009) are simple and agree reasonably well 

with the test results of model piles at both shallow and deeper depths. There is 

no rigorous theoretical solution for   
  in drained conditions, possibly because it 

is a complex and three-dimensional problem. 

 

vii. Current limiting pile-soil pressure distributions in frictional soils have been 

determined mainly from tests on sand. The effective angle of shearing 

resistance is normally in the range 30° to 40° for the sand. But for a drained 

clay, the effective angle of shearing resistance is often lower than 30°. 

Although both sand and drained clay have a strength characterised by the 

friction angle, it is not clear that current empirical relationships based on sand 

apply to a clay soil. 

 

viii. Failure mechanisms for piles used to stabilised slopes in an undrained soil have 

already been proposed by Viggiani (1981). The failure mechanisms are related 

to and can be defined by the embedded pile length. The conclusions provide 

explicit dimensionless solutions for soil failure only, as well as pile and soil 

failure. The solutions only consider on the short-term undrained condition, and 

the pile behaviour in the long-term condition, which is more complicated than 

for the short-term, have not been investigated. As pointed out by Guo (2008) 

that the sharp transition in the pressure distribution used by Viggiani (1981) at 

points of inflexion is not very realistic. 

 

ix. The soil arching effect is closely related to the pile spacing to diameter ratio. It 

increases both as the pile spacing decreases, and as the pile diameter increases. 

Pile-soil interaction caused by a decrease in pile spacing will reduce the 

ultimate lateral pile-soil loading for an undrained pile. Arching will reduce the 

possibility of plastic flow of soil between the piles. The critical pile spacing, 

which separate failure of the pile like a retaining wall with active and passive 

pressures behind and in front of pile from a flow of soil around the piles when 

the spacing is larger, increases with soil strength and is normally in the range 

from 4 to 6 pile diameters. In multiple rows, the front piles behave like single 

isolated piles with the similar ultimate pile-soil pressure while the back piles 

suffer an apparent reduction in ultimate pile-soil pressures. The failure 

mechanism may also change to active and passive wedges behind and in front 
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of pile due to the soil arching effect in multiple rows of piles. The zigzag 

arrangement of piles provided much more resistance to soil movement than the 

parallel arrangement pile group. 

 

 

x. A number of academic studies have been carried out using three-dimensional 

finite element and finite difference methods, to investigate the use of discrete 

piles to stabilise slopes. These studies demonstrate that numerical modelling is 

a powerful tool, and could be used more widely for pile design and slope 

stability analysis. 
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Chapter 3 

Pile-Soil Interaction for Frictional 

Soils 
 

 

 

3.1  Introduction 

Pile-soil interaction in the undrained condition has been investigated by a number of researchers. 

The literature encompasses field monitoring, model testing, numerical analysis and theoretical 

solutions. All the research provides reasonable agreement and the response of piles to lateral 

loading is relatively well understood for the undrained condition. However, the solution is not 

firmly established for a purely frictional soil, or drained conditions. Durrani (2006) found that a 

plane strain elastic-Mohr-Coulomb plastic model was not suitable for a purely frictional soil, 

since the variation of the out of plane stress was unrealistically large over a significant section 

of the model when compared to the assumed nominal overburden stress. Thus Durrani (2006) 

used three-dimensional ‘constant overburden’ analyses to overcome this limitation, in which the 

vertical movement allows more realistic vertical stresses to develop. Therefore, a three-

dimensional analysis is used in this research to investigate the response of a pile to lateral 

loading in a frictional soil. 

 

This chapter aims to develop on understanding of pile-soil interaction in a purely frictional soil. 

Since a computer code FLAC
3D

 (Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua) was used to advance the 

understanding, this chapter first introduced the background and usage of FLAC. An undrained 

case was modelled to verify the effectiveness of the computer code. Then the theory of ultimate 

pile-soil pressure in a frictional soil will be discussed, so that it can be compared with the results 

of modelling in drained case. The generation of the FLAC
3D

 model is presented and the results 

from the modelling are carefully analysed at the end of the chapter. 
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3.2  FLAC3D (Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua) 

FLAC is an explicit finite difference program that performs a Lagrangian analysis (ITASCA, 

2008). In Lagrangian analysis incremental displacements are added to the finite difference grid 

so that the grid moves and deforms along with the material it represents.  

 

3.2.1  FLAC3D 

FLAC
3D

 is a three-dimensional explicit finite difference program. FLAC
3D

 simulates the 

behaviour of three-dimensional structures built of soil, rock or other materials that undergo 

plastic flow when their yield limits are reached. Large three-dimensional calculations can be 

made without a requirement for excessive memory.  

 

3.2.2  Mesh Generation 

The mesh is used to shape the geometry of problem in FLAC
3D

. The mesh is organised in a row-

and-column fashion. When creating the mesh, two important aspects must be considered. Owing 

to the constraints of time and memory, artificial boundaries are placed at a suitable distance 

from the area of interest instead of necessarily modelling the entire body. The distances of the 

artificial boundaries should be sufficient to ensure that there is no great influence on the 

behaviour of the area of interest, and any error associated with them should be estimated 

beforehand. Within the area of interest, the density of elements should be high to improve the 

accuracy of the calculation. The aspect ratio of elements in the area of interest should be as near 

unity as possible to increase the accuracy, while high aspect ratio elements may be used at 

remote boundary regions to save on computing resources (ITASCA, 2009). A more gradual 

element size change from the smallest to the largest also improves accuracy of the results. 

Potential inaccuracies can occur when the aspect ratio is above 5:1. 

 

3.2.3  Initial and Boundary Conditions 

Once the mesh has been generated, the boundary conditions and an initial state are applied. The 

boundary conditions may consist of displacement, stresses, forces, pore pressure or velocities. 

Normally boundary conditions of zero displacement are applied in different directions to 

different boundaries before the analysis starts. Once FLAC
3D

 is running, the imposed constraints 

on the model cannot be changed until FLAC
3D

 obtains an initial solution. The initial conditions 
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often comprise stresses and pore water pressure and are applied throughout the mesh before the 

main FLAC
3D

 analysis starts.  

 

3.2.4  Materials Properties 

Once the mesh generation and boundary conditions are complete, one of a number of material 

models to further with the associated properties must be assigned to each element in the model. 

There are a number of constitutive models provided in FLAC
3D

, mainly in two groups: an elastic 

model group, e.g., a linear elastic, isotropic model; and a plastic model group, e.g., Drucker-

Prager model, Mohr-Coulomb model. 

 

3.2.5  Initial Equilibrium 

The FLAC
3D

 model must be at an initial force-equilibrium state before perturbations can be 

applied. For simple model geometries, the model may be exactly at equilibrium initially. 

However, in most cases, it is necessary to step the model to the initial equilibrium state under 

given boundary and initial conditions, particularly for problems with complex geometries or 

multiple materials. The model is in perfect equilibrium when the net nodal-force vector at each 

gridpoint is zero. In FLAC
3D

, the equilibrium is monitored by the unbalance force, presented in 

next subsection 3.2.6. 

 

3.2.6  The Convergence Criterion 

The unbalanced (out-of-balance) force indicates when a mechanical equilibrium state has been 

reached in a static analysis. The unbalanced force will never reach exactly zero. It is sufficient, 

though, to say the model is in equilibrium when the maximum unbalanced force is small 

compared to the element forces represented in the problem. When the ratio of the maximum 

unbalanced force for all the nodes in the model divided the average applied gridpoint force falls 

below a prescribed value considered to represent equilibrium, then the calculation in FLAC
3D

 

will stop (ITASCA, 2009). In some applications of FLAC
3D

, a simulation is considered to have 

converged when the normalised unbalanced force of each node in the mesh is less than 1.0×10
-3

. 

The suggested maximum equilibrium ratio is 1.0×10
-5

 in FLAC
3D

, set by default (ITASCA, 

2009). If the unbalanced forces approach a constant nonzero value in a plasticity model, this 

indicates that steady-state flow of material is occurring. If the unbalanced force approaches a 
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very small value and the displacement histories become constant, this indicates that an 

equilibrium state has reached. 

 

3.3  Existing Theoretical Solutions for Isolated Piles 

In this section, the main concept of the theoretical solutions for the response of piles to lateral 

load is briefly reviewed. 

 

As reviewed in section 2.4, a range of empirical results have been proposed for the ultimate 

pile-soil pressure for an isolated pile in the drained soil. Fleming et al. (2009) proposed a 

relationship between limiting pressure and soil strength that is found to give a good agreement 

with actual soil pressure distributions measured along the length of model piles (aluminium tube) 

using pressure transducers (Zhang et al., 2005). Their expression is used to present the limiting 

pressure in this research. 

  
      

  , at depths z ≤ 1.5 d                      Equation 3.1 

  
    

   
  , at depths z ≥ 1.5 d                                  Equation 3.2 

where   
  is the vertical effective stress at depth z,    (       ) (       )⁄  is passive 

earth pressure coefficient as calculated by the Rankine earth pressure theory, and d is diameter 

of pile for zero strength pile-soil interface ( = 0°). 

 

3.4  Three-Dimensional Analysis of Piles 

Three-dimensional plane strain and constant overburden analyses are developed in this section 

to understand pile-soil interaction. The model generation is detailed in following subsections. 

 

3.4.1  Conceptual Model 

A typical three-dimensional FLAC
3D

 mesh is shown in Fig. 3.1. Owing to the symmetry of the 

geometry and loading, only half a pile was modelled. A 20 m long × 5 m wide × 1.0 m high 

mesh representing the unstable soil layer was created first. The 20 m distance was to a ‘remote’ 

boundary where movement was restrained normal to the pile row. 5 m length was the half 
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centre-to-centre pile spacing along the pile row, and 1.0 m was the vertical depth of the mesh 

which represented a section of an infinitely long pile translating through a body of soil. The pile 

diameter was 1.0 m. The pile was translated normal to the pile row at a velocity 1 × 10
-7

 m/ 

calculating step by applying this velocity to the pile elements. The same ultimate pile-soil 

pressure will be found as the same velocity was applied to the soil boundaries and the pile was 

fixed at the bottom. 

 

3.4.2  FLAC3D Mesh 

The mesh for the soil was first generated with a 1 m diameter semi-circular hole at the centre in 

the front face of block. Interface elements were then generated and attached to the surface of the 

hole, and finally the pile was created and moved into the hole. A finer mesh was used near the 

pile to reflect the higher stress and strain gradients that will occur at that location. The mesh 

became gradually coarser away from the pile, to reduce the analysis time.  

 

3.4.3  Initial and Boundary Conditions 

The nodes on the base of the completed mesh were restrained in the vertical direction (z-

direction) while the nodes on the top surface were restrained in the vertical direction (plane 

strain analysis), or had an overburden stress applied only, ’v. The nodes on the faces 

representing planes of symmetry were prevented from moving in the y-direction. The nodes on 

the right and left faces (perpendicular to the x-axis) were prevented from moving in the 

direction of the applied pile movement (the x-direction). After the pile elements were inserted 

into the soil, stresses were initialised assuming an in-situ earth pressure coefficient (K0) of 1.5 

(Gasparre et al., 2007; Hight et al., 2007). Gravity was assigned a value of ten units. For the 

constant overburden analysis, the nominal vertical overburden stress ’v was applied on the top 

face during initialisation with vertical stress magnitude set according to the intended depth of 

the modelled soil slice. For the plane strain analyses, initial stresses in the soil were also 

specified corresponding to the depth of the modelled slice of soil, and the top face was then 

restrained vertically.  
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(a) Full view. 

 

(b) Vertical section of the three-dimensional model near the pile. 

 

(c)  Plan view of the three-dimensional model near the pile. 

Figure 3.1.  Typical FLAC
3D

 mesh for three-dimensional analyses. 

A 

C 

B 
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3.4.4  Constitutive Model and Material Properties 

The pile was represented as an isotropic elastic material which was much stiffer than the soil. A 

elastic-Mohr-Coulomb non-associated plastic model (Itasca, 2009) was used for the surrounding 

soil with the soil strength was given by effective angle of shearing resistance. The soil stiffness, 

unit weight, and earth pressure coefficient were determined from the literature and intended to 

be representative of London Clay (Gasparre et al., 2007; Hight et al., 2007; Skempton, 1961; 

Skempton and Delory, 1952). The pile stiffness was obtained from real reinforced concrete piles 

installed at a site near in Leatherhead, Surrey (Table 3.1). The normal and shear stiffnesses of 

the interface (Table 3.2) were set to be large compared with the adjacent pile elements, so that 

the interface has little influence on the model behaviour unless and until the normal and shear 

stresses cause the elements to fail. The forces acting at the nodes on the interface were used to 

determine the shear and normal forces exerted on the perimeter of the pile, and   
  was 

determined from these. The interface strength was assigned the value of the drained effective 

angle of shearing resistance of the surrounding soil. The soil was under drained conditions with 

the pore water pressures kept at zero. 

Material Properties Pile Soil 

Density (kg/m
3
) 2500 2000 

Elastic Properties:   

Young’s Modulus (GPa) 36.1 60×10
-3

 

Poisson’s Ratio 0.3 0.25 

Bulk Modulus (GPa) 30.09 40×10
-3

 

Shear Modulus (GPa) 13.89 24×10
-3

 

Strength Properties:   

Effective Cohesion (kPa) N/A 0 

Effective Friction Angle (°) N/A 20 

Dilation Angle (°) N/A 0 

Table  3.1. Material properties for the pile and the soil in drained analysis.  

 

Interface 

Properties 

Normal stiffness 

(GPa) 

Shear stiffness 

(GPa) 

Cohesion 

(kPa) 

Friction 

Angle 

(°) 

Interface between 

pile and soil  

6.183×10
3
 *  6.183×10

3
 * 0 20 

Table 3.2. Properties of interface elements used in drained analysis. 

 * where the normal and shear stiffness are calculated according to the equation in Itasca (2009). 
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3.4.5  Verification of undrained case 

An undrained analyses with full strength interface was carried out using the same mesh but with 

undrained clay parameters following those used by Kanagasabai et al. (2010) in Table 3.3. The 

results of the constant overburden and plane strain analyses for the undrained case at 10 m depth 

are shown in Fig 3.2. It can be seen that the pile-soil pressure is 250 kN for the constant 

overburden stress analysis and 350 kN for the plane strain analysis (Fig. 3.2). According to the 

theory (Randolph and Houlsby, 1984), the undrained ultimate lateral pile-soil line load is given 

by  

           for a frictionless surface (zero strength)                      Equation 3.3 

            for a perfectly rough surface (full strength)                              Equation 3.4 

where    is the undrained shear strength and   is the pile diameter. The interface in the analysis 

had a perfectly rough surface (c = 30kPa). Therefore, Equation 3.5 is used to calculate the 

theoretical pile-soil line load. 

                                               Equation 3.5 

The ultimate pile-soil pressure in Fig 3.2 b (for the plane strain analysis) agrees with the above 

closed form theoretical solution. Thereore, FLAC
3D 

models the undrained case in a plane strain 

analysis well but the constant overburden analysis calculates a value lower than the theory. This 

is because vertical soil movement occured in the constant overburden analysis. 

Material Properties Pile Soil 

Density (kg/m
3
) 2500 2000 

Elastic Properties:   

Young’s Modulus (GPa) 122.2 6×10
-3

 

Poisson’s Ratio 0.3 0.495 

Bulk Modulus (GPa) 101.8 0.2 

Shear Modulus (GPa) 47 2×10
-3

 

Strength Properties:   

Cohesion (kPa) N/A 30 

Friction Angle (°) N/A 0 

Dilation Angle (°) N/A 0 

Table 3.3. Material properties for the pile and the soil in undrained analysis.  
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(a) Constant overburden analyses after 0.2 m pile displacement (The y-axis is the pile-soil line load with 

unit of Pa. Step in x-axis is the number of calculation steps taken by the program).  

 

 

 

(b) Plane strain analyses after 0.13 m pile displacement (The y-axis is the pile-soil line load with unit of 

Pa. Step in x-axis is the number of calculation steps taken by the program). 

Figure 3.2.  Pile-soil line load at 10 m below ground for undrained analyses. The y-axis is the pile-soil 

line load with unit of Pa. Step in x-axis is the number of calculation steps taken by the program, which 

translates to a movement of 0.2 m and 0.13 m by multiplying the velocity 1×10
-6

 m/step. 

 

(P
a)

 
(P

a)
 

, (Step) 

, (Step) 
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3.5  Analysis of Drained Model Results 

A number of models were analysed, as detailed below using drained parameters. The analyses 

included constant overburden and plane strain models.  

 

3.5.1  Constant Overburden Analysis 

Results of pile-soil pressure plotted against pile displacement are shown in Fig. 3.3, for initial 

stress conditions representing a variety of pile depths. The responses at small displacement are 

very stiff and increase almost linearly. This represents the elastic response of the soil before the 

onset of plastic yield. As the displacements increase, the soil near the pile begins to yield. This 

pile-soil line load increases less rapidly with further displacement, producing the curved part in 

Fig. 3.3. When a larger zone of soil reaches yield, the response is even less stiff and finally 

reaches an ultimate value, where the pile-soil line load becomes constant with the relative 

displacement. 

 

As the depth increases the ultimate resistance mobilised become greater. This reflects the 

influence of the initial soil stress state on the soil resistance that can be mobilised from pile-soil 

movement. The values of limiting pile-soil line load,   
 , increase from 0.4 MPa at 5 m depth, to 

0.8 MPa at 10 m depth and 1.5 MPa at 20 m depth. Finally it reaches more than 1.8 MPa at 25 

m depth. Therefore, the limiting pile-soil line load for different depth increases almost linearly 

with depth. When the pile-soil pile load-displacement curves are normalised by the soil unit 

weight, pile diameter and depth below ground level, all four become close (Fig. 3.4). Compared 

with Equation 3.2 with       , for which the normalised value of       ⁄  is slightly greater 

than eight (with           for full strength pile-soil interface from Powrie (2004)), the 

values from the numerical tests are significantly smaller. 

 

Normalised pile-soil pressures for a variety of pile depths are plotted against relative pile-soil 

displacement in Fig. 3.4. It is found that the normalised pile-soil displacements, y/d, required to 

reach the yield state increase with depth. Comparing the curves in Fig. 3.4, the normalised 

displacement at which soil resistances obtain or nearly reach the full yield state increases from 

0.02 at 1 m depth to 0.8 at 25 m depth. The soil resistance for 25 m depth is still gradually rising 

even when the normalised pile displacement reaches 0.8 m, indicating that it is more difficult to 

create full yield at a higher soil stress state than at a lower. When the modelled soil depth 
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increases, both the initial lateral soil stress and the applied stress at the top surface increase with 

the depth. The higher vertical soil stress may be expected to mobilise greater normalised pile-

soil line load at the same normalised pile displacement. However, the normalised ultimate pile-

soil line loads at different depth from the model decrease with pile depth.   

 

(a)  Pile-soil line load at 0 m, 1 m, 2 m, 3 m, 4 m and 5 m below the ground surface up to 0.12 m pile 

displacement. 

 

 

(b)  Pile-soil line load at 10 m, 15 m, 20 m and 25 m below the ground surface up to 0.9 m pile 

displacement. 

Figure 3.3.  Variation of pile-soil line load with displacement for three-dimensional constant overburden 

analyses at different depths in the soil. 
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(a)  Normalised pile-soil line load at 1 m, 2 m, 3 m, 4 m and 5 m below ground level up to 0.12 m 

displacement. 

 

 

(b)  Normalised pile-soil line load at 10 m, 15 m, 20 m and 25 m below ground level up to 0.9 m 

displacement. 

Figure 3.4.  Variation of normalised pile-soil line load on pile with displacement for three-dimensional 

constant overburden analyses at different depths in the soil. 
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Figure 3.5 and 3.6 show contours of displacement around the pile in plan view and in cross 

section through the centre of the pile. It can be seen the greatest horizontal displacement occurs 

in front of and behind the pile row rather than the mid-way between adjacent piles. The soil in 

front of pile is pushed upward by the pile while the soil behind the pile collapses downward to 

fill the space vacated by the pile (Fig. 3.5), which is consistent with a frictional soil, no gap 

forms behind the pile. In Figure 3.6, the soil surface in front of pile is pushed upward by more 

than 0.2 m and the soil surface behind of pile drops downward by more than 0.5 m. 

 

Figure 3.7 presents the contours of     and     at 10 m depth from the constant overburden 

analysis. The theoretical vertical effective overburden stress     is equal to 2000 kg/m
3
 × 10 

m/s
-2

 × 10 m = 200 kPa. For active and passive failure, the theoretical horizontal stresses are  

   
                                        Equation 3.6 

   
       

                                  Equation 3.7 

where    (       ) (       )⁄         and    (       ) (       )⁄  

       are the active and passive earth pressure coefficients as calculated from the Rankine 

earth pressure theory, and   
 is the effective angle of shearing resistance for the soil which is 

equal to 20° for zero strength pile-soil interface. 

 

The contours of     in Fig. 3.7 a agree with above calculations, and show that the active and 

passive failure zones form in front of and behind the pile. The contours of displacement in Fig. 

3.6 confirm this with apparent active and passive wedges forming on either side of the pile. 

Figure 3.7 b shows that the soil vertical effective stress is constant, as assumed in the analyses. 

The displacement results show that the soil does not flow around the pile (Fig. 3.5), and again 

indicates the formation of active and passive zones. The pile behaves more like a retaining wall 

than an isolated pile. The stress boundary condition on the upper surface allows unrestrained 

vertical soil movement adjacent to the pile that may not occur in a larger body of soil. The full 

three-dimensional analyses carried in the next chapter will show that the active and passive 

wedges should form only to a short depth below the unconfined ground surface, below which 

the limiting pressure increases as greater confinement suppresses of these mechanism. In the 

constant overburden analyses, resistance is provided by a mini-wedge that resists pile movement 
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through the shearing resistance of the soil and overburden acting upon the top surface of the 

wedge. This mechanism cannot occur in the full three-dimensional case as the weight and shear 

strength of the full body of soil is able to provide a larger resistance to pile movement (Fig. 3.7 

c). The three-dimensional constant overburden analyses in FLAC
3D

 probably do not realistically 

represent the confined flow of soil that would occur at depth (the soil weight cannot prevent the 

soil moving vertically), and thus cannot be used to investigate the pile-soil interaction in a 

frictional soil. 

 

 

Figure 3.5.  Contours of x-displacement after 0.1 m pile displacement at 10 m depth for three-

dimensional constant overburden analyses. 

 

 

Figure 3.6.  Contours of z-displacement after 0.1 m pile displacement at 10 m depth for three-

dimensional constant overburden analyses. 
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Figure 3.7.  Contours of (a)     and (b)   at 10 m depth after 0.1 m pile displacement at 10 m depth 

for three-dimensional constant overburden analyses. 
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Figure 3.7. (Continued) (c) Schematic plot of constant overburden analyses. 

3.5.2  Plane Strain Analysis 

By restraining movement in the z-direction on the top surface of the mesh, plane strain 

conditions may be investigated. Except for the boundary condition at the top surface, the model 

is the same as in the constant overburden analyses. The results for the pile-soil line load are 

plotted against pile displacement in Fig. 3.8 for a variety of depths down the pile (represented 

by the initial stresses in the mesh). The responses are similar to the constant overburden analysis. 

They are initially stiff and increase almost linearly, before the pile-soil pressure increases less 

quickly, associated with a reduced stiffness for the pile-soil pressure. However, when the soil 

yields and reaches the ultimate lateral pile-soil pressure, the pressure then starts to decrease with 

further displacement (Fig. 3.8). The reduction in ultimate pile-soil pressure with continued 

movement is more apparent with greater depth (Fig. 3.8 b). 

 

The ultimate pile-soil line loads at different depths are again linearly distributed with depth, and 

the magnitude of ultimate pile-soil line load is smaller than the empirical calculations (Broms, 

1964b; Flemings et al., 2009). When the pile-soil pressures are normalised by depth, pile 

diameter and soil unit weight, the normalised final pile-soil pressures tend to the same value 

(Fig. 3.9). Apart from a slight variation at the peak, the tendency is more obvious when the soil 

depth is greater than 10 m (Fig. 3.9 b). The pile-soil displacements required to reach yield 

increase with depth, for example, the pile-soil displacements (pile displacement relevant to soil 

(c) 
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boundaries on soil faces      m) at the full yield value are less than 0.02 m at 1 m depth and 

more than 0.1 m for 25 m depth. 

 

Figure 3.10 presents the contours of displacement around the pile in plan view. The 

displacement contours form a series of concentric arcs, around a point on the edge of the pile. 

The displacements gradually increase from the furthest edge of the mechanism towards a point  

mid-way between the edge of mechanism and the pile before they decrease again towards the 

pile. The failure mechanism is similar to that for an undrained analysis, which also forms a 

near-circular shaped zone in which a plastic soil flow occurs around the pile (Figs. 3.10 c and 

3.11). A passive cap forms in front of pile and an active cap behind the pile for the full strength 

interface case (Fig. 3.10 a; indicated by zones of little soil displacement), and again similar to 

the undrained mechanism given by Randolph & Houlsby (1984) (Fig. 3.10 c). The mechanism 

is different from the previous constant overburden analyses, as the soil resistance is provided by 

the soil in the direction perpendicular to the pile movement (Fig. 3.11). As the soil is perfectly 

confined on the top surface, a flow of soil forms through the gap between adjacent piles. 
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(a)  Pile-soil pressure at 0 m, 1 m, 2 m, 3 m, 4 m, 5 m below ground up to 0.12 m pile displacement. 

 

 

 

(b)  Pile-soil pressure at 10 m, 15 m, 20 m, 25 m below ground up to 0.6 m pile displacement. 

Figure 3.8.  Variation of pile-soil pressure on pile with displacement for three-dimensional plane strain 

analyses at different depths in the soil. 
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(a)  Pile-soil pressure at 1 m, 2 m, 3 m, 4 m, 5 m below ground up to 0.12 m pile displacement. 

 

 

(b)  Pile-soil pressure at 10 m, 15 m, 20 m, 25 m below ground up to 0.6 m displacement. 

Figure 3.9.  Variation of normalised pile-soil pressure on pile with displacement for plane strain analyses 

at different depths in soil. 
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(a) full strength interface  

 

(b) zero strength interface  

 
(c) Theoretical assumed example of zero and full strength interface.  

Figure 3.10.  Contours of x-displacement after 0.4 m pile displacement for plane strain analyses and 

theoretical assumption by Randolph, M. F. & Houlsby, G. T. (1984). 
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(a) full strength interface 

 

(b) zero strength interface 

Figure 3.11.  Plots of nodal velocities after 0.4 m pile displacement at 10 m depth for plane strain 

analyses. 
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Figure 3.12 shows the contours of     and     at 10 m depth in the plane strain analyses. The 

theoretical horizontal active and passive stress based on the vertical effective stress of         

are       and       . For the contours of     in Fig. 3.12 a, the stresses in front of and 

behind the pile are less than the theoretical values, including a large zone mid-way between 

adjacent piles which falls below the theoretical active value. The change in vertical effective 

stresses behind the pile are shown in Fig. 3.12 b. The vertical stress reduces to        behind 

the pile, within zone about 2 pile diameters across, which contributes to the ultimate pile-soil 

stress reductions beyond the peak value in Fig. 3.8. 

 

Vertical stress of three points in the soil were recorded in FLAC
3D

. The recorded points are at 

points A (-0.75, 0.25, 0), B (0.75, 0.25, 0) and C (0, 0.75, 0) in Fig. 3.12. The vertical soil stress 

at B (in front of pile) initially increases with normalised pile displacement (< 0.1), when the 

vertical soil stresses at A (behind the pile) decreases significantly with the pile displacement 

(Fig. 3.13). The vertical soil stress at C remains unchanged until the vertical soil stress at A 

starts to reach its ultimate value (Fig. 3.13). Beyond the ultimate value for A, the vertical soil 

stress at B then gradually increases slowly, before decreasing slightly when the vertical soil 

stress at C tends to a constant value. The vertical soil stress reduction was found to transform 

gradually from the front to the back of pile (A C B). The peak vertical soil stress at A 

reached the ultimate value at the same pile-soil displacement as the the peak pile-soil line load 

(Figs. 3.9 and 3.13). 

 

As the pile moves away from the soil, its displacements accomodated in the soil by only a 

lateral strain (vertical movements cannot occur in plane strain analysis) and this seems to lead to 

very low stresses that continue to gradually decrease with further pile movement. While intial 

stresses can be set to represent a particular depth in the soil, as the pile moves away from the 

soil giving low lateral stresses, the vertical change in stress that can occur becomes (in plane 

strain conditions) inrelated to the intended overburden. The stresses in front of the pile should 

be related to those behind pile (analogous to the classic strip footing problem where the capacity 

of the footing is dictated by the stress to one side), and thus as the stresses behind pile drop very 

low, this limits the increase in stress in front of the pile. 

 

In conclusion, the plane strain analyses do not give a reasonable estimation to the ultimate pile-

soil pressures in a frictional soil. A further comparison between constant overburden and plane 
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strain analyses is made in the following section. The fully three-dimensional analyses in the 

next chapter show that significant vertical stress reduction should only occur to a shallow depth 

below the unconfined surface. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.12.  Contours of (a)     and (b)     at 10 m depth after 0.1 m pile displacement for three-

dimensional plane strain analyses. 
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Figure 3.13.  Vertical soil stress development in points A, B and C. 

 

3.5.3  Comparison and Analyses 

In the constant overburden analyses, the top surface of the model is free to move and a stress 

was applied to the surface according to the assumed depth of the horizontal soil slice. The soil 

around the pile had large movements in the vertical direction (Fig. 3.6), but the vertical effective 

stress on the soil surface remained the same as this was the applied boundary condition (Fig. 

3.7). Significant vertical soil movement occurred around the pile, which is the main reason for 

the reduction of ultimate pile-soil pressure. True passive and active pressures were mobilised 

directly in front of and behind the pile. This is unlikely to be a realistic condition at depth, 

where the soil is more constrained and less free to move in the vertical direction. The ultimate 

pile-soil line load   
  from the constant overburden analyses is thus lower than the empirical 

formulae suggest.  

 

Figure 3.14 shows the normalised ultimate pile-soil line load   
     ⁄  against normalised depth 

  ⁄  for the sequence of constant overburden and plane strain analyses carried out to represent 

different depths in the soil. The empirical distributions given by Equations 3.1 and 3.2 (Broms, 

1964b; Fleming et al., 2009) are also plotted. The normalised pile-soil line load for both the 

constant overburden and plane strain analyses is found to decrease with depth. The distribution 

for constant overburden analysis becomes uniform after 5 m depth coinciding with the empirical 

distributions, for the plane strain analyses becoming uniform at 10 m depth (Fig. 3.14). The 

profiles from the plane strain and constant overburden analyses initially decrease with depth, 
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which is contrary to the distribution given by empirical equations. The profiles from the 

numerical results also become uniformly distributed when the depth is increasing, however, 

both plane strain and constant overburden analyses significantly underestimate the ultimate pile-

soil line load when compared to the empirical formulae. This further indicates that both plane 

strain and constant overburden stress analyses for the drained case fail to correctly model a 

laterally loaded pile in a frictional soil.  

 

(a)  Normalised ultimate lateral pile-soil pressure against normalised depth with the effective angle of 

shearing resistance for soil is 20° from numerical analyses, where  is friction angle of pile-soil interface. 

 

(b)  Normalised ultimate lateral pile-soil pressure against normalised depth (From Durrani 2006), where 

 is friction angle of pile-soil interface. 

Figure 3.14.  Normalised ultimate lateral pile-soil pressure against normalised depth, where  is friction 

angle of pile-soil interface. 
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Durrani (2006) provided the results from constant overburden analyses also carried out in 

FLAC
3D

 which gives results closer to the empirical equations from Fleming et al. (2009) (Figs. 

3.14 and 3.15). However, the results in Durrani (2006) were for shallow depths up to 3 d and 

soil internal friction angle of 30°, i.e., in the sand range (Fig. 3.15), which would substantially 

explain the difference between the current analyses and Durrani’s results. The current analyses 

found that the normalised ultimate pile-soil pressures   
     ⁄  tend to be larger at shallower 

depths (Fig. 3.4); Durrani (2006) did not run constant overburden analyses for depth greater 

than 3.0 d (3 m). 

 

The plane strain analyses run here had a top surface boundary that was vertically restrained. The 

vertical stress in the soil increased in front of the pile and decreased behind of the pile (Fig. 

3.12), with the biggest changes being at the back of the pile. The soil displacement mainly 

occurred to either side of the pile (Fig. 3.10 and 3.11). The stress reduction behind the pile 

(which tended to zero) seems to affect the soil resistance in front of the pile. And the continued 

dropping effecive stress behind the pile also contributes the ultimate pile-soil line load 

decreasing after reaching the peak value (Fig. 3.8), rather than remaining contant as in the 

constant overburden analyses.  

 

Durrani (2006) also carried out a two-dimensional plane strain analysis to investigate the 

ultimate pile-soil pressure in a frictional soil. The vertical effective stress was also found to drop 

significantly over a large area behind the pile, in a similar manner to the current analyses. The 

ultimate pile-soil pressure in Durrani (2006) was also found to be far less than the empirical 

equation given by Fleming et al. (2009) (Figs. 3.15 and 3.16). Durrani (2006) suggested that the 

stresses on either side of the pile were strongly related (citing the stresses below and to one side 

of a horizontal footing, linked by the bearing capacity equation), and that stress reduction 

behind the pile prevented large ultimate pile-soil pressures from being developed.  

 

The plane strain analyses are not suitable to investigate the soil resistance in a frictional soil, 

due to the stress falling significantly (and unrealistically) below the constant overburden stress 

over a widespread area of the mesh (Fig. 3.12). The three-dimensional analyses in Chapter 4 

will overcome the disadvantages in both constant overburden and plane strain analyses to 

provide more accurate calculation of the ultimate pile-soil pressure in a frictional soil. 
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. 

Figure 3.15. Variation of equivalent pressure on pile with normalised soil displacement (r/dp) for three-

dimensional constant overburden analyses at 1.5 m depth in soil (  
 =27kN/m

2
, K0=0.5,   =30°) and 

various spacing ratio (sp/dp) along row, (sn/dp)= 30 (dp is pile diameter, sp is pile spacing parallel along 

the row, sn is separation of ‘remote’ boundaries normal to the pile row) (From Durrani 2006). 
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Figure 3.16. Variation of equivalent pressure on pile with normalised soil displacement (r/dp) for two-

dimensional plane strain analyses at 1.5 m depth in soil (  
         ,       ,       ) (From 

Durrani 2006). 

 

3.6  Summary 

i. Previous research provides empirical equations for the ultimate response of a laterally 

loaded pile in a frictional soil. The relationship given by Fleming et al. (2009) is 

recommended by Zhang et al. (2005) and has been used here in comparison with the 

numerical results.  

 

ii. A 20 m long × 5 m wide × 1.0 m high model was created in FLAC
3D

 to investigate pile-

soil interaction. Interface elements were used between the pile and soil. The pile was 

translated into the soil at a velocity 1 × 10
-7

 m/step by applying this velocity to the pile 
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elements. The initial and boundary conditions were changed to provide plane strain and 

constant overburden conditions. The pile and soil were represented by an isotropic 

elastic model and elastic-Mohr-Coulomb non-associated plastic model respectively. The 

pile and soil parameters were intended to be representative of a bored concrete pile and 

London Clay. 

 

iii. In the constant overburden analysis, the pile-soil pressure initially increased linearly 

with pile displacement. As the displacement increased, the rate of increase in pile-soil 

pressure reduced and interaction between the pile and soil become less stiff. With 

sufficient pile-soil displacement, the pressure became constant. The development 

reflects the change with soil state from elastic to partial yield, to full plastic condition.  

 

iv. In comparing the ultimate value   
  at different depths from constant overburden 

analyses, it was found that the ultimate pile-soil pressures were almost linearly 

distributed with depth; for example, the value of pile-soil pressure was 0.4 MPa at 5 m, 

0.8 MPa at 10 m and 1.5 MPa at 20 m. However, pressures were much less than the 

empirical values suggested by Fleming et al. (2009) (Equation 3.2). When the pile-soil 

pressure is normalised by depth and soil unit weight, the normalised pile displacement 

to reach the yield state was found to increase with depth, e.g. from 0.02 normalised pile 

displacement at 1 m depth to more than 0.8 at 25 m depth. The normalised ultimate 

values decreased with depth and were found to reach the same magnitude at the greater 

depths within the soil.  

 

v. Because the soil on the top surface is free to move vertically within the constant 

overburden analysis, the soil in front of the pile was pushed upward more than 0.2 m by 

the pile, while the soil behind of pile collapses downward by more than 0.5 m. The soil 

was fully plastic in front of and behind the pile and the soil resistance was largely 

provided by the soil in front of pile. The failure mechanism was the formation of active 

and passive wedges behind and in front of the pile.  

 

vi. The three-dimensional constant overburden analyses in FLAC
3D

 probably do not 

realistically represent the confined flow of soil that should occur at depth, and thus 

cannot be used to investigate the pile-soil pressure at depth in a frictional soil. The 

stress boundary on the upper surface allows unrestrained vertical soil movement 

adjacent to the pile that may not occur in a larger body of soil.  
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vii. When compared with the constant overburden analyses, plane strain analyses gave a 

similar pressure-displacement response as the pile was pushed into the soil. However, 

when the soil reached ultimate pile-soil pressures, the pressure started to decrease with 

further pile displacement. The reductions in ultimate pile-soil pressure were more 

apparent at greater depth. When normalised, the ultimate values tended to be the same 

value. However, even the maximum normalised value was smaller than the limiting 

pressure given by common empirical relationship. The reduction in the limiting pressure 

after the peak value was related to the significant soil stress reduction behind the pile 

stresses and either side of the pile should be strongly related, in a similar manner to the 

stress below and to one side of a horizontal footing.  

 

viii. The failure mechanism in the plane strain analyses was totally different to that in the 

constant overburden analyses. The failure mechanism was more like that for the 

undrained analyses case with a plastic soil flow around the pile. Both the plane strain 

and constant overburden analyses do not work well (in the sense that they do not match 

the empirical equations 3.2 from Fleming et al. (2009), based on model tests) for 

laterally loaded piles in frictional soil. 



 

Chapter 4 

Ultimate Pile-soil Pressure on a 

Laterally Loaded Pile in Full Three-

dimensional Analyses 
 

 

 

4.1  Introduction 

As explained earlier, previous research on laterally loaded piles in the drained pile-soil loading 

condition has focused on 1 g and centrifuge model tests. Rarely has numerical modelling been 

used to understand the mechanism and confirm the relevant empirical equations. As numerical 

modelling has proved to be an effective and valuable research tool to investigate pile behaviour 

in the undrained condition (Bransby and Springman, 1999; Kanagasabai et al., 2010), it is likely 

to be an appropriate method for the drained condition as well. The empirical equations for the 

ultimate pile-soil pressure on a laterally loaded pile in a frictional soil provide a range of values 

which make them difficult to use in practice (Figure 4.1). Because most of the equations for the 

drained condition are derived from tests on sand with effective angle of shearing resistance for 

the soil  ≥ 30°, there is also a need to investigate their applicability to drained clay of lower 

effective angle of shearing resistance (   ≤ 30°). 

 

The results of full three-dimensional modelling in FLAC
3D

 are presented in this chapter, to help 

understand pile behaviour in drained condition. At the beginning of the chapter, the routines 

used to calculate the output parameters from FLAC
3D

 numerical analysis were presented in 

detail. This consists of four parts, covering pile deflection, shear force, bending moment and 

ultimate lateral pile-soil pressure. Using the routines developed, the numerical accuracy of the 
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piles was investigated to ensure accuracy of the modelling. Both large strain and small strain 

models were then built to understand the pile behaviour in a drained clay. The distribution of 

ultimate pile-soil pressure around the pile perimeter investigated was to understand the stress 

distribution for different pile depths. The ultimate pile-soil pressures from three-dimensional 

analyses were compared with those from plane strain and constant overburden stress analyses. 

 

  

Figure 4.1. Normalised distributions of limiting pile-soil line load with depth, calculated using empirical 

and theoretical approaches for soil strength   = 20 and a zero strength pile-soil interface. 

 

4.2  Routines Used to Calculate the Pile deflection, Shear Force, 

Bending Moment and Pressure Acting on the Pile 

Results were extracted from the models using the intrinsic FISH language within the FLAC
3D

 

program. These data files were saved in Excel format in order to be imported into MATLAB for 

further processing. A computer code was written to calculate pile deflection, shear force, 

bending moment, and the ultimate pile-soil pressure. The calculation routines used in the 

analyses are described in the following sections. 

 

4.2.1  Deflection 

When the pile is laterally loaded, the nodes will move along the direction of the applied loads 

(Fig. 4.2 b) in large strain mode. There are two methods to calculate the displacements of nodes. 
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For example, in Figure 4.2, loading is in the x-direction. Initially, the coordinates of all the 

nodes of the vertical pile are stored in the memory of the computer. When the model has 

reached the desired equilibrium, the same nodes are identified and the displacements are 

calculated by subtracting the final x-coordinate positions from the initial positions. As the 

displacements of nodes are calculated by the program and stored in the memory of the computer, 

the second method uses the intrinsic FISH language to obtain the x displacements for all nodes 

on the pile directly. The results from both methods were compared and found to give the same 

result. The first method was used in the analyses that follow. 

 

Figure 4.2. FLAC3D pile model. (a) Pile position, before lateral loading. (b) Pile position, after lateral 

loading, as plotted exaggerated. 

 

4.2.2  Pile Shear Force 

The shear force, T, on each horizontal pile section was calculated by the multiplying the x-

direction shear stress,    
 , of each element by its plan surface area, Ai (Fig. 4.3). Because it is 

only possible to obtain the volume of elements from FLAC
3D

, the plan area of each element was 

calculated by dividing its volume by its thickness, t,  in the z-direction. 

The relationship for the shear force is  

  ∑    
    

 
                          Equation 4.1 
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Where 

T is the shear force in each horizontal pile section. 

   
  is the horizontal shear stress of element Ei acting on the plane perpendicular to the z-axis in 

the x-direction. 

Ai is the plane area of element Ei on which    
  acts (Fig. 4.3). 

n is the total number of elements in a horizontal pile section. 

 

 

Figure 4.3. A horizontal pile section representing shear stress in x-direction of an element in FLAC
3D

. 

 

4.2.3  Pile Bending Moment 

The bending moment, M, on each horizontal pile section was computed by multiplying the 

vertical stress,    
 , acting within each element by its plan area,   , and the x-distance from the 

centroid of the element to the centre of pile,   
  (Fig. 4.4). The centroid of each element was 

obtained from FLAC
3D

 directly via the FISH language. 

 

The relationship for the bending moment is  

  ∑    
       

  
                         Equation 4.2 

Ai 

Ei 


i
xz 

t 
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where 

M is the bending moment in a horizontal pile section. 

   
  is the vertical normal stress acting within element Ei in z-direction. 

Ai is the plan area of element Ei, as shown in Fig. 4.4. 

n is total number of elements in a horizontal pile section. 

 

 

Figure 4.4. A horizontal pile section representing normal stress in z-direction of an element in FLAC
3D

. 

 

4.2.4  Lateral Pile-Soil Pressure 

An interface was attached between the pile and the soil in order to coordinate the pile-soil 

interaction during the modelling (Fig. 4.5). The soil elements were created initially and then the 

interface elements were generated on the concerned brick element surface. Each interface node 

was attached to a node of the surface created by the brick elements. Each node on the interface 

has both a normal stress and a shear stress associated with a representative area (Fig. 4.6). The 

force on the node was calculated by multiplying the interface node stress by the representative 

area of the interface. The lateral pile-soil ‘pressure’ is expressed as force per unit length (N/m) 

on each pile section (a certain depth of brick elements). It was calculated by summing the forces 

in the relevant direction (i.e. the x-direction for the current example) acting on the interface 

nodes at the same depth. A schematic of the pile-soil system is presented in Figure 4.7. 

Ai 

Ei 


i
zz 

t 

x
i
c 
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Figure 4.5. The location of interface elements between pile and soil in FLAC
3D 

mesh. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6. Distribution of representative areas to interface nodes (ITASCA, 2009). 
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Figure 4.7. Schematic plot of pile-soil system with interface between them. 

The lateral pile soil pressure at point Q (Fig. 4.7) in x-direction,   
 , is  

  
  (    

     
   

 )                          Equation 4.3 

where 

   is normal stress acting on the interface node at point Q. 

   
  is shear stress acting on the interface node at point Q. 

  
       

  

√  
    

 

 

  
       

  

√  
    

 

 

xi is x-coordinate of the interface node at point Q relative to the centre of the pile. 

yi is y-coordinate of the interface node at point Q relative to the centre of the pile. 

Ai is representative area of the interface node at point Q (Fig. 4.6). 

 

The lateral pile-soil pressure in the x-direction is summed over all the interface nodes in a given 

horizontal plane to compute the lateral pile-soil pressure,   
 , per unit length along the pile. At a 

particular pile section, the expression is presented as follows. 
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  ∑ (    

     
   

 )    
 
                         Equation 4.4 

where 

n is total number of interface nodes in a horizontal pile section. 

 

The interface elements have the properties of cohesion, friction, dilation, tensile strength, 

normal and shear stiffness. Stiffnesses ten times those of the stiffest neighbouring elements are 

recommended for the normal and shear stiffness of the interface elements by ITASCA (2009). 

The apparent stiffness (expressed in stress-per-distance units) of an interface zone (or element) 

in the normal direction is  

         [
(  

 

 
 )

     
]                      Equation 4.5 

where 

K is the maximum value of the bulk modulus of adjacent brick elements. 

G is the maximum value of the shear modulus of adjacent brick elements. 

      is the smallest width of an adjoining brick elements in the normal direction (see Fig. 4.8). 

 

Figure 4.8. Element dimension used in stiffness calculation (From ITASCA, 2009). 
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The interface in FLAC
3D

 controls slipping and gap formation between the pile and soil. The 

cohesion and internal friction angle of the interface element are assumed to be zero and 20°, or 

zero strength, for rough and frictionless interface respectively in the analyses of drained 

conditions in this chapter. 

 

4.3  Investigation of the Numerical Accuracy of the Piles 

As the stresses within each element are uniform in FLAC
3D

, a finer mesh can provide more 

accurate results as it gives a better representation of high stress gradients (ITASCA, 2009; 

Kanagasabai et al., 2010). Ellis et al. (2010) pointed out that the size of elements used to model 

the pile, especially in the vertical direction, can minimise the error in bending behaviour. 

Therefore, a series of numerical analyses was carried out to investigate the influence of the 

number of vertical pile elements on the numerical accuracy of the results. Since the major effect 

is from the vertical direction (Kanagasabai et al., 2010), the same semi-circular plan 

arrangement of 60 brick elements was used to model the pile in all of analyses (Fig. 4.9). 

 

4.3.1  Comparison between FLAC3D and Theoretical Beam Analysis 

Brick elements were used to shape a semi-cylindrical pile mesh in FLAC
3D

 (Fig. 4.9) of 

diameter 1 m. Using symmetry about the x-z plane, only one half a pile was built (Fig. 4.9 b). 

The pile was assumed to be linear elastic, fixed at the base and subject to a uniform load, w, in 

the x-direction perpendicular to the vertical pile axis. The material parameters of the pile were 

based on piles installed in the field at Leatherhead (Bicocchi, 2011) and are presented in Table 

4.1 below. 

 

Pile 

Propert-

ies 

Young’s 

Modulus 

(GPa) 

Bulk 

Modulus 

(GPa) 

Shear 

Modulus 

(GPa) 

Density 

 

(kg/m
3
) 

Poisson’s 

ratio 

Length 

 

(m) 

Diameter 

 

(m) 

Second 

Moment 

(m
4
) 

Pile 36.1  30.09  13.89 2500 0.3 10.0 1.0 0.0245 

Table 4.1. Pile parameters in the model. 
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The bulk and shear modulis were computed using Equations 4.6 and 4.7. The pile flexiblity 

factor KR = 1.47×10
-3

 (in medium flexible pile range from Miao et al. (2006) for Es = 60MPa) 

was calculated by Equation 4.8, from Poulos (1995). The relevant parameters are summaried in 

Table 4.1. 

  
  

 (    )
                        Equation 4.6 

  
  

 (   )
                        Equation 4.7 

   
    

   
                         Equation 4.8 

Where 

K is bulk modulus. 

G is shear modulus. 

  is Poisson’s ratio. 

Ep is Young’s modulus of the pile. 

Ip is second moment area of the pile. 

Es is Young’s modulus of the soil. 

KR is pile flexibility factor 

l is pile length. 
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Figure 4.9. Pile meshes. (a) Full pile mesh. (b) Half pile mesh used in the analyses. 

 

Nash (1972) proposed a general equation to compute the deflections of a cantilever beam from 

an imposed uniform distributed load (Fig. 4.10). The expression is  

      
 

  
(   )   

    

 
 

   

  
                     Equation 4.9 

where  

Ip is the second moment of the pile, equal to 
 

 
    for a semi-circular pile section. 

r is the radius of the pile. 

x is the pile lateral deflection. 

z is the distance of the pile section from the pile base. 

w is the uniformly distributed load per unit length. 
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Figure 4.10. Schematic plot of a laterally loaded pile. 

 

According to Equation 4.8, the required magnitude of uniformly distributed load to give a 30 cm 

lateral displacement to the pile top is 212.66 kN/m. The maximum deflection occurs at the pile 

top when zmax is equal to l, while the minimum deflection is zero at the pile base. 

 

4.3.2  Analysis of Results 

The effect of the number of tiers of elements in the vertical direction is presented in Figs. 4.11-

4.13. The number of tiers was increased from 20 to 40, 80, 100 and 120. Figures 4.11-4.13 

indicate that the pile behaviour is greatly influenced by the number of elements used to model 

the pile in the vertical direction. The accuracy of model, especially at large strains, increased 

with the number of tiers. 

 

Table 4.2 shows the percentage errors in deflection, shear force and bending moment for models 

with different numbers of vertical elements. From the results, the following points are observed. 

a) Deflection initially increases with the number of elements up to 80 tiers of elements. 

The model then underpredicts the analytical displacement at 100 tiers of elements, 

while the accuracy is again improved with further increases in elements. However, the 
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errors (difference between model and analytical solution in shear force and bending 

moments) continuously reduce as the number of tiers of elements is increased. These 

errors also reflect the round-off errors in FLAC
3D

 code (ITASCA, 2009).  

b) The model with 80 tiers of elements gave the closest match to theoretical results in 

displacement, shear force and bending moment, with the errors of 3.2%, -0.01% and 6.7% 

respectively (Table 4.2). 

c) To reach the target maximum equilibrium ratio of 1.0×10
-6

 in FLAC
3D

, the model with 

40 tiers of elements used 124,692 calculation steps in 5 minutes (on a 2.67 GHz four 

cores i7 computer) while the model with 120 tiers of element took 168,512 steps to 

reach the same ratio within 15 minutes. 

d) The pile was six elements across, so the elements are typically 1.0 / 6 = 0.16 m wide. 

When the pile had 80 elements in vertical direction, each element was 10 / 80 = 0.125 m 

tall and close to a ‘cube’ in shape. For 40, 100 and 120 elements, the elements were 

more cube designated. FLAC
3D

 tends to provide more accurate results for cubical 

elements with an aspect ratio below 5:1. The shape effect may contribute to the pile 

deflection reversing back when the vertical pile elements numbers was more than 80. 

Kanagasabai et al. (2010) made the investigation on the numerical accuracy of the piles 

as well. However, due to their pile stiffness being three times that in the current 

analyses, the pile deflection in Kanagasabai et al. (2010) was found to increase with the 

number of vertical pile elements. The pile flexibility was assumed to be rigid in 

Kanagasabai et al. (2010), while the pile stiffnesses in current analyses was taken from 

Bicocchi (2011) in the range of medium flexible pile (Miao et al., 2006). 

 

Figure 4.11. Variation of pile deflection with number of tiers in vertical direction. 
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Figure 4.12. Variation of pile shear force with number of tiers in vertical direction. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.13. Variation of pile bending moment with number of tiers in vertical direction. 
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The discrepancy between the theoretical solution and the numerical analysis reduced as the 

number of vertical tiers was increased, but the calculation time also increased significantly (e.g. 

124,692 steps / 5 minutes for 40 tiers of elements, compared with 168,512 steps / 15 minutes for 

the 120 tiers of elements). Taking both accuracy and calculation time into consideration, 40 tiers 

of elements provided a reasonable model to represent the elastic pile in further analyses. 

 

 

 

Elements 

 

 

 

 

Error% 

 

  

Number 

of 

Elements 

in Pile 

Model 

 

Timesteps to 

Reach 

Equilibrium 

 

Computing 

Time 

 
Deflection 

 

Shear 

Force 

Bending 

Moment 

10 50.86 -0.04 56.6 600 82,257 2 min 

20 23.27 -0.05 26.93 1,200 108,443 3 min 

40 8.7 0 11.54 2,400 124,692 5 min 

80 3.2 -0.01 6.7 4,800 144,047 10 min 

100 8.1 0 8.0 6,000 153,183 10 min 

120 7.5 0 7.5 7,200 168,512 15 min 

Table 4.2. Percentage error between theoretical solution and numerical model and the required timesteps. 

 

4.4  Ultimate Pressure on A laterally Loaded Pile in A Frictional Soil  

4.4.1  Conceptual Model 

Figure 4.14 presents a typical FLAC
3D

 mesh. A 20 m long × 5 m wide × 10.0 m high mesh 

representing the unstable soil layer was created first. Brick elements extended radially from a 

semi-circular hole into which the pile was later installed (Fig. 4.14 a). A semi-circular pile of 

diameter 1 m and height 10 m with 40 tiers in vertical direction was created separately. After the 

interface elements had been attached to the soil elements around the perimeter of the hole, the 

pile was moved into contact with the interface elements. For symmetry of geometry and loading, 

only half a pile was modelled. The boundary opposite the pile centre plane represented a second 

line of symmetry. The initial pile centre-to-centre spacing was selected as 10 d (where d is the 

pile diameter), which is large enough for the behaviour to represent a single isolated pile 

(Brown and Shie, 1991; Carder, 2005).  
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Before pile installation, the model was stepped to equilibrium under gravity loading. The pile 

was then inserted into the soil and stepped to equilibrium, while the addresses of pile mesh 

nodes, elements and interface nodes were stored in the computer memory. The soil was then 

translated normal to the pile row by applying a velocity of 1 × 10
-6

 m/step in the x-direction to 

the left and right boundaries (parallel to y-axis). The target soil movement was 400 mm uniform 

lateral (x-direction) at the both boundaries to enable the ultimate lateral pile-soil pressure,   
 , to 

be developed.  

 

4.4.2  FLAC3D Mesh  

Figure 4.14 c shows the mesh in FLAC
3D

 in the x, y plane adjacent to the pile. A finer mesh was 

used near the pile to reflect the higher strain and/or stress gradients likely to occur close the pile, 

while the elements gradually became coarser away from the pile to save computing time. 

 

(a) Full view shown prior to the pile and soil sections were moved into contact (The actual dimension of 

the model shown is 20 m long × 5 m wide × 10.0 m high). 
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(b) Vertical section of the three-dimensional model near the pile (The actual dimension of the model 

shown is 20 m long × 5 m wide × 10.0 m high). 

 

(c)  Plan view of the three-dimensional model showing radial elements near the pile. 

Figure 4.14.  Typical FLAC
3D

 mesh and interface elements for three-dimensional analyses. 

 

4.4.3  Initial and Boundary Conditions 

The nodes on the base of the completed mesh were restrained only in the vertical direction (z-

direction) while the nodes on the top face were free to move. The nodes on the faces 

representing planes of symmetry were prevented from moving in the y-direction. The nodes on 

the right and left faces were prevented from moving in the direction of the applied soil 
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movement (x-direction) during initial equilibrium (gravity loading) and freed during lateral 

loading. Stresses were initialised by assuming an in-situ earth pressure coefficient, K0, equal to 

1.5. Gravity was assigned a value of 10 m·s-2
 in the negative z-direction. The pile was fixed at 

the tip (assumed to be a rigid pile embedded in the stable layer), but otherwise unrestrained. 

 

4.4.4  Constitutive Model and Material Properties 

An elastic-Mohr-Coulomb non-associated plastic model was assumed for the unstable soil. The 

soil layer was assumed to be uniform with drained soil strength (  
 ) of 20°. The soil stiffness, 

unit weight, and earth pressure coefficient were intended to be representative of London Clay 

based on values from the literature (Gasparre et al., 2007; Hight et al., 2007). The pile was given 

isotropic elastic properties with a much higher stiffness than the surrounding soil. The pile 

stiffness was based on values determined for a real bored concrete pile at a site situated in 

Leatherhead, Surrey (Bicocchi, 2011). The bulk modulus and shear modulus for both the soil 

and pile were calculated using Equations 4.6 and 4.7. The normal and shear stiffness of interface 

were determined using Equation 4.5. Two different friction angles were used for the interface, a 

full strength interface, for which     
   

 ⁄   , and a zero strength interface, where     
   ⁄   . 

Table 4.3 and 4.4 present the materials and interface properties used in the analysis. The soil 

was under drained condition with the pore water pressure kept at zero. Dilation angle was 

assumed to be zero. 

 
Pile/ 

Soil 

Pro-

perties 

Young’s 

Modulus  

(GPa) 

Bulk 

Modulus 

(GPa) 

Shear 

Modulus 

(GPa) 

Density 

 

(kg/m
3
) 

Poisson’s 

ratio 

Fiction 

Angle 

(°) 

Dia-

meter 

(m) 

Second 

Moment 

of area 

(m
4
) 

Cohen-

sion 

(kPa) 

Pile 36.1  30.09  13.89 2500 0.3 N/A 1.0 0.0245 N/A 

Soil 60×10
-3

 40×10
-3

 24×10
-3

 2000 0.25 20 N/A N/A 0 

Table 4.3. Properties of Pile and soil used in the analysis. 

 

Interface Properties Normal stiffness  

(GPa) 

Shear stiffness 

(GPa) 

Cohesion 

(kPa) 

Friction Angle 

(°) 

Interface between 

pile and soil  

6.183×10
3
   6.183×10

3
   0 0/20 

Table  4.4. Properties of interface elements used in the analysis.  
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4.5  Investigation of the Effect of the Boundary Length 

Pile behaviour may be influenced by the boundaries adjacent to the pile. These need to be 

placed far enough away to ensure the numerical results are reliable. However, boundaries 

cannot be placed too far from the pile as this will greatly increase the total number of elements 

used in the model and the time the analyses take to run. These analyses were used to check 

whether the boundaries placed at a distance of 10 d are sufficient to obtain reliable results. 

 

4.5.1 FLAC3D analyses 

The FLAC
3D

 model used in Section 4.4 was modified by cutting or adding further soil elements 

to carry out two further analyses, one with boundaries closer to the pile, and one with 

boundaries further from the pile, as shown in Fig. 4.15. The new models have the same 

boundaries with the same properties, e.g. soil strength and stiffness and boundary restraints, as 

the model in Section 4.4. Two further boundary lengths were tested: 

    Case 1: X = 14 m (14 d), and  

    Case 2: X = 30 m (30 d) 

 

4.5.2 Results and discussion 

The left and right soil boundaries were placed at a distance of 7 d, 10 d and 15 d (where d is the 

pile diameter) from the centre of the pile (corresponding to the total mesh lengths X of 14 m, 20 

m and 30 m) for analyses with both full (rough) and zero (frictionless) strength pile-soil 

interface.  
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Figure 4.15.  Plan views of the mesh used to model different boundary distances in FLAC
3D

. (a) 7 d 

boundary distance. (b) 10 d boundary distance. (c) 15 d boundary distance. 

Figures 4.16-4.20 show the variation of pile deflection, shear force, bending moment and 

ultimate lateral pile-soil line load for the full strength interface with different boundary 

distances, after 400 mm of soil boundary displacement. The normalisation in Fig. 4.16-4.20 uses 

the effective unit weight,    (equal to the unit weight of the soil minus the pore water pressure 

gradient,        ⁄ ), as   
  is calculated from effective vertical stress. The length ratio is 

equal to the depth divided by the length of pile. Compared with the analyses with a boundary 

distance of 14 d, a slight increase occurs in pile-soil line load for soil boundary distances of 20 d 

and 30 d. However, the increase is small and can be ignored. The curves in Fig. 4.16 almost 

overlap each other for 20 d and 30 d, hence indicating that there is no further change with 

increase in boundary distance. The ultimate lateral pile-soil line load is found to be lower than 

the empirical results (Fig. 4.19 and 4.20). In addition, the sharp reduction of pile-soil pressure at 

the bottom of pile is mainly due to the representative area of interface node being reduced to a 

half (Fig. 4.6). Value of    for both full and zero strength interface cases is taken from Powrie 

(2004), based on full soil-wall friction and Rankine theory respectively. 

7 d=X/2 

10 d=X/2 

15 d=X/2 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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Figure 4.16.  Variation of pile deflection with the length of the mesh, X, for a full strength pile-soil 

interface. 

 

 

 Figure 4.17.  Variation of pile shear force with the length of the mesh, X, for a full strength pile-soil 

interface. 
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Figure 4.18.  Variation of pile bending moment with the length of the mesh, X, for a full strength pile-soil 

interface. 

 

 

Figure 4.19.  Variation of pile-soil line load with the length of the mesh, X, for a full strength pile-soil 

interface. 
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Figure 4.20.  Variation of normalised pile-soil line load with the length of the mesh, X, for a full strength 

pile-soil interface. 

 

The reduction that occurred in all five parameters for boundary distances of 20 d and 30 d, 

compared with 14 d, is also small for the zero strength interface (Figs. 4.21-4.25). The 

distributions are nearly the identical for 20 d and 30 d soil boundary distances. The different 

empirical distributions (Broms, 1964b; Fleming et al., 2009) bracket the ultimate lateral pile-

soil pressure obtained by the model (Figs. 4.24 and 4.25).  

 

An unconfined ground surface effect in the analyses is clearly visible in the reduced normalised 

pile-soil line load at the shallow depth (Figs. 4.20 and 4.25). It indicates that soil failure at 

shallow depths is not due to the flow of soil around the piles, rather the formation of active and 

passive wedges in the front of and behind of the piles. The failure mechanism is detailed in 

Chapter 9. The depth affected, about 5 d, is represented reasonably well by the 1.5 d reductions 

assumed in Broms (1964b) and Fleming et al. (2009). As the analyses with boundaries at both 

20 d and 30 d present very similar results, 20 d was chosen for the remaining analyses as it is 

sufficient to minimise the errors generated by the boundary effect and ensure computing 

efficiency. 
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Figure 4.21.  Variation of pile deflection with the length of the mesh, X, for a zero strength pile-soil 

interface. 

 

 

.  

Figure 4.22.  Variation of pile shear force with the length of the mesh, X, for a zero strength pile-soil 

interface. 
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Figure 4.23.  Variation of pile bending moment with the length of the mesh, X, for a zero strength pile-

soil interface. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.24.  Variation of pile-soil line load with the length of the mesh, X, for a zero strength pile-soil 

interface. 
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Figure 4.25.  Variation of normalised pile-soil line load with the length of the mesh, X, for a zero strength 

pile-soil interface. 

 

 

4.6  Analysis of Results 

Using the completed numerical model, large strain and small strain analyses were carried out to 

understand the ultimate lateral pile-soil line load in drained clay. The ultimate pile-soil line load 

was determined by applying 400 mm soil boundary displacement in a series of stages. At each 

stage, the deflection, shear force and bending moment of the pile were calculated. One analysis 

in small strain mode with 800 mm soil boundary movement and full strength interface was 

carried out to check whether 400 mm of soil boundary movement was sufficient to mobilise the 

full lateral pile-soil line load along the pile. Figure 4.26 shows that, in comparison with the 

results for 400 mm soil boundary movement, the pile-soil line load at 800 mm had only 

increased a small amount. Therefore, 400 mm soil boundary movement was judged to be 

enough to develop the ultimate lateral pile-soil line load along the pile and was used for the 

remaining analyses. 
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Figure 4.26.  Normalized lateral pile-soil line load developed from applying boundary soil movements of 

400 mm and 800 mm. 

 

4.6.1  Large Strain and Small Strain 

Both large strain and small strain modes in the FLAC
3D

 code can be used to investigate the pile 

under lateral loading. In large strain mode, mesh coordinates are updated at each step according 

to the computed displacements and geometric nonlinearly is allowed. In small strain mode, 

mesh coordinates are not changed even if computed displacements are large compared to typical 

elements sizes. However, if deformation in an element exceeds its maximum permissible value 

in large strain mode, the analysis will stop with an illegal geometry in the mesh. As the elements 

in the mesh and the interface become more elongated, a geometry error becomes more likely. 

Smaller elements can be used to increase the maximum permissible deformation value, but the 

larger number of mesh elements and interface elements will substantially increase the 

calculation time in the modelling. Both the large and small strain analyses use the same 

parameters and properties as given in Section 4.4. The interface elements in the large strain 

analyses had a smaller maximum edge length (0.05 m), than in the small strain analysis (0.26 m), 

in order to increase the permissible deformation value in the elements. The interface in the 

model was full strength, with friction angle   
       . The pile behaviour from the large 

strain and small strain analyses is discussed in the following section. 

 

Figures 4.27-4.31 show the variations of pile deflection, shear force, bending moment and pile-

soil line load for large and small strain analyses. The large strain analysis stopped with an illegal 
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geometry deformation after 0.19 m applied boundary soil movement. For comparison, the small 

strain analyses were also run with applied boundary soil movements of 0.19 m and 0.4 m. The 

normalised pile displacement, shear force, bending moment and pile-soil line load in large strain 

mode are slightly larger than those in small strain mode at the same boundary soil movement 

(Figs. 4.27-4.31).  

 

The normalised lateral pile-soil line load gradually increases from zero at the ground surface to 

close to   
    ⁄    at the bottom of the pile. The ultimate pile-soil line load was not quite 

fully mobilised in both 0.19 m boundary soil movement analyses, as evidenced by a slight 

increase at 400 mm of boundary movement, but was very close. In summary, the large and 

small strain analyses give the same results for a laterally loaded pile in a frictional soil. 

However, the large strain mode stopped because of an illegal geometry error at modest soil 

displacements. The small strain model can fully mobilise the ultimate pile-soil line load with 

further applied boundary soil movements, which the large strain mode cannot do. Taking the 

calculation time into consideration (e.g. 1,935,755 steps / 29 hours for small strain model, 

comparing with 1,899,998 steps / 110 hours for the large strain model) and the ultimate pile-soil 

line load mobilisation, the small strain analysis provides a better model to represent a laterally 

loaded pile in a frictional soil for the further analyses. This is considered reasonable as the 

average strain within a radial zone of the mesh extending 1.0 d from the pile was about 4% at 

the onset of the limiting pile-soil pressure, which may be considered ‘small’. 

 

The depth over which the lateral pile-soil line load is significantly below the general trend over 

the lower part of the pile is consistently about 5 m. It is much smaller than indicated by 

empirical equations. A small variation occurs at the toe of the pile in the plot of normalised pile-

soil line load; this is caused by the zero strain boundary and the halved representative area of 

interface node at the base of the model. This occurs because even at 10 m depth, the soil in front 

of the pile tends to move upwards, and the soil behind the pile tends to drop, in developing of 

the limiting line load. This might be improved by removing the zero strain boundary and 

modelling the soil beneath the sliding surface (e.g. as in Kanagasabai et al., 2011), but this will 

be investigated in chapter 7.  
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Figure 4.27.  Normalised pile deflection with depth in models run under the FLAC
3D

 small and large 

strain formulation with applied boundary soil movements of 190 mm and 400 mm. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.28.  Normalised pile shear force with depth in models run under the FLAC
3D

 small and large 

strain formulation with applied boundary soil movements of 190 mm and 400 mm. 
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Figure 4.29.  Normalised pile bending moment with depth in models run under the FLAC
3D

 small and 

large strain formulation with applied boundary soil movements of 190 mm and 400 mm. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.30.  Ultimate pile-soil line load with depth in models run under the FLAC
3D

 small and large 

strain formulation with applied boundary soil movements of 190 mm and 400 mm.. 
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Figure 4.31.  Normalised pile-soil line load with depth in models run under the FLAC
3D

 small and large 

strain formulation with applied boundary soil movements of 190 mm and 400 mm. 

 

4.6.2  Ultimate pile-soil pressure on the pile perimeter 

Pile-soil pressure is mobilised by the laterally moving soil developing stresses on the pile 

surface. The interface is used to model pile-soil interaction in the model. Each interface node in 

contact with the pile perimeter has a normal stress,  , and a shear stress,   (Fig. 4.32). Both 

stresses contribute to the component of stress in the x-direction, e.g.     and    . To investigate 

the stress distribution on the pile perimeter, the interface node stresses were extracted using the 

intrinsic Fish language within the FLAC
3D

 code. The results from the small strain model with 

full strength pile-soil interface in Section 4.6.1 were used to analyse the ultimate pile-soil 

pressure on the perimeter at an applied boundary soil movement of 0.4 m. Figure 4.32 shows the 

monitoring locations (ML) on the pile perimeter in a given horizontal plane, with each 

numbered open circle representing an interface node.  

 

Figure 4.33 shows the total stress acting in the x-direction on each node around the pile 

perimeter for a given horizontal plane through the pile. The stress values decrease along the pile 

perimeter from the left (in front of the pile) to mid-way around the pile (ML 1 to 10) for a given 

depth. It indicates that the stresses on the pile are mainly provided by the upstream pile surface, 

into which the pile is being pushed. The maximum stress increases with the pile depth.  
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Figure 4.32.  Monitoring locations on the pile perimeter. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.33.  Stresses in x-direction, equal to the sum of normal and shear stress components in x-

direction, on the pile perimeter at an applied boundary soil displacement of 400 mm. 

 

Figures 4.34-4.35 present the x-direction components of the normal stress and shear stress. The 

normal stresses in x-direction have a similar distribution and magnitude as the total stress acting 

on the pile, as the normal stresses are much larger than the shear stresses. The shear stresses in 

x-direction increase from almost zero at ML 1 to the maximum value at ML 5, and then 

gradually decrease to zero. The shear stress distribution has a leap mid-way around the pile (ML 
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11) at depths below about 4 m. The increased normal stress on ML 11 may contribute to the 

apparent leap in shear stress (Fig. 4.34). However, the total shear stress component in the x-

direction is only 16% of the normal stress component in the x-direction.  

 

The total stresses component of normal and shear stresses in the x-direction are normalised in 

Figs. 4.36-4.38. The normalised stresses distributes close at the depths greater than 5 m in all 

three figures. The pile-soil normal stress is negative for the pile surface behind soil (downstream, 

ML 12 to 21). In conclusion, the pile-soil pressure decreases from front surface to rear surface 

of pile along the pile perimeter, and the total resistance is mainly provided by the pile surface in 

front of soil. The major pile-soil pressure is provided by the normal stresses component in x-

direction (> 80%), rather than the shear stress. 

 

 

Figure 4.34.  Normal stresses in x-direction on the pile perimeter at an applied boundary soil 

displacement of 400 mm. 
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Figure 4.35.  Shear stress in x-direction on the pile perimeter at an applied boundary soil displacement of 

400 mm. 

 

 

  

Figure 4.36.  Normalised stresses in x-direction, equal to the sum of normal and shear stress components 

in x-direction, on the pile perimeter with applying boundary soil displacement of 400 mm. 
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Figure 4.37.  Normalised normal stresses in x-direction on the pile perimeter at an applied boundary soil 

displacement of 400 mm. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.38.  Normalised shear stresses in x-direction on the pile perimeter at an applied boundary soil 

displacement of 400 mm. 
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4.6.3  Load-displacement Relationship 

Figure 4.39 presents the load-displacement relationship at different depths for the laterally 

loaded pile with a full strength pile-soil interface, after 300 mm soil boundary displacement, in 

small strain mode. The interface stress in the x-direction at each depth was calculated for each 

0.01 m of boundary displacement to create the load-displacement relationship.  

 

The pile-soil pressures initially increase linearly with soil displacement indicating an elastic 

response. With further soil displacement, the soil around the pile partly yields and the gradient 

of the p-y curve progressively flattens. The pile-soil pressures attain ultimate values when the 

soil displacement reaches 0.1 m. The pile-soil pressure is noisy and negative at shallow depth (< 

3.5 m). This is due to the pile top deflecting further than the moving soil in front of the pile, thus 

generating a negative pile-soil pressure (net pressure acting on the pile in the opposite direction 

to soil movement).  
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(a) Pile-soil line load at 0 m, 0.5m, 1 m, 1.5 m, 2 m, 2.5m, 3 m, 3.5 m, 4 m, 4.5 m and 5 m below ground 

with a boundary soil displacement of 300 mm. 

 

 

(b) Pile-soil line load at 5.5 m, 6m, 6.5 m, 7 m, 7.5 m, 8 m, 8.5 m, 9 m, 9.5 m and 10 m below ground with 

a boundary soil displacement of 300 mm. 

Figure 4.39.  Variation of pile-soil line load with soil boundary displacement at an applied boundary soil 

displacement of 300 mm. 
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Figure 4.40 shows the normalised p-y curves against normalised soil boundary displacements. 

The pile-soil pressure becomes uniform at depths greater than 4 m, in agreement with the earlier 

plots. The variations in the curves at shallow depth are caused by vertical soil movement around 

pile close to ground surface, and the mobilisation of vertical shear force on the pile surface for 

the rough interface.  

 

In contrast to the plane strain and constant overburden analyses (Fig. 4.41), the pile-soil 

pressures in full three-dimensional modelling tend to attain the ultimate value at the same soil 

displacement and reach a constant ultimate value that does not reduce with further relative soil 

movements as in the plane strain analysis. The full three-dimensional modelling also gives a 

reasonable agreement with the existing empirical equations. 

 

 

Figure 4.40.  Variation of normalised pile-soil line load with normalised soil boundary displacement at 

an applied boundary soil displacement of 300 mm. 
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Figure 4.41.  Normalised pile-soil line load with increasing normalised soil boundary displacement (to a 

maximum boundary soil displacement of 300 mm) from plane strain, constant overburden and three-

dimensional analyses at 10 m depth from ground surface. 

 

4.6.4  Comparison and Analysis 

Figure 4.42 shows the normalised pile-soil line load against normalized depth for the three-

dimensional analysis, and plane strain and constant overburden analyses from Section 3.5.3 in 

Chapter 3. The normalised pile-soil line load decreased with depth and tended to reach the 

uniform distribution at depth for both the plane stain and constant overburden analyses. The line 

load from the plane strain and constant overburden analyses are much smaller than the empirical 

distributions given by either Fleming et al. (2009) or Broms (1964b). For the full three-

dimensional analysis, the depth over which the lateral pile-soil line load is significantly below 

its trend over the lower part of the pile is consistently about 5 m. At depths below 5 m the 

empirical Equations 3.1 and 3.2 slightly overestimate the full three-dimensional results for a full 

strength pile-soil interface and a soil angle of shearing resistance of 20.  

 

The plane strain and constant overburden analyses provide less than 25% and 50% of the 

normalised ultimate pile-soil line load given by the empirical equations. They also significantly 

underestimate the normalised ultimate pile-soil pressure compared to the three-dimensional 
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analysis. The shape of the normalised pressure distribution seems incorrect for the constant 

overburden and plane strain analyses, as it probably should not diminish with depth. The results 

from the full three-dimensional analysis might be physically as expected, where passive and 

active wedges form close to the surface giving a lower resistance than at depth. Chapter 9 will 

investigate the failure mechanism in detail. In conclusion, the three-dimensional analysis gives 

more reliable results for the laterally loaded pile in a drained or frictional soil, than analyses run 

in plane strain or constant overburden. 

  

Figure 4.42.  Normalised ultimate lateral pile-soil line load developed within plane strain, constant 

overburden, and full three-dimensional numerical analyses. 

 

4.7  Summary 

i. Numerical modelling has been an effective and valuable tool in the investigation of 

laterally loaded pile behaviour in the undrained condition. However, numerical 

modelling has not been widely used to understand the pile-soil failure mechanism or 

verify empirical equations for laterally loaded piles in drained conditions. Existing 

theoretical and empirical equations for the ultimate pile-soil pressure on a laterally 

loaded pile in a frictional soil provide differing results. Most of the proposed equations 

have been determined from sand with a reasonably high effective angle of shearing 

resistance for the soil. They may not be applicable to drained clays of lower effective 

angle of shearing resistance. 
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ii. The modelling results from the FLAC
3D

 program were collated using routines written in 

the intrinsic FISH language and imported into MATLAB as Excel files to be further 

processed. A MATLAB code was composed to calculate pile deflection, shear force, 

bending moment, and lateral pile-soil pressure. 

 

iii. The routines used to calculate the output parameters were described at the beginning of 

this chapter. Using the routines, the numerical accuracy of the model piles was checked. 

Comparing the model pile behaviour with beam theory, the accuracy was found to 

increase with the number of vertical tiers of elements used in the model pile. However, 

a greater numbers of tiers required a greater calculation time. Hence considering both 

the accuracy and calculation time, 40 tiers of elements in the vertical direction were 

chosen to represent the elastic pile. 

 

iv. The positioning of the displacement boundaries relative to the pile was checked in a 

series of analyses that placed the boundaries at 14 d, 20 d and 30 d from the pile centre. 

For both zero and full strength pile-soil interface conditions, the differences in all five 

pile parameters (displacement, bending moment, shear force, pile-soil line load and 

normalised pile-soil line load) were small, especially between the analyses with 

boundaries at 20 d and 30 d. 20 d was chosen for the remaining analyses as it was 

sufficient to minimise the errors generated by the boundary effect without excessive 

analysis run-time.  

 

v. Empirical equations for   
  (Broms, 1964b; Fleming et al., 2009) tended to overestimate 

the limiting pressure obtained for a full strength interface condition, while the zero 

strength condition was located between the empirical formulae for    = 20° (Figs. 4.20 

and 4.25). 

 

vi. Large strain and small strain modes in FLAC
3D

 were used to model a laterally loaded 

pile in a frictional soil. Both analyses provided a very similar result for the drained case, 

over an applied boundary soil displacement of 190 mm. However the large strain model 

stopped owing to an illegal geometry error after an applied displacement of 190 mm 

when the ultimate pile-soil pressure was not quite fully mobilised in either the large or 

small strain analyses. Taking the calculation time (which was 1,935,755 steps / 29 hours 

for small strain model, compared with 1,899,998 steps / 110 hours for the large strain 

model) into consideration, the small strain analyses presented a better solution for 

modelling a laterally loading pile in a frictional soil, and have been used in the analyses 
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that follow. This is considered reasonable as average strains with radial zone of mesh 

extending 1.0 d from the pile was 4% at the onset of the limiting pile-soil pressure. 

 

vii. The distribution of ultimate lateral pile-soil pressure acting on the pile perimeter was 

investigated for soil angle of shear resistance   
      with full strength pile-soil 

interface. The ultimate lateral pile-soil pressure around the pile perimeter decreased 

from the front to the rear of pile, which indicated that the soil stresses in front of the pile 

mainly contribute the ultimate pile-soil pressure. It was found that the major component 

of the pile-soil pressure was provided by the normal stress acting in the x-direction (> 

80%), rather than by the shear stress. 

 

viii. The distributions of normalised ultimate lateral pile-soil pressure, from plane strain, 

constant overburden and full three-dimensional analyses were compared. The plane 

strain and constant overburden analyses significantly underestimate the normalised 

ultimate pile-soil pressure compared with the full three-dimensional analysis and 

empirical equations, and the reducing profiles of pressure distribution with depth are 

probably incorrect. The full three-dimensional analysis behaves as might be physically 

expected, with passive wedges formed close to the unconfined ground surface giving 

lower normalised resistance there compared than at greater depth. 

 



 

Chapter 5 

Parametric Analysis of the Ultimate 

Pile-Soil Pressure on a Laterally 

Loaded Pile in a Frictional Soil 
 

 

 

5.1  Introduction 

Work in Chapter 4 considered the influence of large and small strain modes in FLAC
3D

, 

boundary distances and the number of elements in the pile on the three-dimensional behaviour. 

The distribution of ultimate pile-soil stress around the perimeter of the pile at different depths 

was investigated. In comparison with the plane strain and constant overburden analyses in 

Chapter 3, the ultimate lateral pile-soil pressures from a full three-dimensional model gave a 

more reasonable distribution of limiting pressure with depth. The distributions from the full 

three-dimensional model are much closer to the empirical equations given by Fleming et al 

(2009) and Broms (1964b). However, it is necessary to understand the influence of aspects of 

the pile and soil parameters on the pile behaviour. 

 

The model having been checked, a parametric study is now carried out to understand how the 

pile behaviour changes with variation in different parameters. By using the routines detailed in 

Chapter 4, the pile deflection, shear force, bending moment and ultimate lateral pile-soil 

pressure were calculated and plotted to investigate the response of the pile, to change in 

parameters such as the in-situ earth pressure coefficient, interface roughness, pile length, 

effective angle of shearing resistance and pile stiffness.  
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5.2  Extended Analysis of the Ultimate Pile-soil Pressure on A Laterally 

Loaded Pile in Frictional Soil 

Using the completed numerical model, a series of sensitivity analyses were carried out to 

understand the influence of a series of factors on the ultimate lateral pile-soil pressure. In most 

models, the pile deflection, shear force, bending moment and the ultimate pile soil pressure 

were determined after application of 400 mm soil boundary displacement.  

 

5.3  Sensitivity Analysis: Earth Pressure Coefficient 

The earth pressure coefficient, K0, is the ratio of horizontal to vertical effective stress. The earth 

pressure coefficient gradually increases with the overconsolidation ratio of the soil. Existing 

research has often used an earth pressure coefficient of unity. However, the earth pressure 

coefficient in London Clay is generally greater than unity (Gasparre et al., 2007; Hight et al., 

2007). The influence of the in-situ earth pressure on the ultimate pile behaviour is considered in 

this subsection, with analyses run for both full strength and zero strength interfaces. 

 

5.3.1 FLAC3D analyses 

The FLAC
3D

 model described in Section 4.4 was modified to investigate the effect of initial in-

situ earth pressure coefficient. All other aspects of the analyses remained the same as before 

except that the earth pressure coefficient was not set to 1.5. The earth pressure coefficient was 

assigned by applying the corresponding horizontal effective stress along with the vertical 

effective stress during the creation of the FLAC
3D

 model. Two further earth pressure coefficients 

were considered: 

    Case 1:    = 1.0, and  

    Case 2:    = 1.25   

 

5.3.2 Results and discussion  

Figure 5.1 shows the normalised values of pile deflection, shear force, bending moment and 

ultimate lateral pile-soil line load along with the un-normalised ultimate pile-soil line load for a 

full strength interface with different earth pressure coefficients, after 400 mm of soil boundary 
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displacement. The ultimate pile-soil pressure distributions increase with depth and increasing 

earth pressure coefficient, K0. However, the differences in displacement, shear force and 

bending moment are small for all of the values of    (Fig. 5.1 a, b and c). Since the vertical 

effective stress is constant, the increment in the earth pressure coefficient depends on the 

increase in the horizontal effective stress. The higher horizontal stress in the soil appears to 

slightly enhance the ultimate pile-soil pressure. The enhancement is more apparent on the lower 

part of pile, rather than at shallow depths where the unconfined ground surface effect dominates 

(Fig. 5.1 e).  

 

 

(a)  Variation of normalised pile deflections with earth pressure coefficient. 

 

(b)  Variation of normalised pile shear force with earth pressure coefficient. 

Figure 5.1.  Variation in pile behaviour with earth pressure coefficient for full strength pile-soil interface. 
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(c)  Variation of normalised pile bending moment with earth pressure coefficient. 

 

 

(d)  Variation of pile-soil line load with earth pressure coefficient. 

Figure 5.1.  (Continued) Variation in pile behaviour with earth pressure coefficient for full strength pile-

soil interface. 
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(e)  Variation of normalised pile-soil line load with earth pressure coefficient. 

Figure 5.1.  (Continued) Variation in pile behaviour with earth pressure coefficient for full strength pile-

soil interface. 

 

The difference between the results for earth pressure coefficients of 1.0, 1.25 and 1.5 is more 

apparent for the zero strength interface case in Fig. 5.2. It follows the same pattern with depth as 

the full strength case. The pile has to mobilise larger pile-soil pressure to reach the ultimate soil 

state for larger values of   . It is possible that the enhancement is analogous to a classic strip 

footing with a surchange on the soil surface, for which an increased surcharge (and thus 

increased soil stress in the passive zone beneath it) will increase the bearing capacity of the strip 

footing.  

 

The value of    moves from        consistent with London Clay (an average over a 

reasonable depth), to        constant with a lightly overconsolidated soil. The empirical 

equations for the limiting pressure plotted in Fig. 5.2 with    for      tend to be conservative 

for the numerical modelling (Fig. 5.2 e). A normally consolidated soil may have    of less than 

1.0, meaning the difference in   
      from normally consolidated to heavily overconsolidated 

may be significant.  
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Because the interface is smooth, there is no zigzag variation in the modelled pressures close to 

the ground surface in Fig. 5.2 e, in comparison to Fig. 5.1 e for the full strength interface. A 

possible reason for the zigzag phenomenon is that the applied soil boundary velocity (1×10
-6

 

m/step) is too high which can prevent redistribution of unbalanced forces in FLAC, and thus can 

cause numerical instability. Therefore, a lower velocity was applied in the analyses that follow. 

In summary, the result for   =1.5 is closest to the empirically derived distributions, while also 

being the most representative of drained London Clay (Hight et al., 2007). The ultimate pile-soil 

line load distribution was odd for   =1.0 and zero strength interface, where the normalised 

distribution (Fig. 5.2 e) peaks about   ⁄      and then reduces below that. It is possible that 

the pile-soil pressure was not fully mobilised in this analysis after 400 mm boundary soil 

movement. A further investigation of initial earth pressure coefficient    is carried out in 

Chapter 6. 

 

 

(a)  Variation of normalised pile deflection with earth pressure coefficient. 

Figure 5.2.  Variation in pile behaviour with earth pressure coefficient for zero strength pile soil interface. 
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(b)  Variation of normalised pile shear force with earth pressure coefficient. 

 

 

(c)  Variation of normalised pile bending moment with earth pressure coefficient. 

Figure 5.2.  (Continued) Variation in pile behaviour with earth pressure coefficient for zero strength pile 

soil interface. 
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(d)  Variation of pile-soil line load with earth pressure coefficient. 

 

 

(e)  Variation of normalised pile-soil line load with earth pressure coefficient. 

Figure 5.2.  (Continued) Variation in pile behaviour with earth pressure coefficient for zero strength pile 

soil interface. 

 

5.4  Sensitivity Analysis: Interface Roughness 

The roughness of the pile-soil interface is an important factor affecting the pile soil interaction. 

The interface roughness or strength is characterised by a friction angle in FLAC
3D

 for the 
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drained condition modelled. In practice, the interface is unlikely to be perfectly frictionless, (i.e., 

zero strength), as some friction will occur at the pile surface. Nonetheless, for research purposes, 

the value of interface friction angle will be set to zero to enable comparison with half strength 

and full strength (perfectly rough) interfaces. The models in this section were used to 

understand how different pile-soil interface strengths (zero, half and full strength) affect the 

pile-soil pressure. 

 

5.4.1 FLAC3D analyses 

The friction angle of the perfectly rough interface is equal to the effective angle of shearing 

resistance for drained soil,     
   ⁄   , while the friction angle for the frictionless and half 

strength interfaces are zero or half the internal friction angle of drained soil,     
   ⁄    and 

    
   ⁄     , respectively. Three interface roughness considered were: 

 

    Case 1:     
  = 0° (frictionless interface)  

Case 2:     
  = 10° (half strength interface)  

    Case 3:     
  = 20° (perfectly rough interface)  

 

5.4.2 Results and discussion 

Figure 5.3 shows the values of pile deflection, shear force, bending moment and ultimate lateral 

pile-soil line load developed by the piles of differing roughness. All the above parameters 

increase with relative pile-soil roughness. An increase occurs as the relative roughness changes 

from zero to half, for example, the maximum deflection increases from about 0.14 m to 0.18 m. 

This indicates that the interface with roughness significantly affects the pile-soil pressure. With 

a further increase to full strength, the parameters (bending moment, shear force, etc.) increase 

further. However, the magnitude of the increment is smaller than the increase when the interface 

goes from zero strength to half strength.  

 

The existing calculation methods, with Kp determined from Powrie (2004) for full wall friction, 

tend to overpredict the lateral limiting pile-soil pressure determined for the full strength case, 
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for which   
     ⁄  = 7.2 over the lower part of the pile. The value of   

     ⁄  in the case 

    
   ⁄      is bracketed by the expressions given by Broms (1964b) and Fleming et al. 

(2009). The empirical distributions tend to either underestimate or overestimate the lateral 

limiting pile-soil line load for the zero strength case with    (       ) (       )⁄  (Fig. 

5.3 d and e). In conclusion, the pile-soil interface roughness was found to significantly influence 

the pile behaviour (pile displacement, shear force, bending moment and pile-soil line load). The 

increase in pile deflection and pile-soil line load was greater between     
   ⁄    and 

    
   ⁄     , than between     

   ⁄      and     
   ⁄   .    

 

 

(a)  Variation of normalised pile deflection with the friction angle of the interface. 

Figure 5.3.  Variation in pile behaviour with the friction angle of the pile-soil interface. 
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(b)  Variation of normalised pile shear force with the friction angle of the interface. 

 

 

 

(c)  Variation of normalised pile bending moment with the friction angle of the interface. 

Figure 5.3. (Continued) Variation in pile behaviour with the friction angle of the pile-soil interface. 
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(d)  Variation of pile-soil line load with the friction angle of the interface. 

Figure 5.3.  (Continued) Variation in pile behaviour with the friction angle of the pile-soil interface. 
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(e)  Variation of normalised pile-soil line load with the friction angle of the interface. 

Figure 5.3.  (Continued) Variation in pile behaviour with the friction angle of the pile-soil interface. 

 

5.5  Sensitivity Analysis: Pile Stiffness 

Pile stiffness is likely to influence the pile-soil pressure. During the design of stabilising piles in 

practice, the displacement of the stabilised slope can be improved by enhancing the pile 

stiffness. In the earlier FLAC
3D

 analyses, the pile-soil interface stiffness was set to be ten times 

that of the stiffest neighbouring pile brick element; consequently, the interface stiffness was 
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increased with the pile stiffness. Hence the increase in pile stiffness may affect the pile 

behaviour (pile displacement, shear force, bending moment and pile-soil line load). The effects 

on pile behaviour and the calculation of the ultimate lateral pile-soil pressure resulting from a 

change in pile stiffness are investigated in the section. 

 

5.5.1 FLAC3D analyses 

The FLAC
3D

 model in Section 4.4 was modified to analyse one further case with a different pile 

stiffness. The pile stiffness used was: 

Case 1:             kNm
2
, 10 times that used in earlier analyses (Section 4.4), stiffness 

factor ( ) is equal to 10.0.   

 

The pile stiffnesses used in this section are one and ten times the pile stiffness in section 4.4. 

Accordingly, the interface stiffnesses were increased from one to ten times as well. All other 

soil parameters and boundary conditions were unchanged. The analysis was run for a full 

strength pile-soil interface. 

 

5.5.2 Results and discussion 

The plots of pile deflection, shear force, bending moment and ultimate lateral pile-soil line load 

along for a full strength interface, and after 400 mm of soil boundary displacement, are shown 

in Fig. 5.4. The pile deflection is decreased by a factor of 10 times (from 0.2 m to 0.02 m) with 

the increase in pile stiffness (Fig. 5.4 a). Figs. 5.4 b and c show that the values of shear force 

and bending moment increase very slightly due to the increase in pile stiffness. The ultimate 

pile-soil line load is almost the same for both analyses, except for a slight reduction at deeper 

depth, which is almost negligible (Fig. 5.4 d and e). Due to the constant soil strength, the 

ultimate soil reaction is not changed, and the forces applied on the pile at large displacements 

unaltered. The two different pile stiffnesses create the same limiting state within the soil. The 

change in pile stiffness only influences the pile displacement. 
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(a)  Variation of normalised pile deflection with the pile stiffness. 

 

 

(b) Variation of normalised pile shear force with the pile stiffness. 

Figure 5.4.  Variation of pile behaviour with the pile stiffness. 
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(c)  Variation of normalised pile bending moment with the pile stiffness. 

 

 

(d)  Variation of pile-soil line load with the pile stiffness. 

Figure 5.4. (Continued) Variation of pile behaviour with the pile stiffness. 
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(e)  Variation of pile normalized pile-soil line load with the pile stiffness. 

Figure 5.4.  (Continued) Variation of pile behaviour with the pile stiffness. 

 

5.6  Sensitivity Analysis: Effective Angle of Shearing Resistance 

Soil strength for a clay is normally represented by the undrained shear strength or an effective 

angle of shearing resistance. In the drained condition, the effective cohesion is zero and the soil 

strength depends on the value of effective angle of shearing resistance. Much previous work 

focused on sand having an internal friction angle typically greater than 30°, while drained 

London Clay has an effective angle of shearing resistance nearer to 20°. Different soil strengths 

may provide very different resistances to soil movement. The influence of effective angle of 

shearing resistance on pile-soil line load will be discussed in the following section. 

 

5.6.1 FLAC3D analyses 

The FLAC
3D

 model in Section 4.4 was modified to consider two further sets of analyses that 

vary soil strength for different pile-soil interface strengths. The pile parameters were the same 

as those used in Section 4.4. The interfaces were assumed either to be full strength, with the 

same effective friction angles as the soil, or zero strength. Four different soil strengths were 

used: 

    Case 1:    = 10°,     
  = 0° or 10° 
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    Case 2:    = 30°,     
  = 0° or 30°  

    Case 3:    = 40°,      
  = 0° or 40° and  

    Case 4:    = 50°,      
  = 0° or 50°  

 

5.6.2 Results and discussion  

Figure 5.5 shows the distributions with depth of deflection, shear force, bending moment and 

ultimate lateral pile-soil pressure for the full strength interface with different soil effective 

friction angles, after 400 mm of soil boundary movement. All the above parameters increase 

with the soil effective angle of shearing resistance. The incremental increase between 20° and 

30° soil effective angle of shearing resistance is larger than that between 10° and 20°. The 

increase in effective angle of shearing resistance enlarges the soil reaction under the same soil 

boundary displacement, and the distribution of ultimate lateral pile-soil line load also increase 

with soil strength (Fig. 5.5 d and e). The empirical distributions   
       

   (Broms, 1964b) 

are closer to the normalised results than   
    

   
   (Fleming et al., 2009) with    determined 

from Powrie (2004) for      (Fig. 5.5 d and e).   

 

A number of model test results for ultimate pile-soil line load in frictional soils are presented in 

Table 5.1. Most were carried out in sand with an effective friction angle greater than 30°. The 

tests were 1 g models (Adams and Radhakrishna, 1973; Chari, 1983; Meyerhof et al., 1981; 

Meyerhof and Sastry, 1985; Meyerhof and Sastry, 1987; Prasad and Chari, 1999), centrifuge 

models (Barton and Finn, 1983; Georgiadis et al., 1992; Hayward et al., 2000) and in the field 

(Adams and Radhakrishna, 1973). Except for Hayward et al. (2000), all were actively loaded 

piles in sand. Aluminium bars or tubes were used as piles with pressure transducers attached on 

the circumference to monitor the stress applied. The aluminium pile surfaces were smooth and 

there may not have been much friction at the pile-soil interface in the model tests – thus they 

may form a better comparison to FLAC
3D

 models run with a zero strength interface. The value 

of    used in the above literature in back analysis of the model tests was calculated using 

Rankine theory, with    equal to (       ) (       )⁄ , which indicated that the friction 

angles of the pile-soil interfaces was approximately zero. The pile and soil parameters in Table 

5.1 are summarised from the reference directly, while the pile-soil line-loads are determined 

from the data plots given. The value of   
       are calculated from the parameters in Table 5.1. 
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Figure 5.6 shows the normalised pile-soil line load for full and zero strength interfaces and for 

different soil effective friction angles. Also plotted on Fig. 5.6 are the model test results from 

the literature and the empirically derived distributions given by Equations 2.3, 2.4 (Broms, 

1964b), 2.7 and 2.8 (Fleming et al., 2009). The data points from the literature are bracketed 

(approximately) by Broms (1964b) and Fleming et al. (2009) for a zero strength interface 

condition (   for     ). The reason for this may be the aluminium piles used in the model 

tests which provide a smooth surface.  

 

The ultimate pile-soil line load results from the numerical model developed in this research 

were taken from below 7.5 m pile depth to represent the deeper soil mechanism (and avoid 

surface effects). The numerical results for a full strength interface were close to Broms (1964b) 

calculated for    with     , when the effective angle of shearing resistance for soil was less 

than 30°. As the effective angle of shearing resistance increases, the numerical values of 

normalised pile-soil line load tend towards the empirical curves for a perfectly smooth interface 

condition. The normalised model results for zero interface strength remain close to the empirical 

distribution from Fleming et al. (2009) calculated with    for     , up to  40° effective angle 

of shearing resistance. The empirical distributions with    for      provide a conservative 

estimation for zero strength interfaces. When the effective angle of shearing resistance for soil is 

greater than 30°, it is more representative of a sand rather than London Clay. The value of    

(which is normally lower than 1.0 for the sand) is set to 1.5 (to represent a kind of 

overconsolidated clay) in all of the analyses. Further work is needed to investigate the soil with 

       (or less). 
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(a)  Variation of normalised pile deflection with the soil internal friction angle. 

 

 

(b)  Variation of normalised pile shear force with the soil internal friction angle. 

Figure 5.5.  Variation of pile behaviour with the soil internal friction angle. 
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(c)  Variation of normalised pile bending moment with the soil internal friction angle. 

Figure 5.5.  (Continued) Variation of pile behaviour with the soil internal friction angle. 
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(d)  Variation of pile-soil line load with the soil internal friction angle. 

Figure 5.5.  (Continued) Variation of pile behaviour with the soil internal friction angle. 
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(e)  Variation of normalised pile-soil line load with the soil internal friction angle. 

Figure 5.5.  (Continued) Variation of pile behaviour with the soil internal friction angle. 
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Model Depth Pile Geometry Soil Properties Pile material Pile-soil line-load Normalised pile-soil line-load 

 z 

(m) 

l 

(m) 

d 

(m) 
' 

(kN/m
3
) 

' 

(°) 

c' 

(kPa) 

 

 

P'u 

(kN/m) 
P’u/'zd 

Adams, J. I. (1973) 0.235 0.457 0.102 17.6 45 0 Concrete 8.05 19.07 

 0.146 0.457 0.102 15.7 31 0 Aluminium 2.25 9.625 

Barton, Y. (1983) 2.5 12.2 0.61 16.29 43.2 0 Aluminium 400 16.1 

Chari, T. R. (1983) 0.59 0.99 0.075 15.25 46 0 Aluminium 15.75 23.34 

M. Georgiads,(1992) 5.35 9.05 1.092 16.3 36 0 Aluminium 0.96×10
3
 10.05 

 4.73 9.05 1.224 16.3 36 0 Aluminium 0.57×10
3
 6.05 

 4.6 9.05 1.219 16.3 36 0 Aluminium 0.43×10
3
 4.74 

Hayward, T. (2000) 0.7 9 0.95 17.66 21.6 0 Aluminium 74.89 6.38 

Meyerhof, G. G. (1985) 0.443 0.95 0.74 13.6 35 0 Aluminium 65.78 14.75 

Meyerhof, G. G. (1987) 0.5 1.1 0.074 13.6 30 0 Aluminium 6.29 12.5 

Prasad, Y. V. A. (1999) 0.276 0.612 0.102 16.5 35 0 Aluminium 7.28 15.68 

    17.3 41 0 Aluminium 11.66 23.94 

    18.3 45.5 0 Aluminium 22.34 43.36 

Table 5.1. Model tests results from literatures. 
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Figure 5.6.  Variation of normalised ultimate pile-soil line load with the different effective frictional 

angle. 

 

5.7  Sensitivity Analysis: Pile Length 

Piles are designed to provide a target factor of safety for the slope. The pile needs to penetrate 

stable ground underlying the sliding material, and the pile length will be longer when the 

unstable layer is deeper. The surface effect will occur to a fixed depth around the pile at least for 

similar soil strength, as shown in the earlier analyses. At deeper depths, the distribution of   
  

may become uniform. This section determines the variation in ultimate lateral pile-soil pressure 

and pile behaviour as the pile length is increased. 

 

5.7.1 FLAC3D analyses 

The FLAC
3D

 model in Section 4.4 was modified to explore two pile length by extending the 

length of the pile and the thickness of soil. Two pile lengths considered in this section were: 

    Case 1:   = 20 m, and  

Case 2:   = 30 m 
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According to in Equation 4.8 (Poulos, 1995), the pile flexibility factor reduces as the pile length 

increases. If the piles became very flexible they will drag with rather than resist movement of 

the soil. The slope would not be stabilised and would fail. The new pile lengths were 20 m and 

30 m. For the 10 m pile length used earlier, the pile flexibility factor is 1.47×10
-3

, making it a 

medium flexible pile (Miao et al., 2006). When the pile length increases to 20 m and 30 m, the 

pile flexibility factors become 9.21×10
-5

 and 1.82×10
-5

 which are in the category of very 

flexible piles. This change in pile flexibility will change the pile bending behaviour. The pile 

stiffness in the 20 m and 30 m analyses will therefore be adjusted to give the same pile 

flexibility factor of 1.47 × 10
-3

. The pile and interface parameters used in the analysis are 

presented in Table 5.2 and 5.3. All the other model properties remained the same as Section 4.4. 

For the 20 m and 30 m pile lengths, the soil had to be pushed 800 mm to develop the ultimate 

lateral pile-soil pressure along the full length of the pile.  

 

Pile/ 

soil 

pro-

perties 

Young’s 

modulus 

(GPa) 

Bulk 

modulus 

(GPa) 

Shear 

modulus 

(GPa) 

Density 

 

(kg/m
3
) 

Poiss-

on’s  

ratio 

Effective angle 

of shear 

 Resistance 

(°) 

Pile  

diameter 

(m) 

Second 

moment 

of area 

(m
4
) 

10 m 36.1  30.09  13.89 2500 0.3 N/A 1.0 0.0245 

20 m 578 481 222 2500 0.3 N/A 1.0 0.0245 

30 m 2,920 2,440 1,120 2500 0.3 N/A 1.0 0.0245 

Table 5.2. Properties of pile used for different length of piles. 

 

Interface 

Properties 

Normal stiffness 

(GPa) 

Shear stiffness 

(GPa) 

Effective 

Cohesion 

(kPa) 

Effective angle of shearing 

resistance 

(°) 

10 m 618  618  0 20 

20 m 9,900 9,900 0 20 

30 m 5,000 5,000 0 20 

Table 5.3. Properties of interface elements used for different length of piles.  

 

5.7.2 Results and discussion 

The variations of pile deflection, shear force, bending moment and ultimate lateral pile-soil line 

load along are shown in Fig. 5.7 for a full strength interface, for different pile lengths. The pile 

deflections apparently increase with the pile length (Fig. 5.7 a). The piles of greater length 

accumulate more pile deflection than the shortest one, so that the 30 m pile length deflects more 

than the 20 m pile. The shear force, bending moment and ultimate lateral pile-soil line load also 
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increase with pile length but the normalisations mean that these plots on top of one another (Fig. 

5.7 b, c and e). 

 

The ultimate lateral pile-soil line load distribution increases linearly with depth in Fig. 5.7 d. 

The value of ultimate lateral pile-soil line load at pile tip almost increases linearly with the pile 

length. As shown in Fig. 5.7 e, the depth of the surface effect remains the same, up to 5 m depth, 

despite the change in pile length. The normalised distribution becomes uniform at greater depths 

regardless of pile length, consistent with the findings of Barton and Finn (1983) (who used 

material with       ), and the magnitudes of the normalised ultimate pile-soil pressure from 

the three pile length models closely agree.  

 

In conclusion, the normalised ultimate pile-soil pressure increases uniformly with pile length, 

and the pile length change creates scaled increases in deflection, shear force and bending 

moment. The pile behaviour remains the same. The surface effect is limited to a certain depth 

regardless of pile length and deflection, consistent with the ultimate pile-soil line load given by 

Broms (1964b) and Flemings et al. (2009). 

 

Figure 5.8 shows normalised profiles of ultimate pile-soil line load from the finite difference 

analyses, plotted with the profiles from a number of the theoretical/empirical approaches, for 

normalised depths up to 10 m. The finite difference results are plotted as   
     ⁄  = 5.0 and 7.2 

below 5 pile diameters (5 d) with     = 20°, for parts Fig. 8 a and Fig 8 b respectively. The 

distributions shown as given by Brinch Hanson (1961) and Reese et al. (1974) were both 

determined assuming zero friction at the pile-soil interface, and are plotted as such in both Fig. 

5.8 a and Fig 5.8 b.  

 

All of the empirical methods agree reasonably well with the finite difference model to depths of 

1.5 d, where the distributions are close to the passive earth pressure (Figs. 5.8 and 5.9). Below 

this, the distributions that increase linearly (such as Broms (1964b) and Fleming et al. (2009)) 

are closest to the finite difference results.  
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Using these existing empirical approaches it is conservative to use   
  (Fleming et al., 2009) for 

a zero strength pile-soil interface, and 3Kp (Broms, 1964b) for a full strength interface, both 

with    (       ) (       )⁄ , for   = 20. A more refined distribution may be obtained 

by using the values from the finite difference analyses of   
     ⁄  = 5 for zero strength and 

  
     ⁄  = 7.2 for full strength, below 1.5 d, for    = 20.  

 

Figure 5.9 presents the profiles of pile-soil line load for    = 30 and 40 with a full strength 

pile-soil interface. 3Kp for a full strength pile-soil interface (     ) is the closest empirical 

distribution to the numerical model for    = 30 (Fig. 5.9 a), while it is conservative to use 3Kp 

with Kp for a zero strength pile-soil interface (    ) for    = 40 (Fig. 5.9 b).   
     ⁄  = 18 

and 29 for full strength pile-soil interface (Fig. 5.5 e), below 1.5 d, may provide a more refined 

distributions for    = 30 and 40.  

 

 

(a)  Variation of normalised pile deflection with pile length. 

Figure 5.7.  Variation of pile behaviour with the pile length. 
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(b)  Variations of normalised pile shear force with pile length. 

 

 

(c)  Variations of normalised pile bending moment with pile length.  

Figure 5.7.  (Continued) Variation of pile behaviour with the pile length. 
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(d)  Variation of pile-soil line load with pile length. 

 

 

 

(e)  Variations of normalised pile-soil line load with pile length. 

Figure 5.7.  (Continued) Variation of pile behaviour with the pile length. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5.8. Profiles of normalised limiting pile-soil line load plotted with normalised depth, showing the 

profiles obtained from the finite difference analyses and empirical and theoretical approaches, for    = 20, 

and (a) zero strength pile-soil interface, and (b) full strength pile-soil interface. 

 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.9. Profiles of normalised limiting pile-soil line load plotted with normalised depth, showing the profiles 

obtained from the finite difference analyses and empirical and theoretical approaches, and (a) full strength pile-

soil interface for    = 30, and (b) full strength pile-soil interface for    = 40. 
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5.8  Summary 

i. The horizontal effective stress to vertical effective stress ratio (  ) was varied in the 

FLAC
3D

 model, with values of   =1.0, 1.25 and 1.5 tested, for both full strength and 

zero strength pile-soil interfaces. Ultimate pile-soil pressures were found to increase 

with an increase in earth pressure coefficient. Following field data for London Clay 

(Hight et al., 2007), 1.5 was designated for the earth pressure coefficient in all of the 

analysis that followed. The increase in normalised ultimate pile-soil line load was 27% 

between   =1.0 and 1.5 for a perfectly frictionless interface, and 10.8% for the 

perfectly rough interface. 

 

ii. The interface roughness was taken as a proportion of the effective friction angle in 

FLAC
3D

 for drained condition. Three interface roughness were considered in the 

analysis, zero, half and full strengths,     
               . All the pile output 

parameters increased with interface roughness, with a greater increment when the 

roughness changed from zero to half strength than from half to full strength. The 

friction angle of the pile-soil interface significantly affected pile behaviour. For a soil of 

strength   = 20, the limiting pressures deviated from the empirical distributions by up 

to 55 %, with the difference depending on the strength of the pile-soil interface. 

 

iii. Values of one and ten times the pile stiffness from Section 4.4 were used to investigate 

the influence of changing the pile stiffness. The pile deflection was greatly reduced for 

the increased pile stiffness (10% of the earlier analysis with      ), while the other 

parameters based on the limiting pressures remained almost the same. Hence the pile 

stiffness change had only a limited effect on pile behaviour, except for defleciton.  

 

iv. Soil strength is provided by the effective angle of shearing resistance for a drained clay. 

The soil and interface friction angles were assigned to be 10°, 20°, 30°, 40° and 50° to 

investigate the influence of strength on pile behaviour. The increase in soil effective 

angle of shearing resistance increased the limiting pressure acting on the pile, with a 

corresponding increase in shear force and bending moment etc. It is noted that the 

incremental increase became larger as the soil effective angle of shearing resistance 

increased. The existing empirical equations provided an upper and lower bound to 

model tests results from the literature. The results from the numerical models with a 

zero strength interface were in the range given by the empirical equations with    

(       ) (       )⁄ , while full strength interface numerical analyses agree with 
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Broms (1964b), with    determined from Powrie (2004) based on full soil-wall friction, 

at least when the soil strength is less than 30°. The increases that occur due to a change 

in soil strength are significant to pile behaviours. 

 

v. Using the same pile flexibility factor (Poulos, 1995), the behaviour of piles of 10 m, 20 

m and 30 m length were investigated. The pile deflection, shear force and bending 

moment increased proportion to the pile length. However, the value of ultimate lateral 

pile-soil limiting pressure increased linearly regardless of the pile length. The surface 

effect occurred over the same depth for all tests, and the normalised ultimate lateral 

pile-soil pressure reached a uniform value at depth with reasonably good agreement 

between models. The normalised pile behaviour (pile displacement, shear force, 

bending moment and ultimate pile-soil line load) was not significantly influenced by the 

pile length provided that the pile flexibility remains unchanged. 
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Chapter 6 

Study of the Earth Pressure 

Coefficient and Mechanism of Failure 
 

 

 

6.1  Introduction 

The research in Chapter 5 investigated a number of parameters (including initial earth pressure 

coefficient, interface roughness, pile stiffness, soil effective angle of shearing resistance and pile 

length) that might influence the ultimate pile-soil pressure on a laterally loaded pile in a 

frictional soil. The value of earth pressure coefficient was found to affect significantly the 

ultimate pile-soil pressure. The possible reason for this as explained in Chapter 5 was that flow 

around the pile was like a classic strip footing with an adjacent surcharge on the soil surface, 

where an increased surcharge (given in the pile case by increased soil stress) will increase the 

bearing capacity of the strip footing. However, the result obtained by varying the earth pressure 

coefficient still seemed odd, because one might think that the stress state of the soil should have 

little effect on stress at failure. An apparently different ultimate pile-soil line load distribution 

was found for the model with earth pressure coefficient K0 = 1.0, for which normalised ultimate 

pressures dropped with depth below a certain point on the pile. Further investigation was 

required to understand the soil failure mechanism for the different earth pressure coefficients. 

 

This chapter shows the result of further pushing the soil boundary to make sure the ultimate 

pile-soil pressure was obtained for the model with initial earth pressure coefficient K0 = 1.0. The 

soil stresses around the pile were monitored to understand the pattern of soil stresses in the 

ultimate condition. The soil shear stresses at the same locations in the model were also 

investigated. The results from an analysis with K0 = 1.5 were compared with those from K0 = 

1.0 to further investigate the influence of varying earth pressure coefficient.  
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6.2  Further Investigation of the Earth Pressure Coefficient 

6.2.1  FLAC3D Analysis 

The FLAC
3D

 model with    = 1.0 used in Section 5.3 was continued by pushing the soil 

boundary to four further increments of displacement. All other parameters were left unchanged. 

The four further soil boundary displacements investigated were: 

    Case 1: Db = 600 mm 

    Case 2: Db = 800 mm 

    Case 3: Db = 1000 mm 

    Case 4: Db = 1200 mm 

 

6.2.2  Boundary Soil Displacement 

Figures 6.1-6.5 shows the pile deflection, shear force, bending moment, ultimate lateral pile-soil 

line load and normalised ultimate lateral pile-soil line load distributions for an initial earth 

pressure coefficient K0 = 1.0 and a zero strength pile-soil interface with different boundary soil 

displacements. The pile deflection, shear force and bending moment all increased more than 10% 

with increasing boundary soil displacement. Due to the unconfined ground surface, the 

normalised ultimate lateral pile-soil line load had the same distribution at the shallow depths (< 

4 d). However, the pile-soil line load on the lower part of pile increased with different boundary 

soil displacements. The magnitude of the pile-soil line load increased 23% as the boundary soil 

displacement increased from 400 mm to 1,200 mm. The profile of pile-soil line load for 1,200 

mm boundary soil displacement compared reasonably with other analyses for K0 = 1.5 and 2.0. 

The shape is the same for the normalised distribution of pile-soil line load (below about 3 pile 

diameters), which becomes uniform with depth. This indicates that for K0 = 1.0 (or less) with 

zero strength pile-soil interface the ultimate lateral pile-soil line load cannot be fully mobilised 

at 400 mm boundary soil displacement.  
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Figure 6.1. Variation of normalised pile displacement for earth pressure coefficient of 1.0 with zero 

strength pile-soil interface at different boundary soil displacements. 

 

 

Figure 6.2.  Variation of normalised pile shear force for earth pressure coefficient of 1.0 with zero 

strength pile-soil interface at different boundary soil displacements. 
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Figure 6.3.  Variation of normalised pile bending moment for earth pressure coefficient of 1.0 with zero 

strength pile-soil interface at different boundary soil displacements. 

 

 

Figure 6.4.  Variation of lateral pile-soil line load for earth pressure coefficient of 1.0 with zero strength 

pile-soil interface at different boundary soil displacements. 
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Figure 6.5.  Variation of normalised lateral pile-soil line load for earth pressure coefficient of 1.0 with 

zero strength pile-soil interface at different boundary soil displacements. 

 

6.2.3  Soil Stresses 

Figure 6.6 a shows a series monitoring locations (ML) for either side of pile on a given 

horizontal plane through the mesh. Figure 6.6 b shows the sign convention for positive stress-

components in a soil element. Positive and negative stresses (σxx, σyy, and σzz) indicate tension 

and compression respectively. A positive shear stress (σxy= σyx, σyz= σzy, and σxz= σzx) is in the 

positive direction of the coordinate axis of the second subscript if it acts on a surface with an 

outward normal in the positive direction; if the outward normal of the surface is in the negative 

direction, then a positive shear stress points in the negative direction of the coordinate axis of 

the second subscript. The shear stresses shown in Fig. 6.6 b were all positive. 

 

Figure 6.7 and 6.8 present the normalised soil stresses at the monitoring locations for 8 m depth 

below the ground surface for an initial earth pressure coefficient K0 = 1.0 at an applied boundary 

soil displacement of 800 mm as an example. The soil stresses in front of pile are shown in Fig. 

6.7. The horizontal stresses in the x-direction, σxx, increased slightly from the initial in-situ 

value, at locations greater than 3 d away from the pile centre. Closer to the pile, the horizontal 

soil stresses in the x-direction increased greatly. The vertical soil stresses, σzz, also increased in 

magnitude with reducing distance to the pile centre. In contrast, the soil stresses (σxx, σyy, and σzz) 
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were greatly reduced behind the pile and gradually increased to the initial in-situ values at 

greater than 3 d from the pile centre (Fig. 6.8).  

 

The difference between the numerical results at 800 mm and the initial stress in the horizontal 

direction, σxx (6.7 and 6.8), was due to the soil being squeezed in front of pile and dragged at the 

rear of the pile. The vertical soil stresses, σzz, in Figs. 6.7 and 6.8 increased significantly above 

the overburden stress in front of pile and reduced below it at the rear of pile. The likely reason 

for that is the shear force in the soil which supports an increase and decrease in the vertical 

stresses in front of and behind the pile. Further discussion of the shear force is provided in the 

following section. 
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Figure 6.6. (a) Monitoring locations on either side of pile, (b) Sign convention for positive stress-

components (From ITASCA, 2009). 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 6.7. Normalised soil stresses in front of the pile for earth pressure coefficient of 1.0 with zero 

strength pile-soil interface in the monitoring location at an applied boundary soil displacement of 800 

mm. 

  

Figure 6.8. Normalised soil stresses at the rear of the pile for earth pressure coefficient of 1.0 with zero 

strength pile-soil interface in the monitoring location at an applied boundary soil displacement of 800 

mm. 

 

Figure 6.9 shows a further set of monitoring locations around the pile about 0.3 m away the pile 

surface. The soil stresses were determined for these locations from the analysis with an earth 

pressure coefficient K0 = 1.0 for a zero strength pile-soil interface and an applied boundary soil 

displacement of 800 mm. Figure 6.10 presents the soil stresses as a function of the angle 

subtended the centre of the pile. All the soil stresses (σxx, σyy, and σzz) increased in front of pile 
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and decreased behind the pile. The profile of soil stresses confirms the distribution of ultimate 

pile-soil pressure on the pile perimeter in Section 4.6.2. The magnitudes of soil stresses were 

larger than the initial in-situ values in front of the pile and smaller behind the pile, which is 

consistent with Fig. 6.7 and 6.8.  

 

 

Figure 6.9. Monitoring locations surrounding the pile. 

 

Figure 6.10. Soil stresses around the pile at a series of monitoring location for earth pressure coefficient 

of 1.0 with zero strength pile-soil interface at an applied boundary soil displacement of 800 mm. 
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Figure 6.11 a plots the ratio of the soil stresses (by the radius from the monitoring point) against 

the angle subtended the centre of the pile. The ratio of σxx/σyy initially decreases from the front 

of pile until the point about one quarter of the way around the pile perimeter, and then gradually 

increases again to the same magnitude for the last quarter of the pile perimeter. Directly behind 

the pile, the ratio of σxx/σyy decreases to a minimum. Thus the whole profile is like an inverted 

‘S’ shape. The stresses are consistent with a soil failure mechanism in the xy plane that is 

‘passive’, ‘active’, ‘passive’ and ‘active’ around pile perimeter (Fig. 6.11 b). The ‘passive’ and 

‘active’ zones were defined according to the value of σxx/σyy larger or smaller than 1.0. The 

zones are divided by angles around the pile of 30°, 90° and 150°. The soil stress ratio σxx/σzz has 

a similar profile and failure mechanism, while the distribution of σyy/σzz is converse to it. 
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Figure 6.11. (a) Soil stress at a series of monitoring locations ratio around the pile for an earth pressure 

coefficient of 1.0 with zero strength pile-soil interface in the monitoring location at an applied boundary 

soil displacement of 800 mm. (b) Soil failure mechanism in the horizontal plane around pile. 

 

6.2.4  Shear stress  

Figures 6.12 and 6.13 present the vertical soil shear stresses on either side of pile (in the 

location in Fig. 6.6 a) at 8 m depth below ground surface for earth pressure coefficient K0 = 1.0 

and at an applied boundary soil displacement of 800 mm. The soil shear stresses, τxz= σxz and 

τyz= σyz, increased in front of and at the rear of the pile (more than 1.1 d from pile centre); 
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increased shear stresses likely influenced the vertical soil stress around the pile. Because the 

pile-soil interface was zero strength, the shear stresses sharply reduced when the distance from 

the pile centre was smaller than 1.1 d. Following the sign convention in Fig. 6.6 b, the direction 

of peak shear stresses (τxz= σxz and τyz= σyz) in Figs. 6.12 and 6.13 are shown in Figs. 6.14 and 

6.15. The soil in front of the pile (< 1.1 d) moved upward, so the direction of shear stresses 

should be downward on face A (Fig. 6.14) to resist the soil moving. Because the soil at the rear 

of pile (< 1.1 d) moved downward, the direction of shear stresses should be upward on the face 

B (Fig. 6.15) to provide the resistance. The shear forces that occurred in the surrounding soil 

may increase the vertical stresses in front of and decrease in the vertical stresses at the rear of 

the pile (from the initial in-situ vertical stress), consistent with Figs. 6.7 and 6.8. 

 

  
   

Figure 6.12. Normalised soil shear stresses for a series of monitoring points in front of the pile for earth 

pressure coefficient K0=1.0 with zero strength pile-soil interface and at an applied boundary soil 

displacement of 800 mm.  
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Figure 6.13. Normalised soil shear stresses for a series of monitoring points at the rear of the pile for 

earth pressure coefficient K0 =1.0 with zero strength pile-soil interface and at an applied boundary soil 

displacement of 800 mm. 

 

 

Figure 6.14. Soil shear direction in front of pile for earth pressure coefficient K0 =1.0 with zero strength 

pile-soil interface in the monitoring location at an applied boundary soil displacement of 800 mm.  
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Figure 6.15. Soil shear direction at the rear of pile for earth pressure coefficient K0 =1.0 with zero 

strength pile-soil interface in the monitoring location at an applied boundary soil displacement of 800 

mm.  

 

The soil shear stress increased until around 1.1 d away from the pile centre in Figs. 6.12 and 

6.13. A (shaded) fan area was assumed in front of pile in Fig 6.11 b, which represents the zone 

of soil trying to move upward in front of the pile, the perimeter of which is approximately 

defined by the maxima in the shear stress. The length of fan and subtended angle were 0.6 d and 

30°. From Figs. 6.11 b and 6.12, the shear stress on the fan perimeter at 8 m depth was  

                                                                                        Equation 6.1 

A soil column in front of pile was assumed from the depth of the shear area to the ground 

surface as shown in Fig. 6.16 a. The soil column was considered in isolation, and the 

forces/stresses acting on the column of soil were analysed. As soil column was moving upward, 

the shear resistance,    , acts on its surfaces ( and  in Figs. 6.11 b) to resist the movement. 

The shear stress may be assumed to distribute linearly with normal stress (and as shown in Fig. 

6.16 b). The total shear force on the perimeter of soil column was  
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          (       

  

   
    )                                                Equation 6.2 

Therefore, the total vertical force on the sides of the soil column is        , and thus the 

increased vertical soil stresses on the base area is  

             (  (         )  
  

   
)⁄                                                          Equation 6.3 

Figure 6.10 shows that the vertical soil stresses (   ) in shear area increased by 0.34 MPa from 

the initial vertical soil state, which is consistent with the above calculation. The same process 

was used to consider the soil column at the rear of pile. The shear stress (   ) at the rear of the 

pile increased 7.84 kPa around 1.3 d away from pile centre. The calculated total vertical force at 

the rear of pile was 39.94 kN and the decreased vertical soil stresses on the shear area was 0.106 

MPa. This is consistent with the vertical soil stress decrement (0.127 MPa) from the initial in-

situ soil stress (Fig. 6.10). In conclusion, the shear force that occurred in the surrounding soil 

allowed an increase in the vertical soil stress in front of and decrease at rear of the pile, in both 

cases consistent with that measured in Figs. 6.7 and 6.8. 

 

Figure 6.16. (a) Soil column in front of pile for earth pressure coefficient K0 =1.0 with zero strength pile-

soil interface. (b) shear stress distribution along the depth. 
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6.2.5  Comparison and Discussion  

In order to fully mobilised the ultimate pile-soil pressure on the pile, the models with earth 

pressure coefficient K0 = 1.5 and 2.0 were also pushed to 800 mm boundary soil displacement to 

compare with the results from the analysis for K0 = 1.0. Figures 6.17-6.21 show the pile 

deflection, shear force, bending moment and ultimate lateral pile-soil line load distribution for a 

zero strength pile-soil interface with different earth pressure coefficients. The measured pile 

parameters all increase with increasing earth pressure coefficient. The difference between K0 = 

1.0 and 1.5 was found to be much larger than that between K0 = 1.5 and 2.0. This indicates that 

the earth pressure coefficient has a significant influence on pile behaviour. Comparing Fig. 6.5 

with 6.21, the normalised lateral pile-soil line load for  K0 = 1.0 after 1,200 mm boundary soil 

displacement falls close to the profile from the K0 = 1.5 and 2.0 analyses after 800 mm 

boundary soil displacement. However, there is still a difference between the normalised pile-soil 

line loads for K0 = 1.0 and 1.5. The boundary in the K0 = 1.5 and 2.0 analyses was pushed 

further to 1,200 mm and Table 6.1 shows that the increase between 400 mm and 1,200 mm is 

small for the K0 = 1.5 and 2.0 analyses compared with the K0 = 1.0 analysis. 

 

 

Figure 6.17. Variation of normalised pile displacement for different earth pressure coefficients with zero 

strength pile-soil interface at 800 mm and 1,200 mm boundary soil displacements. 
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Figure 6.18. Variation of normalised pile shear force for different earth pressure coefficients with zero 

strength pile-soil interface at 800 mm and 1,200 mm boundary soil displacements. 

 

 

Figure 6.19. Variation of normalised pile bending moment for different earth pressure coefficients with 

zero strength pile-soil interface at 800 mm and 1,200 mm boundary soil displacements. 
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Figure 6.20. Variation of lateral pile-soil line load for different earth pressure coefficients with zero 

strength pile-soil interface at 800 mm and 1,200 mm boundary soil displacements. 

 

 

Figure 6.21. Variation of normalised lateral pile-soil line load for different earth pressure coefficients 

with zero strength pile-soil interface at 800 mm and 1,200 mm boundary soil displacements. 
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Figures 6.22 and 6.23 present the soil stresses for the monitoring locations given in Fig. 6.6 at 8 

m depth below the ground surface for an initial earth pressure coefficient of 1.5 and at an 

applied boundary soil displacement of 800 mm. All the soil stresses (σxx, σyy, and σzz) increased 

in front of and decreased behind the pile, as before. At a distance of greater than 3 d away from 

the pile centre, the soil stresses become consistent with the initial stresses (which for earth 

pressure coefficient K0 = 1.5, will give horizontal stresses 1.5 times vertical stresses).  

 

K0 Shear force Bending moment Pile-soil line load 

1.0 15.6% 11.1% 23% 

1.5 2.8% 3.2% 4% 

2.0 1% 3% 2% 
Table 6.1. Percentage increase in parameters as boundary soil movement increased from 400 mm to 

1200 mm. 

 

After 800 mm boundary soil displacement, the horizontal stress, σxx, had increased above the 

initial starting stress over the full length of the mesh in front of the pile and decreased to below 

the starting stress behind the pile. All the stresses were larger in the analysis with K0 = 1.5 (Figs. 

6.22 and 6.23) than in the analyses with K0 = 1.0 (Figs. 6.7 and 6.8). In Figs. 6.7 and 6.22, the 

maximum normalised σxx in K0 = 1.0 was just close to 6, while normalised σxx in K0 = 1.5 was 

close to 8. This indicates that the soil with K0 = 1.5 can develop larger horizontal soil stresses 

(both σxx and σyy) on the pile at failure.  

 

Again, the failure mechanism is in the horizontal plane, and there is a residual/ locked lateral 

stress in effect of K0 that doesn’t diminish (Fig. 6.11). While K0 should not affect failure 

conditions when failure is in the vertical (xz and yz) plane, it appears to have an effect when 

failure is in the horizontal (xy) plane. This is confirmed by the normalised pile-soil line load 

which was the same at shallow depths (< 3 d) while increasing with K0 at deeper depths (Fig. 

6.21). It will be shown below that it does not have to change the mechanism (‘passive’, ‘active’, 

‘passive’ and ‘active’ stresses ratio distribution around pile perimeter) to do this (Fig. 6.25).  
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Figure 6.22. Normalised soil stresses in front of pile at a series of monitoring points for earth pressure 

coefficient 1.5 with zero strength pile-soil interface and at an applied boundary soil displacement of 800 

mm. 

 

  

 

Figure 6.23. Soil stresses at rear of pile at a series of monitoring points for earth pressure coefficient 1.5 

with zero strength pile-soil interface and at an applied boundary soil displacement of 800 mm. 
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Figure 6.24 and 6.25 show the soil stresses plotted with the angle subtended  about the centre of 

the pile (as given Fig. 6.9), for K0 = 1.5 with a zero strength pile-soil interface and at an applied 

boundary soil displacement of 800 mm. As before, the soil stresses (σxx, σyy, and σzz) decreased 

from the front to the rear of the pile. The soil stress distributions in K0 = 1.5 are similar to the 

analysis with K0 = 1.0 in Fig. 6.10. However, the magnitudes of soil stresses for K0 = 1.5 are 

larger (Figs 6.10 and 6.24). Figure 6.25 presents the ratio of soil stress is as the function of 

angle subtended the centre of the pile. The soil stresses ratio distribution is the same for K0 = 1.0 

analysis in Fig. 6.11 with four ‘passive’ and ‘active’ zones (forming the maximum and 

minimum stress ratio σxx/σyy as given by    (       ) (       )⁄  and    

(       ) (       )⁄   of 2.0396 and 0.4903 in the horizontal xy plane). This had a similar 

profile to Fig. 6.11.  

 

All of the soil stresses, (σxx, σyy and σzz), in the analysis with K0 = 1.5 were greater than in the 

analysis with K0 = 1.0 (Figs. 6.7, 6.10, 6.22, and 6.24). The increment in horizontal stresses (σxx 

and σyy) in the K0 = 1.5 analysis also allows an increased shear stress in front of the pile (Fig. 

6.26). The increased mobilised shear stress in the surrounding soil increased the vertical soil 

stress in front of pile and decreased the vertical stress behind the pile following the mechanism 

explained in Section 6.2.4. The increased vertical stresses in front of pile in the K0 = 1.5 analysis 

consequently increased the ultimate pile-soil pressure attained (Fig. 6.21). The mechanism is 

confirmed by the increment in the parameters shown in Table 6.2.  

 

Both the K0 = 1.5 and 2.0 models were pushed to 1,200 mm boundary soil displacement. Figure 

6.28 presents the pile stabilising force against boundary soil displacement for the analyses with 

different initial earth pressure coefficients and with a zero strength pile-soil interface. The pile 

stabilising force in models with K0 = 1.5 and 2.0 reached an ultimate value after 400 mm 

boundary soil displacement, while the model in K0 = 1.0 only fully mobilised the stabilising 

force after 1,200 mm boundary soil displacement. The difference between the K0 = 1.5 and 2.0 

analyses was smaller than that between the K0 = 1.0 and 1.5 analyses. This is consistent with the 

soil stresses and ultimate lateral pile-soil line loads presented for different earth pressure 

coefficients in earlier sections. 
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Figure 6.24. Soil stresses at a series of monitoring locations around the pile for an earth pressure 

coefficient of K0 = 1.5 with zero strength pile-soil interface and at an applied boundary soil displacement 

of 800 mm. 

 

  

Figure 6.25. Soil stress ratio at a series of monitoring locations around the pile for an earth pressure 

coefficient of K0 = 1.5 with zero strength pile-soil interface and at an applied boundary soil displacement 

of 800 mm. 
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Figure 6.26. Soil shear stresses at a series of monitoring points in front of the pile for earth pressure 

coefficient K0 = 1.5 with zero strength pile-soil interface and at an applied boundary soil displacement of 

800 mm.  

 

 

  

Figure 6.27. Soil shear stresses at a series of monitoring points at the rear of the pile for earth pressure 

coefficient K0 = 1.5 with zero strength pile-soil interface and at an applied boundary soil displacement of 

800 mm. 
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Parameters K0 Increment 

1.0 1.5 

       ⁄  0.134 0.164 122% 

      ⁄   3.94 4.9 124% 

  
     ⁄  4.75 5.67 119% 

Table 6.2. Normalised parameters for the different earth pressure coefficient taken from Figs. 6.7, 6.21 

and 6.22. 

 

 

Figure 6.28. Pile stabilising force on the slip surface against boundary soil displacement for different 

initial earth pressure coefficient with zero strength pile-soil interface. 

       

 

 

6.3  Summary 

i. The soil boundaries in the model with initial in-situ earth pressure coefficient K0 = 1.0 

and a zero strength pile-soil interface were pushed further, up to 1,200 mm. The pile 

deflection, shear force, bending moment and pile-soil line load distribution increased 

with this additional boundary soil displacement. The increment in pile-soil line load was 

up to 23 % from 400 mm to 1,200 mm boundary soil displacement. The ultimate pile-

soil line was substantially fully mobilised after 1,200 mm boundary soil displacement. 
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ii. Soil stress monitoring locations on either side of pile show that the soil stresses 

increased and decreased in front of and behind the pile respectively (particularly within 

3 d of the pile centre). Elsewhere the soil stresses remained at the initial in-situ values. 

The soil stress ratio, σxx/σyy, taken from the soil monitoring locations surrounding the 

pile perimeter showed a ‘passive’-‘active’-‘passive’-‘active’ failure mechanism in the 

horizontal/xy plane. 

 

iii. The soil shear stresses change significantly occurred in front of and behind the pile. The 

shear force that occurred in the surrounding soil increased the vertical soil stresses in 

front of and decreased vertical soil stresses behind the pile. The failure mechanism 

occurs predominantly in the horizontal plane, although shear stresses in the vertical 

plane influence the pile ultimate lateral load. 

 

iv. The models with initial earth pressure coefficients of 1.5 and 2.0 were pushed further to 

compare these results with the analysis with K0 = 1.0. The soil failure mechanism that 

occurred in K0 = 1.0 was replicated in the model with K0 = 1.5. The only differences 

between K0 = 1.0 and 1.5 were the smaller magnitude of soil stresses (σxx, σyy, and σzz) 

found in the K0 = 1.0 analysis. The pile stabilising force in K0 = 1.0 gradually increased 

with further boundary soil displacement up to 1,200 mm, but was still smaller than that 

in K0 = 1.5 and 2.0. The increased horizontal soil stresses in the analysis with K0 = 1.5 

increased the vertical soil stress in front of pile which consequently enhanced the 

ultimate pile-soil line load,   
    

   
 , as the generally higher soil stresses improve the 

lateral capacity of the pile.  
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Chapter 7 

Limit Equilibrium Failure Mechanism 

for Piles in A Frictional Soil 
 

 

 

7.1  Introduction 

This chapter presents limit equilibrium failure modes for individual landslide stabilising piles in 

a drained soil. There is no analytical solution for calculating the yield pressure of the soil on the 

pile for the drained soil, as discussed in the literature review in Section 2.2. Because the 

distribution of the applied lateral limiting pressure on the pile is different from the undrained 

case, the failure mechanisms from Viggiani (1981) cannot be used directly for the drained soil 

condition. Nonetheless, the failure mechanisms for the drained case can be derived from force 

and moment equilibrium on the pile following approach and the modes of failure presented by 

Viggiani for the undrained case. Numerical modelling has been used to verify the failure 

mechanisms in the undrained soil condition (Kanagasabai et al., 2010), and may be used to 

investigate the drained case as well. 

 

This chapter will first introduce the assumptions and conditions used in the derivation of the 

limit equilibrium pile failure mechanisms, primarily those relating to the ultimate lateral pile-

soil pressure and pile flexibility. The pile limit equilibrium conditions for three failure modes 

were determined in order to understand the relationships between shear force, bending moment 

and length ratio. The interaction between the three modes was also determined. Three-

dimensional FLAC
3D

 models were built to further verify the determined limit equilibrium pile 

failure mechanisms for the drained soil condition. 
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7.2  Assumptions and Conditions 

The problem under consideration is shown in Fig. 7.1. A layer of soil, of thickness l1, slides on a 

stable underlying layer along a slip surface. Both the ground surface and the slip surface are 

assumed to be horizontal. Both soils are assumed to be in a drained condition, with an effective 

angle of friction equal to   . The soil unit weights are assumed to be    above, and,    below 

the slip surface. A pile is inserted through the sliding soil and the slip surface, to penetrate the 

stable underlying soil by a length        . 

 

 

Figure 7.1. Scheme of the problem. 

 

It is assumed that the relative pile-soil displacement along sections of the pile is sufficient to 

mobilise fully the yield value   
  (ultimate pile-soil line load) of the pile-soil interaction. The 

analyses in Chapter 3 and 4 show that, apart from at the surface, the increase in limiting 

pressure is proportional to effective stress, although it is not exactly   
  (PAN et al., 2012).   

  

is used here to estimate the ultimate pile-soil pressure and this can be substituted by a more 

accurate coefficient if required. Also, a    used for surface effect is considered in the analyses.  

 

  
      

  , at depths z ≤ 1.5 d                          Equation 7.1 

Unstable  

Horizontal Soil Displacement 


1
 

Stable  Soil 


2
 

d 

l1 

l2 

Slip surface 
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  , at depths z ≥ 1.5 d                                  Equation 7.2 

where d is pile diameter,    (       ) (       )⁄   is the passive earth pressure 

coefficient as calculated from Rankine earth pressure theory with zero strength pile-soil 

interface, and 'v is vertical effective stress at depth z.  

 

The pile is rigid, i.e., it is assumed not to flex significantly (as this would change the assumed 

pressure distribution), and the yield moment My of its section is assumed always to be greater 

than the bending moments acting upon it.  

 

7.3  Limit Equilibrium Failure Mechanisms Modes 

Depending on the value of       ⁄ , three failure modes, Mode A, Mode B and Mode C, are 

discussed in the following three subsections. The soil unit weights are assumed to be      , 

and the strength of the soil is also assumed equal above and below the slip surface. Each pile 

failure mechanism is required to satisfy both force and moment equilibrium. 

 

7.3.1  Mode A 

In Mode A, the pile-soil interaction attains the limiting value below the slip surface. The whole 

pile translates together with the sliding soil, a ploughing through the underlying firm soil (Fig. 

7.2). Pressures on the pile above the slip surface are assumed to remain below   
 . 

 

According to the force and moment equilibrium equations, the relationships for shear force and 

bending moment along the pile length defined as a distance x from the base of the pile are  

  
 

 
(    

    
    (    )      

 )                          Equation 7.3 

 

  
 

 
 (    

      
    

    (    )) (  
 

 

     
     

    (    )     
 

    
    

    (    )     
 )              Equation 7.4 
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Where T and M are the shear force and bending moment in the pile at a depth (    ) from the 

sliding surface.     
    

       and     
    

         
       are lateral limiting pressure at 

depth     and    +    . x is the length variable measured along the pile, 0 ≤ x ≤    . 

 

Figure 7.2. Failure Mode A. 

 

The maximum moment actually occurs above the slip surface, and cannot be found from 

limiting equilibrium. The maximum calculable shear force and bending moment for the pile 

occur on the slip surface (    ). These can be expressed in dimensionless terms as below. 

  

  
     

  
 

 

 
 (   )                       Equation 7.5 

  

  
     

  
 

 

 
  (  

 

 
 )                                   Equation 7.6 

where TA and MA are maximum calculable shear force and bending moment on the pile below a 

depth   . 

 

7.3.2  Mode B 

In Mode B the ultimate soil reaction is developed over the full length of the pile, as it undergoes 

a rigid rotation (Fig. 7.3).  

𝑝𝑢  
 

⬚

𝑝𝑢  
  

Soil fails 

Soil does not fail Slip surface 

Displacement Soil Reaction 

x 

T 

M 
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Figure 7.3. Failure Mode B. 

 

There are two unknowns    and    and two equations are required to find them; the horizontal 

force and moment equilibrium are considered at the base of pile. The equations that follow 

assume        ; the condition        , may occur close to the transition with Mode C but 

is not considered here. 

Horizontal force equilibrium 

    
    
 

 
 (       )

    
      

 

 
 

    
      

 

 
   

    
      

 

 
   

    
      

 

 
      Equation 7.7 

 

Bending moment equilibrium 

    
    
 

 
(
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                                    Equation 7.8 
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The two locations,    and   , on the pile, for which the shear force is zero are: 

     
    

      

 
   

    
      

 

 
                                    Equation 7.9 

    
    
 

 
 (       )

    
      

 

 
 

     
    

      

 
                   Equation 7.10 

where x1 and x3 are shown in Fig. 7.3. x2 = l1 - x1, x4 = l2 - x3,     
           ,     

  

       
   ,     

    
      ,     

      
    

      ,     
    

         
       and 

    
    

         
       are lateral limiting pressures. 

 

Since the equations are higher order nonlinear equations, and it is not possible to solve the 

problem analytically in closed form, an iterative numerical procedure is used to solve them 

(determine    and   ). 

 

The normalised maximum shear force, TB, and bending moment, MB, of the pile at the depth of 

slip surface are as follows. 

  

  
     

  
 

 

 

  

  
    

 

 

   
     

  
  

 

 
                               Equation 7.11 

  

  
     

  
 

 

 

  (    )

    
  

 

 

(   
     )

  
 (      

       

 

     

       
)  

 

 

(      )(     )
 

  
    Equation 7.12 

where        (       ⁄ ) is the active earth pressure coefficient as calculated by Rankine 

earth pressure theory. 

 

7.3.3  Mode C 

In Mode C, the lower part of the pile is fixed in the firm soil and the sliding soil flows around its 

upper part (Fig.7.4). 
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According to the force and moment equilibrium equations for the soil above the sliding surface; 

for horizontal equilibrium, 

  
 

 
(      ) , at depths x ≤ 1.5 d                                                                       Equation 7.13 

  
 

 
(        

  (    
    

     )(      )), at depths 1.5 d ≤ x ≤ l1            Equation 7.14 

For moment equilibrium, 

  
 

 
  

     
 , at depths x ≤ 1.5 d                                                                          Equation 7.15 

  
 

 
(        

 (   )  
 

 
(     

    
     )(      ) ),  

at depths 1.5 d ≤ x ≤ l1                              Equation 7.16 

Where     
           ,     

         
    and     

    
       are the lateral limiting 

pressures at depth 1.5d and l1. x is a general depth along the pile, 0 ≤ x ≤ l1. 

 

 

Figure 7.4. Failure Mode C. 
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The maximum pile shear force and the maximum calculable pile bending moment (both on the 

slip surface) can be normalised to be dimensionless relations below. It is assumed that l1≥1.5d. 

  

  
     

  
 

 

 
 

 

 

  

  
 (    )                     Equation 7.17 

  

  
     

  
 

 

 
 

 

 

  

  
 

    

  
(    )                      Equation 7.18 

where TC and MC are the maximum shear force, and the bending moment on the pile at depth l1. 

 

7.3.4  Non-uniform Soil Unit Weight 

In the above equations, a uniform soil unit weight is assumed. Different soil unit weights may 

have an influence on the pile failure mechanisms. Depending on the values       ⁄  and 

      ⁄ , the three failure modes, Mode A, Mode B and Mode C, are described for the more 

complex condition of      . Although not given, it would be possible to incorporate further 

conditions within the equations (such as        ) if required. 

 

7.3.4.1  Mode A 

In Mode A, the maximum calculable shear force and bending moment for the pile are on the slip 

surface and can be written in dimensionless terms as below. 

  

  
     

  
 

 

 
 (    )                     Equation 7.19 

  

  
     

  
 

 

 
  (  

 

 
  )                    Equation 7.20 

where TA and MA are calculable maximum shear force and bending moment on the pile below 

the depth   . 

 

7.3.4.2  Mode B 

In Mode B, the normalised maximum shear force, TB, and bending moment, MB, at the depth of 

slip surface are. 
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                   Equation 7.21 
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    Equation 7.22 

where        (       ⁄ ) is active earth pressure coefficient as calculated by the Rankine 

earth pressure theory. These two equations are same to Equations 7.11 and 7.12. 

 

7.3.4.3  Mode C 

In Mode C, the maximum shear force and bending moment in the pile are at the depth of slip 

surface, and are normalised as below.  

  

  
     

  
 

 

 
 

 

 

  

  
 (    )                     Equation 7.23 

  

  
     

  
 

 

 
 

 

 

  

  
 

    

  
(    )                    Equation 7.24 

where TC and MC are the maximum shear force, and the bending moment on the pile at depth l1. 

The equations are independent of the soil unit weight. These two equations are same to 

Equations 7.17 and 7.18. 

 

7.4  Analysis of Failure Mechanisms Modes 

Plots of Tmax, Mmax against  according to the relationships above for the different modes are 

discussed below. 

 

7.4.1  Mode A 

As shown in Fig. 7.5, both the normalised shear force, TA, and the normalised bending moment, 

MA, are distributed nonlinearly with  . This is because TA and MA have second and third order 

terms of respectively, in Equations 7.5 and 7.6. The soil unit weights are assumed to be 

     . Examples of the profiles of shear force and bending moment on the pile are presented 

in Fig. 7.6.  
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Figure 7.5. Normalised (a) maximum shear force TA and (b) bending moment MA at the sliding surface, 

at failure for Mode A. 

 

  

Figure 7.6. Profiles of (a) shear force T and (b) bending moment M on pile at the sliding surface, at 

failure for Mode A. 

 

Figure 7.6 is intended to provide an example of the distribution for shear force and bending 

moment on the pile with       . The profiles of shear force and bending moment are similar 
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for different lengths l2 in Mode A. In Fig. 7.6, l1 and l2 are equal to 8 m and 1.2 m respectively. 

Both   and    are equal to 20 kN/m
3
, d is equal to 1 m, and Kp is equal to 2.0388 as calculated 

by the Rankine earth pressure theory, for an effective angle of shearing resistance for   = 20°. 

For Mode A it is not possible to calculate shear force and bending moment above the sliding 

surface. 

 

7.4.2  Mode B 

  

Figure 7.7. Normalised (a) maximum shear force TB and (b) bending moment MB at the sliding surface, at 

failure for Mode B. 

In Fig. 7.7, the shear force increases nonlinearly with . The bending moment is initially 

positive, and then it decreases with  to a negative value, when  is larger than 0.5 (Fig. 7.7). A 

typical profile of shear force and bending moment on the pile are shown in Fig. 7.8. 
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Figure 7.8. Profiles of (a) shear force T and (b) bending moment M on the pile at failure for Mode B. 

Fig. 7.8 presents an example of shear force and bending moment on the pile in Mode B. l1 and l2 

are equal to 3.93 m and 7.07 m. Both   and    are equal to 20 kN/m
3
, and       . The other 

parameters are as the same as those in the Mode A example. 

 

7.4.3  Mode C 

The values of maximum shear force and bending moment in Mode C are constant as they are 

not influenced by  in Equations 7.17 and 7.18. Profiles of shear force and bending moment on 

the pile are presented at Fig. 7.10. 

 

Fig. 7.10 presents example profiles of shear force and bending moment on the pile for Mode C. 

l1 and l2 are equal to 8 m and 10.4 m respectively. Again, the other parameters are the same as in 

the Mode A example. 
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Figure 7.9. Normalised (a) maximum shear force TC and (b) bending moment MC at the sliding surface, at 

failure for Mode C. 

 

  

Figure 7.10. Profiles of (a) shear force T and (b) bending moment M on pile at the sliding surface, at 

failure for Mode C. 
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Figure 7.11. (Continued) Normalised stabilising shear force TA,B,C and normalised bending moment 

MA,B,C at the sliding surface, at failure for Mode A, B and C: (a) unit weight ratio equal to 1.5, (b) 

differing unit weight ratio . 

 

The plots of normalised maximum shear force and bending moment on the slip surface for each 

of the mechanisms are combined in Fig. 7.11 a. It can be seen in the figure that the failure 

mechanisms transform from one mode to another. The shear force increases almost linearly with 

 for Mode A. When  reaches a value 1, at the intersection of Mode A and Mode B, the 

critical mechanism changes to Mode B. The shear force then increases nonlinearly with , until 
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the value of  reaches 2, at which the mechanism changes from Mode B to Mode C. In Mode C, 

the shear force at the sliding surface becomes constant with variation of . By equating 

modes,1 and 2 can be calculated. Figure 7.11 b shows the shear force and bending moment at 

failure with variation in the unit weight ratio,     ⁄  (it is accepted that the values used are not 

particularly realistic). The normalised shear force and bending moment increase slightly with 

decreasing unit weight ratio in Mode A. Mode B is also influenced by the unit weight ratio, with 

the same pile shear resistance on the slip plane obtained by using a smaller pile length ratio for a 

larger unit weight ratio. Mode C is not influenced by the unit weight ratio.  

 

The bending moment at the sliding surface initially rises as increases in Fig. 7.11. When the 

value of reaches 1, the failure mechanism changes to Mode B. The bending moment 

decreases greatly between   1 and   2, after which the bending moment is constant (Mode  

C).  

 

7.5  Three-Dimensional Finite Difference Analysis of the Derived Limit 

Equilibrium Failure Mechanisms 

Three failure modes are defined by the limit equilibrium analyses. However, the three modes 

from the limit equilibrium analysis may not be suitable for design purposes. Kanagasabai et al. 

(2011) found quite large variations in the undrained case between the limit equilibrium results, 

which assumed a rigid pile, and FLAC
3D

, due to apparent vertical soil movement along the pile 

in FLAC
3D

. Further verification is needed to check the applicability of the derived pile failure 

mechanisms. In previous chapters, a three-dimensional FLAC
3D

 model was used to obtain 

limiting pressure distributions numerically for a laterally loaded pile in a purely frictional soil. 

In this section, the three-dimensional FLAC
3D

 model is used to investigate the global failure 

mechanisms.  

 

7.5.1  Conceptual Model 

Fig. 7.12 shows a typical three-dimensional FLAC
3D

 model used in the analyses. Using the 

symmetry of pile and loading, a mesh modelling half a pile was created reflected around the y = 

0 plane. A 20 m long × 5 m wide × 8 m high block was used for the unstable layer. A 22 m long 

× 5 m wide × (l2 + 4) m high block was created to simulate the stable layer, with l2 equal to 1.2 
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m, 7.2 m and 10.4 m for Modes A , B and C. Both soil blocks were formed with a 1 m diameter 

semi-circular hole at the centre of the front face, with the blocks initially separated by 1 m 

vertically. An interface was attached around the perimeter of the hole and on the bottom face of 

the unstable soil block to allow slip at the pile-soil interface and to represent the horizontal 

sliding surface. After the creation of interface elements, the two soil blocks were brought into 

contact with each other by lifting the stable layer by 1 m, and a half pile of diameter 1 m, and 

height (8 + l2) m/ (40 + l2 / 0.2) elements was created separately and inserted into the hole to 

complete the mesh. The 10 d pile centre-to-centre spacing was large enough for the behaviour to 

model a single isolated pile (Brown and Shie, 1990b; Carder, 2005) . 

 

  

Figure 7.12. Typical geometry of FLAC
3D

 mesh, where l1 is height of the unstable layer and l2 is the pile 

length embedded in the stable layer. 

 

7.5.2  FLAC3D Mesh 

Figure 7.12 shows a typical mesh in FLAC
3D

 in terms of global x, y and z-coordinates. Brick 

elements extended radially from a semi-circular pile. A finer mesh was used near the pile to 

reflect the high stress and strain gradients likely to occur in this zone, while the mesh gradually 

became coarser away from the pile to save computing time. 
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7.5.3  Initial and Boundary Conditions 

The nodes on the faces representing planes of symmetry were prevented from moving in the y-

direction. The nodes on the base of the completed mesh were restrained in all three directions 

while the nodes on the top face were free to move. The nodes of the unstable layer on the face x 

=     m (parallel to the y-direction) were prevented from moving in the direction of the applied 

soil movement (x-direction) during initial equilibrium (gravity loading) and freed during lateral 

loading. The nodes of the stable layer on the face x =     m were fixed in the x-direction. 

Stresses were initialised by assuming an in-situ earth pressure coefficient, K0, equal to 1.5. 

Gravity was assigned a value of 10 m·s-2
 in the negative z-direction. 

 

Modes l1 (m) l2 (m)  l2/ l1) Elements Diameter (m) 

A 8 1.2 0.15 46 1 

B 8 7.2 0.9 76 1 

C 8 10.4 1.3 92 1 
Table 7.1. Geometry of pile used in the analysis. 

 

7.5.4  Constitutive Model and Material Properties 

An elastic-Mohr-Coulomb plastic model was assumed for both the unstable and stable soil. The 

soil layers were assumed to be of uniform stiffnesss, a drained soil strength (  ) of 20°, and 

Poisson’s ratio of 0.25. The soil stiffness, unit weight, and earth pressure coefficient were 

obtained from the literature (Gasparre et al., 2007; Hight et al., 2007) and were intended to be 

broadly representative of London Clay. The pore water pressure and dilation angle were 

assumed to be zero. The pile was represented as an isotropic elastic model of much higher 

stiffness than the surrounding soil. The stiffness of the shortest pile (Mode A) was based on 

values determined for a real bored concrete pile at a site in Leatherhead, Surrey (Bicocchi, 

2011). The pile-soil interface stiffness was set at ten times that of the stiffest neighbouring brick 

elements (ITASCA, 2009).  The pile-soil interface is set to be full strength. 

 

Tables 7.2 and 7.3 present the material and interface properties used in the analysis. The 

interface representing the slip plane in the soil was assigned a strength of zero, corresponding to 

the assumption of a perfect sliding plane used in deriving the limit equilibrium equations. The 

pile flexibility factor            
  (Poulos, 1995) reduces as the pile length increases when 

the other parameters are the same (   and    are Young's modulus of pile and soil respectively, 

   is the second moment of area of pile, and   is the pile length). Because a change in pile 
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flexibility could alter the pile behaviour, the pile Young's modulus in the mode B and mode C 

cases was increased to restore the original flexibility factor for mode A. Even though the piles 

are medium flexible piles (Miao et al., 2006), but the piles rotate more than they bend and 

perform closer to the rigid condition assumed in the limit equilibrium solution in Section 7.2. 

Pile/  

Soil 

Pro-

perties 

Young’s 

Modulus 

(GPa) 

Bulk 

Modulus 

(GPa) 

Shear 

Modulus 

(GPa) 

Density 

 

(kg/m
3
) 

Poiss- 

on’s  

ratio 

Fiction 

Angle 

(°) 

Dia-

meter 

 

(m) 

Second 

Moment 

of area 

(m
4
) 

Pile A 36.1  30.09  13.89 2500 0.3 N/A 1.0 0.0245 

Pile B 268.95 224.13 103.44 2500 0.3 N/A 1.0 0.0245 

Pile C 577.52 481.27 222.12 2500 0.3 N/A 1.0 0.0245 

Un-

stable 

Soil 

 

60×10
-3

 

 

40×10
-3

 

 

24×10
-3

 

 

2000 

 

0.25 

 

20 

 

N/A 

 

N/A 

Stable 

soil 

120×10
-3

 80×10
-3

 48×10
-3

 2000 0.25 20 N/A N/A 

Table 7.2. Properties of pile and soil used in the analysis. 

 

Interface Properties Normal stiffness 

(GPa) 

Shear stiffness 

(GPa) 

Cohesion 

(kPa) 

Friction 

Angle 

(°) 

A:Interface between 

pile and soil  

6.183×10
3
   

 

6.183×10
3
   0 20 

A:Interface between 

unstable and stable 

layer 

7.2  7.2  0 0 

A:Interface between 

pile tip and stable 

layer 

2.43×10
3
   

 

2.43×10
3
   0 0 

B:Interface between 

pile and soil  

46.08×10
3
   

 

46.08×10
3
   0 20 

B:Interface between 

unstable and stable 

layer 

7.2  7.2  0 0 

B:Interface between 

pile tip and stable 

layer 

18.1×10
3
   

 

18.1×10
3
   0 0 

C:Interface between 

pile and soil  

98.95×10
3
   

 

98.95×10
3
   0 20 

C:Interface between 

unstable and stable 

layer 

7.2  7.2  0 0 

C:Interface between 

pile tip and stable 

layer 

38.87×10
3
   

 

38.87×10
3
   0 0 

Table 7.3. Properties of interface elements used in the analysis.  
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7.5.5  FLAC3D Analysis 

Before pile installation, the model was stepped to equilibrium under gravity loading. The pile 

was then inserted into the soil, while the addresses of pile mesh nodes, element and interface 

nodes were stored in the computer memory. The soil was then translated normal to the pile row 

by applying a velocity of 1 × 10
-7

 m/step in the x-direction to the left and right hand boundaries 

(parallel to the y-axis). Both soil boundaries were steadily pushed to 400 mm to enable the 

ultimate lateral pile-soil line load,   
 , to be developed on the pile. The pile deflection, shear 

force, bending moment and lateral pile-soil line load were calculated at every 100 mm of soil 

boundary movement. The routines in Chapter 4 were used to extract the parameters from the 

models in the following analyses. One analysis in Mode A was run to 800 mm soil boundary 

movement to determine that 400 mm of soil boundary movement was sufficient to mobilise the 

fully lateral pile-soil pressure along the pile. Figure 7.13 shows that the normalised pile-soil 

pressure for 800 mm boundary soil movement is only slightly larger than that for 400 mm 

boundary soil movement. Hence, 400 mm soil boundary movement was considered sufficient to 

develop the ultimate lateral pile-soil pressure on the pile and used in the following analyses. 

 

  

Figure 7.13. Normalised lateral pile-soil line load developed with applied boundary soil movement of 400 

mm and 800 mm. 
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7.5.6  Investigation of the Accuracy of the Interface Representing a Defined Slip 

Plane 

The slip plane in the FLAC
3D

 model was assumed to be horizontal, as for the limit equilibrium 

method. An interface was inserted between the unstable and stable layers to represent a defined 

slip plane (Fig. 7.14 a). The roughness of the slip plane was represented by the interface 

frictional angle. The accuracy of interface representing a defined slip plane needs to be explored. 

In a real slip surface, it is likely to be of reduced shear strength, e.g., the residual strength. This 

analysis is used to check the ability of the interface to produce a plane on which soil movement 

occurs. 

 

The unstable and stable blocks were created separately, 1 m apart. An interface was attached to 

the bottom of the unstable block, and then the stable block was moved into contact with the 

unstable block. The initial and boundary conditions, constitutive model and material properties 

and the soil parameters were the same as in the previous sections, except that pile was not used 

in the this model. Fig 7.14 b shows the contours of vertical stress under initial gravity 

equilibrium. 

 

Three slip plane conditions were considered, labelled as zero, medium and full strengths, 

corresponding to interface friction angles of     
   0°, 10° and 20°. Figure 7.15 shows the 

deformed mesh shape of the zero strength interface (    
    ) after 350 mm boundary soil 

movement. Because the slip surface had zero strength, the unstable layer moved very easily over 

the stable layer. The mesh representing the soil maintained its shape with little deformation 

close to the slip surface. The x-direction length of the model was reduced for the rough interface 

condition as initially the soil was not failing on the designed slip surface. Instead passive and 

active wedges formed adjacent to the displacement boundaries. The deformed mesh shape for 

the full strength interface (    
     ), after 350 mm soil boundary displacement, is presented 

in Figure 7.16. Compared with the zero strength interface, the mesh with a rough interface 

deforms close to the slip surface, with soil elements dragged by the unstable layer movement.  

 

The nodal displacements in the centre of the mesh were recorded in FLAC
3D

 using the intrinsic 

FISH language. The recorded points were from gridpoint (0, 0, 0) to the base of the mesh (Fig. 

7.14 b). The displacement of gridpoint (0, 0, -5) above slip surface for the zero strength 
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interface increases with the number of calculation steps as shown in Fig. 7.17. This confirms 

that the unstable layer slides easily over the stable layer in the zero strength interface condition. 

Figure 7.18 presents the variation of nodal displacement with depth for the three different 

interface frictional angles. The soil at the centre of the mesh is found to have similar 

displacements to the soil boundary when the frictional strength of the interface is smaller than 

   . The nodal displacement decreases with depth and shows a backward drag near the slip 

surface for the rough interface (    
     ), consistent with the mesh deformation in Fig. 7.16. 

These analyses indicate that the use of a rough interface on the slip surface will significantly 

influence the soil displacement. Interface frictional angles of     
   0° and 10° gave uniform 

soil movements with depth. The zero strength slip surface (    
   0°) is used in the following 

analyses. 
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Figure 7.14. FLAC
3D

 mesh used to investigate the accuracy of sliding plane interface. (a) Interface 

location, (b) contours of vertical stress after initial equilibrium of the model. 
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Figure 7.15. Mesh deformation in large strain mode for zero strength sliding surface. 

 

 

 

Figure 7.16. Mesh deformation in large strain mode for full strength sliding surface. 
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Figure 7.17. History the x-direction displacement at (0,0,-5) for zero strength slip surface. The x-axis 

gives the number of calculation steps taken by the program, which translates to a soil movement of 0.35 

m by multiplying the number of steps by the velocity 1×10
7
 m/step. The y-axis is the x-direction 

displacement with a unit of m. 

 

 

 

Figure 7.18. Soil movement along a vertical profile through the centre of the mesh. 
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) 
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7.6  Analysis of Results from Three-Dimensional Modelling 

Three FLAC
3D

 models were built to analyse the pile failure mechanisms for a frictional soil. The 

results are compared with the limit equilibrium failure mechanisms and calculations from the 

Oasys Alp program. The results are presented and discussed in the following sections. 

 

7.6.1  Mode A 

The pile in mode A is dragged with the sliding unstable soil, ploughing through the stable 

underlying material. The unstable and stable soils have the same strength but different stiffness. 

The interface properties, pile and soil parameters are shown in Tables 7.1 and 7.2. In Fig. 7.11, 

the interaction point between Mode A and Mode B occurs at around   equal to 0.2. The unstable 

soil depth was assumed to be 8 m in all three modes so that the surface effect had a similar 

influence on all three models. The   values and pile lengths used in the Mode A model were: 

     Mode A:       ,          and       . 

 

Figures 7.19-7.22 show the pile deflection, shear force, bending moment and pile-soil line load 

at different boundary displacements for failure Mode A. In Fig. 7.19, the pile ploughs through 

the stable layer as it is dragged by the unstable layer. The pile displacements increase with the 

increased boundary soil movements. The displacement of the pile top exceeds the applied 

boundary soil movement, which is caused by the substantial rotation of the pile. Shear force, 

bending moment and normalised ultimate pile-soil line load develop rapidly and give only small 

differences at the 100 mm intervals of boundary displacements plotted. This indicates that the 

pile reaches the ultimate state at a fairly small soil displacement. The significant soil reaction 

mobilised on the pile horizontal base provides the non-zero shear force at the pile base (Fig. 

7.20). In Fig. 7.22, increasing pressures on the upper part of the pile are balanced by a lowering 

of the point of inflexion (at which the development of the net pressure reverses across the pile). 

The ultimate pile-soil line load is consistent with the line load from Fig. 5.7 (values calculated 

using the elastic-plastic interaction program Alp are also shown - these are discussed later). 
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Figure 7.19. Variation of normalised displacement for failure mode A at different boundary soil 

displacements. 

 

 

 

Figure 7.20. Variation of normalised shear force for failure mode A at different boundary soil 

displacements. 
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Figure 7.21. Variation of normalised bending moment for failure mode A at different boundary soil 

displacements. 

 

  

Figure 7.22. Variation of normalised lateral pile-soil line load for failure mode A at different boundary 

soil displacements. 
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7.6.2  Mode B 

In Mode B, the failure mode is a rigid rotation of the pile around a point close to its base. Figure 

7.11 shows that when  is between values         of and      , the critical mechanism is 

Mode B. The pile length in the stable layer was increased to transform Mode A to Mode B for 

the same depth of unstable layer. The increased pile length would reduce the pile flexibility 

factor (make the pile more flexible), and so the pile Young’s modulus was increased in Mode B 

to return the pile flexibility factor to that used in Mode A. The parameters used in the analysis 

are presented in Table 7.2 and 7.3. According to Section 7.4,   , the intersection of Mode B and 

Mode C, is equal to 1.02. Thus the Mode B parameters were set as: 

 

     Mode B:       ,          and      . 

Figures 7.23-7.26 show the development of normalised pile deflection, shear force, bending 

moment and pile-soil line load for failure Mode B with increasing boundary soil displacements. 

The normalised pile displacement increased with the applied boundary soil movements. The pile 

rotates such that the relative directions of pile-soil displacement reverse at length ratios of -0.2 

and -0.85 (Fig. 7.23). The shear force and bending moment change little after 100 mm boundary 

soil movement. Lateral pile-soil line load are close to the ultimate value, as given by Fleming et 

al. (2009), along the full length of the pile (Fig. 7.26). This agrees with the pressure found in the 

Fig. 5.7. As the pile rotates, increasing pressures above and below the sliding surface at about -

0.52 balance each other out, and maintain the pile in equilibrium. Some further points will be 

discussed later. The explanation for the difference on the pressure between limit equilibrium and 

FLAC
3D

 will be detailed in Section 7.4.4. 
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Figure 7.23. Variation of normalised displacement for failure mode B at different boundary soil 

displacements. 

 

 

 

Figure 7.24. Variation of normalised shear force for failure mode B at different boundary soil 

displacements. 
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Figure 7.25. Variation of normalised bending moment for failure mode B at different boundary soil 

displacements. 

 

  

Figure 7.26. Variation of normalised lateral pile-soil line load for failure mode B at different boundary 

soil displacements. 

7.6.3  Mode C 

In Mode C the sliding soil flows around the upper part of the pile. The pile length in the stable 

layer was increased further to ensure that the pile was fixed firmly in the underlying soil. In Fig. 

7.11, Mode B transforms to Mode C when the value of   is more than 1.02. Again, the pile 

flexibility factor was maintained at that used in the Mode A analysis, by increasing pile and 
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interface stiffness parameters, which are given in Table 7.2 and 7.3. The pile lengths in Mode C 

were: 

     Mode C:       ,           and      . 

 

Results for mode C are presented in Figs. 7.27-7.30. The upper part of the pile in the unstable 

layer deflects with soil boundary movement and with a small amount of pile rotation. The shear 

force is close to zero at the pile tip as there is only small relative pile soil movement (pile 

movement relevant to the stable soil layer on the face x =     m) at the bottom of pile. The 

lateral pile-soil line load is close to the ultimate value on the upper part of the pile within the 

unstable layer, but pressures remain distant from   
  in the stable layer. 

 

The value of   
  does not attain the empirical ultimate values (given by   

   
   or      

  ) for 

any of the three failure modes at shallow depth (Figs. 7.22, 7.26, and 7.30). The ground surface 

is unconfined, and the soil tends to move upwards in front of pile and downwards behind the 

pile at less than a depth of 5 d. Vertical components of displacement also occur at depth, 

especially adjacent to the slip plane (Fig. 7.31). For this reason, the lateral pile-soil line load 

may not attain the empirical values of   
   

   or      
   either at shallow depths or close to the 

slip surface.  

 

Figure 7.32 shows the development of shear force on the pile at the slip plane with the 

normalised displacement of the pile top, plotted at intervals of boundary displacement of 100 

mm. In mode A, the majority of the ultimate normalised shear force (   
     ⁄ ) at the slip 

plane has developed by 0.1 d of boundary soil movement, while in Mode B it is still increasing 

even after 0.1 d of boundary soil displacement. In this analysis, the largest shear force is 

attained in Mode C, as shown by the values normalised to   
     

  in Fig. 7.32. Mode C 

mobilises the full shear force on the slip plane with the smallest pile displacement. However, 

when pile displacement is less important, Mode B will be shorter and less expensive to 

construct than Mode C and likely to be preferred in design.  
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Figure 7.27. Variation of normalised displacement for failure mode C at different boundary soil 

displacements. 

 

 

  

Figure 7.28. Variation of normalised shear force for failure mode C at different boundary soil 

displacements. 
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Figure 7.29. Variation of normalised bending moment for failure mode C at different boundary soil 

displacements. 

 

 

 

Figure 7.30. Variation of normalised lateral pile-soil line load for failure mode C at different boundary 

soil displacements. 
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 Figure 7.31. Vector plots of soil displacement for the plane through the front face of the model. (a) Mode 

A at the base of the pile, (b) Mode B close to the sliding surface. 
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Figure 7.31. (Continued) Vector plots of soil displacement for the plane through the front face of the 

model. (c) Mode C close to the ground surface. 

 

 

Figure 7.32. Development of normalised shear force at the slip surface with normalised pile top 

displacement. Data points are plotted at intervals of boundary displacement of 100 mm (0.1 d) 
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7.6.4  Comparison of FLAC 3D results with Limit Equilibrium Failure Modes  

As shown in Figs. 7.19-7.30, the limit equilibrium equations give greater shear force and 

bending moments than the finite difference model. Table 7.4 presents the normalised pile shear 

resistances at the slip plane calculated by the FLAC
3D

 analysis and Equations 7.5, 7.11 and 7.17 

from the limit equilibrium method. The values calculated for all three modes by FLAC
3D

 are 

significantly lower than those from the limit equilibrium method. Mode A in FLAC
3D

 is unable 

to develop the full limiting pressure below the slip plane, which may result from vertical 

components of displacement at the slip surface. The reason will be detailed in the following 

sections. 

 

In Mode B, the ground surface effect prevents development of the full limiting pressure over the 

top part of the pile and, correspondingly the pile-soil pressures on lower part of the pile required 

to maintain equilibrium remain below the ultimate values. If the pile continued to rotate with 

further unstable layer movement,   
  might be reached over a greater part of pile through 

increased relative pile-soil movement (pile movement relevant to the soil movement on the soil 

face x =     and     m). Larger loads applied above the point of inflexion at a length ratio of -

0.85 are offset by increased loads in the opposite direction below. The limit equilibrium 

equations idealise the pressure profiles so that the transition of   
  around the point of pivot is 

sharp, while in the real condition (and the FLAC
3D

 analysis) the pile-soil pressure is lower than 

  
  above and below the point of pivot as the relative pile-soil displacement is small (Guo, 2008; 

Zhang, 2009; Zhang et al., 2005). When combined with the vertical soil movement near the slip 

surface, which also keeps limiting pressures below the empirical value, the total pile shear 

resistance on the slip surface from FLAC
3D

 model is much lower than that calculated by the 

idealised limit equilibrium equations.  

 

Mode C developed pile-soil pressures on the upper pile closer to the ultimate empirical (limit 

equilibrium) values, than for the other failure modes. The surface effect limits the pile-soil 

pressure on the pile at shallow depths. The shear force and bending moment from the finite 

difference analysis is however lower than that determined from the limit equilibrium equations. 

The estimate from the limit equilibrium equations of the maximum shear resistance that the pile 

can provide to the sliding soil calculation is unconservative compared with the FLAC
3D

 analysis 

(Table 7.4). 
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Mode Mode A Mode B Mode C 

FLAC
3D

 analysis 0.065 0.133 0.192 

Limit equilibrium 

failure mechanisms 

0.161 0.426 0.489 

FLAC
3D

 analysis / 

Limit equilibrium 

failure mechanisms 

40.3% 31.2% 39.3% 

Table 7.4. Comparison of pile normalised shear resistance    
     

 ⁄  at the sliding surface calculated 

from FLAC
3D

 and limit equilibrium equations. 

 

7.6.5  Comparing with Calculation from Alp   

7.6.5.1  Alp analysis 

The accuracy of limit equilibrium equations is needed to be checked and the reasons for the 

difference between the FLAC
3D

 analysis and limit equilibrium results need exploring further. 

Possible explanations for the difference include vertical soil movement along the pile length in 

the FLAC
3D

 analysis, and the idealised pressure distribution at the pivot points in limit 

equilibrium equations.  

 

Simple elastic analyses of piles, where the pile is represented by an elastic beam and the soil by 

elastic or elastic-plastic springs, have often been used to back analyse or investigate pile 

behaviour (e.g. Smethurst and Powrie, 2007; Cai and Ugai, 2011). Such analyses have the 

advantage of being able to determine relative pile and soil displacements and associated 

pressures (including those distant from the limiting pressure), while being less time consuming 

than full finite element or difference analyses. In this case, where limiting modes of failure are 

being investigated, a beam-on-springs analysis will be able to determine the full shear force and 

bending moment distribution in the pile, and will be able to determine more realistic pressures 

(than the limit equilibrium equations) where there is little relative pile and soil displacement 

adjacent to the pivot points. The analysis will not incorporate the fully three-dimensional effects, 

such as vertical soil movements, of a finite difference analysis. To gauge the performance of a 

beam-on-springs analyses, OASYS Alp (OASYS, 2010) is used here in comparison to the limit 

equilibrium and finite difference analyses. 

 

Alp models the pile to act as a series of elastic beam elements and the soil as a series of non-

interactive, non-linear Winkler springs (OASYS, 2010). The geometry of the pile is specified by 
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means of a number of nodes with a constant pile stiffness between nodes. The soil load-

deflection behaviour at each node can be modelled as elastic-plastic by specifying load-

deflection (i.e. p-y) data (Fig. 7.33). 

 

Figure 7.33. Elastic-plastic soil model from OASYS (2010) 

     (       )     (Oaysis, 2010)                                    Equation 7.25 

Where   is young’s modulus of the soil,   is distance between the midpoint of the elements 

immediately above and below the pile node under consideration, and       is factor generally 

taken between about 0.6 and 1.0 (Broms, 1972; Poulos, 1971). 

 

       
    (Oaysis, 2010)                         Equation 7.26 

where    is the passive earth pressure coefficient for a laterally loaded pile (in this case, taken 

as    and   
  for pile depth is lower and greater 1.5D, respectively),   

  is the vertical effective 

stress at the node at the centre of the pile element under consideration,   is distance between the 

midpoints of the elements immediately above and below it, and   is pile diameter. 

  
  ∫    

  
 

        (Oaysis, 2010)                    Equation 7.27 

Where   is unit weight of a stratum,    is surface level,   is prescribed pore pressure,     is sum 

of the vertical pressures of all surcharges above the level. 
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Elastic-Plastic springs were used in Alp with the same pile and soil parameters as the numerical 

(FLAC
3D

) models. The results from Alp with the elastic-plastic soil model at 400 mm boundary 

soil displacement provide a very good agreement with the derived limit equilibrium equations in 

Figs. 7.19-7.30. All shear force and bending moment profiles are the same as the limit 

equilibrium method. The ultimate pile-soil line loads are largely fully mobilised with depth, 

consistent with the empirical distribution on which they are based.  

 

7.6.5.2  Alp linear soil model 

Initial linear Alp analyses were carried out with elastic-plastic springs having the same pile and 

equivalent soil parameters as in the finite difference analysis (Table 7.2). The elastic-plastic 

spring stiffnesses for depths up to 10 m were calculated using Equations 7.25 and 7.26. h was 

taken as 0.4 m. 

 

The elastic spring constant is 

     (  )                                                       Equation 7.28 

The passive limiting force is  

 

       
    (               )                                         Equation 7.29 

Thus, the lateral displacement to reach ultimate pressure is 

 

  
  

 
                                        Equation 7.30 

The soil model used in the initial Alp calculations is shown in Fig. 7.34. The lateral 

displacement required to develop ultimate pile-soil line load (based on Equation 7.30 above) is 

small and hence the full pile-soil pressures are developed close to the points of pivot for the 

pile-soil displacements in the Alp calculations (Figs. 7.22, 7.26 and 7.30). However, the Alp 

model should represent the points of pivot better than the limit equilibrium approach (when the 

correct stiffness is specified).  
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7.6.5.3  Alp non-linear soil model 

A second Alp analysis of a pile deforming in Mode B was carried out with a p-y curve modelled 

on that obtained from FLAC
3D

, reflecting the rather larger displacement required to reach the 

normalised passive limiting force in the numerical analyses (Fig. 7.34). The results of this non-

linear Alp analysis are shown in Figs. 7.35-7.38. The Alp results are again more consistent with 

those from the limit equilibrium approach, although the maximum values of shear force, 

bending moment and ultimate pile-soil line load are slightly reduced. This is because the soil 

model specified in the non-linear Alp analysis had a lower passive limiting force (consistent 

with the FLAC
3D

 analyses) than the empirical value (  
 ) used in the limit equilibrium analysis 

(Fig. 7.34), and because the greater displacement required to reach the limiting force in the non-

linear Alp analyses now better models the below-limiting pressures immediately above and 

below the pivot points.  

 

 

Figure 7.34. Normalised passive limiting force displacement relationship from FLAC3D modelling, and 

linear and non-linear elastic-plastic soil model in Alp calculation. 
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Figure 7.35. Variation of normalised displacement for failure mode B with specified Alp model. 

 

 

  

Figure 7.36. Variation of normalised shear force for failure mode B with specified Alp model. 
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Figure 7.37. Variation of normalised bending moment for failure mode B with specified Alp model. 

 

  

Figure 7.38. Variation of normalised lateral pile-soil line load for failure mode B with specified Alp 

model. 
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The reason for the discrepancy between the limit equilibrium/Alp analyses on the one hand and 

the FLAC
3D

 analyses on the other is that the first two do not take account of the vertical soil 

movements that can occur in reality in the vicinity of the pile. In the FLAC
3D

 analyses, the 

ground surface is not confined but can move upward in the front of and drop downward behind 

the pile. The soil at the slip surface and at the ground surface can also move in the vertical 

direction, and this is discussed later. Vertical movements cannot occur in the Alp analyses as the 

pile interacts with the soil solely via a series of horizontal elastic-plastic springs that are 

attached to the pile so that only the lateral pile-soil response is modelled. The limit equilibrium 

approach similarly considers only lateral interface stresses and by implication the direction of 

relative pile-soil movements. 

 

7.6.5.4  Vertical effects around pile 

The ground surface is unconfined and can move upward in front of and drop down behind the 

pile in FLAC
3D

. The soil at the slip surface and the pile base can also move in the vertical 

direction, as demonstrated in Fig. 7.31. Vertical movements cannot occur in the Alp program as 

the pile interacts with the soil via a series of horizontal elastic-plastic springs which are attached 

to the pile so that only the lateral pile-soil response is modelled.  

 

To investigate the significance of these vertical effects, vertical pile-soil interface shear forces 

and vertical soil displacements (relative to initial pile rim and interface nodal positions prior to 

starting lateral loading) were determined from the front (upstream) and back sides of the pile in 

the three-dimensional model for Mode B (Fig. 7.39). In Fig. 7.39b, positive shear force acts on 

the pile in the upward z direction, implying a downward movement of the pile relative to the 

adjacent soil. The shear forces remain in the same direction in front of and behind the pile, 

suggesting that relative soil movement on both faces of the pile does the same, with the soil 

moving downward in front of the pile and upward behind. The anti-clock wise shear force on 

the pile surface is mobilised by the clock wise pile rigid rotation. Shear forces are much larger 

where the soil is laterally moving into the pile rather than moving away from it, with shear 

forces dropping to almost zero in the ‘active’ zones where the soil should be moving away from 

the pile. The directions of movement are broadly corroborated by the absolute nodal 

displacements shown in Fig. 15c. These show the soil in front of the pile moving upward, and 

the soil behind the pile moving downward, apart from a zone around the sliding surface. (Here, 

behind the pile, the pile pushes into the soil below the sliding surface, generating significant soil 

pressures, and above the sliding surface the soil mainly pulls away from the pile, generating 
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relatively low pressures in the soil; this creates the upward movement within the localised zone 

around the sliding surface. Vectors of nodal displacement for a vertical plane through the mesh 

given by Kanagasabai et al. 2010 show the same effect).  

 

In conventional active and passive zones, the soil moves downward and upward relative to the 

wall, respectively. If the soil in active zone moves upward relative to the wall, the active 

stresses applied on the pile will increase. Similarly, if the soil in the passive zone moves 

downward relative to the wall, the passive stresses will decrease. The FLAC
3D

 analyses (Figs. 

7.39 and 7.40b) show that the directions of relative soil/wall movement do not uniformly 

correspond to those conventionally assumed. Thus the limiting soil stresses in the active and 

passive zones around the pile will change significantly, owing to the variations in the direction 

of relative soil/wall movement and hence mobilised interface shear stress especially between the 

slip surface and the pile toe. In particular, the passive stresses reduce significantly below those 

conventionally assumed at the rear of pile, and the active stresses in front of pile increase, 

because the directions of relative vertical pile-soil movement are reversed. These changes will 

reduce the soil resistance to pile movement below the slip plane. This is the reason that the pile 

behaviour in the Alp program is consistent with limit equilibrium method, rather than with the 

FLAC
3D

 analysis. 
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Figure 7.39. (a) Normalised lateral pile-soil line load and (b) the vertical shear force around the pile 

after 400 mm of boundary soil movement (c) the vertical soil displacement around the pile after 400 mm 

of boundary soil movement. 
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Figure 7.40. (a) Directions of vertical soil displacement around the pile assumptions for Mode B based 

on expected active and passive zones, where ‘a’ and ‘b’ denote the active and passive pressure applied on 

the pile. (b) Direction of vertical soil displacement around the pile in FLAC
3D

 analysis after 400 mm of 

boundary soil movement. 

 

7.7  Summary 

i. Using the conditions of limiting force and moment equilibrium, three failure modes for 

landslide stabilising piles in a frictional soil were developed. In Mode A the pile 

translates with the sliding soil and rips through the underlying firm soil. In Mode B the 

pile undergoes a rigid rotation above and below the slip surface. In Mode C the sliding 

soil flows around the top part of the pile. In Mode B, the full pile-soil capacity is used 

to stabilise the slope, compared with the two other modes. 

 

ii. Several assumptions are made for the limit equilibrium pile failure mechanisms. The 

soils were assumed to be two layers of clay in the drained condition. The ground surface 

and the slip surface were assumed to be horizontal, while the lateral limiting pressures 

were estimated from the equations given by Fleming et al. (2009). The pile was rigid 

and had sufficient bending capacity to prevent plastic hinge formation. 
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iii. Plots of pile shear force and bending moment at the depth of slip surface showed the 

interaction between the three modes. When  (the ratio of pile length above and below 

the sliding surface) increases to a value 1, the failure mode transforms from Mode A to 

Mode B. With further increases in , Mode B switches to Mode C at 2. 1 and 2 can 

be determined by equating each pair of modes. 

 

iv. In Mode B, the limit equilibrium equations gave two higher order nonlinear equations, 

for which there is no analytical solution. Therefore an iterative numerical procedure was 

used to find a solution. A computer program was developed to solve the nonlinear 

equations to determine the two depths xi at which the net pressure swaps across the pile, 

for given value of  and .  

 

v. A three-dimensional FLAC
3D

 model was used to verify the limit equilibrium failure 

mechanisms. An interface was attached between the unstable and stable layers to 

coordinate the interaction between them. Three interface strengths were considered, i.e., 

zero strength (    
    ), medium strength (    

     ) and full strength (    
     ). 

The movement of nodes close to the slip plane increased with a decrease in interface 

strength. The zero strength interface was found to give a well-defined slip surface, and 

was used in the analyses that followed. 

 

vi. Modes A, B and C were modelled using FLAC
3D

, which broadly verified the limit 

equilibrium failure mechanisms determined earlier. In Mode A, the pile was found to 

plough through the stable layer while being dragged by the unstable layer. The pile in 

Mode B failed by rigidly rotating in the analysis. The unstable soil in Mode C flowed 

around the pile. The normalised pile shear resistance at the slip plane in Mode A was 

fully developed after 0.1 d (0.1 m) of boundary soil movement, while Mode B still 

increased even after 0.1 m boundary soil movement. The Mode C mobilised the full 

shear resistance on the slip plane with the smallest pile movement. When the pile 

displacement is important, Mode C should be used. However, the increased pile length 

in Mode C will make construction more expensive than for the other modes.  

 

vii. Limit equilibrium equations provided unconservative predictions for the force that the 

pile can provide to the slope, compared with FLAC
3D

 analysis. For Mode A, the 

normalised pile shear resistance on slip plane calculated by the limit equilibrium 

equations is 248% larger than for the FLAC
3D

 analysis, while it is 320% and 254% for 

Mode B and Mode C. The difference is caused by the surface effect at shallow depths, 
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and the vertical components of displacement at depth in the FLAC
3D

 analysis, which 

appear to prevent the empirical ultimate pile-soil pressure being fully mobilised along 

sections of the piles in all three modes. The derived limit equilibrium equations 

assumed that the ultimate pile-soil pressure is reached along the full pile length.  

 

viii. Alp is a beam on springs program used to analyse laterally loaded piles. The results 

from Alp with perfectly elastic-plastic soil were closer to that from the limit equilibrium 

equations than to the results from FLAC
3D

. Specifying a p-y relationship in Alp based 

on that observed from the FLAC
3D

 models, gave results that were still close to limit 

equilibrium calculations. The differences occurred because the FLAC
3D

 model 

considered the vertical soil movement around the pile, e.g., at the slip surface, pile 

bottom and unconfined ground surface, and the vertical shear force on the pile, and the 

Alp program does not. 

 

ix. The derived pile failure modes have been broadly verified by the three-dimensional 

finite difference analyses. The plots from three developed pile failure modes are 

suitable for design purposes, but due to simplifications of the ultimate pile-soil pressure 

along the pile length, the derived limit equilibrium equations may overestimate the total 

shearing resistance that the pile can provide to the slope. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Chapter 8 

Parametric Analysis of Pile Failure 

Mechanisms on A Laterally Loaded 

Pile in A Frictional Soil 
 

 

 

8.1  Introduction 

The previous chapter derived the limit equilibrium failure mechanisms for a laterally loaded pile  

in a frictional soil. The derived modes of failure were then verified using three-dimensional 

FLAC
3D

 models. To be consistent with the limit equilibrium approach, the pile and the soil in 

the numerical model were assumed to be rigid and the two soil layers were given uniform soil 

stiffnesses. In reality, the pile could be more flexible, while the soil stiffness more realistically 

increases with depth. Moreover, in a slope application the ground and slip surface are angled, 

rather than in a horizontal plane. In this chapter, the numerical models are developed to 

investigate the derived failure mechanisms for different (arguably more realistic) soil and pile 

conditions.  

 

Three-dimensional FLAC
3D

 models were built, based on the models in Chapter 7, to investigate 

the conditions over which the limit equilibrium pile failure mechanisms are applicable. The pile 

stiffness used in Mode A, based on a real concrete pile, was applied to the other failure modes 

to analyse the effect of pile stiffness on the effectiveness of stabilisation. A half size pile model 

was built to verify the effect of scale on the pile failure mechanisms. Soil stiffness of two layers 

was also varied, and assumed to increase linearly with depth, to explore its influence on the pile 

behaviour. The influence of the slip surface strength on pile behaviour was investigated by 
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varying the sliding interface strength. Finally, an increasing slope angle was modelled to 

investigate its effect on the mode of behaviour. 

 

8.2  Parametric Analysis of Pile Failure Mechanisms on A Laterally 

Loaded Pile in A Frictional Soil 

Using the modified numerical model, a series of sensitivity analyses was carried out to 

investigate the influence of the factors outlined on pile failure mechanisms (Table 8.1). In all 

cases, the pile failure mechanisms were determined by applying 400 mm boundary soil 

displacement. The deflection, shear force and bending moment, ultimate pile-soil pressure of the 

pile were obtained from the routines described in Chapter 4. The changes in following analyses 

are shown in Table 8.1. 

 

Sections Modes Ep 

(GPa) 

KR l1 

(m)


 l2/ l1) 

    
   

(°) 

Es  

(MPa) 

Slope angle 

(°) 

7.6 A 36.1 2.1×10
-3

 8 0.15 0 60/120 0 

 B 268.95 2.1×10
-3

 8 0.9 0 60/120 0 

 C 577.52 2.1×10
-3

 8 1.3 0 60/120 0 

8.3 B 36.1 2.8×10
-4

 8 0.9 0 60/120 0 

 C 36.1 1.3×10
-4

 8 1.3 0 60/120 0 

8.4 B 16.81 2.1×10
-3

 4 0.9 0 60/120 0 

8.5 B 268.95 2.1×10
-3

 8 0.9 0 linear 0 

8.6 B 268.95 2.1×10
-3

 8 0.9 5/10/13 60/120 0 

8.7 B 268.95 2.1×10
-3

 8 0.9 0 60/120 12/18 
Table 8.1. Summary of parametric analysis. 

 

8.3  Sensitivity Analysis: Pile Stiffness 

Pile failure mechanism may be significantly influenced by the pile stiffness. A pile with a low 

flexibility factor (low stiffness) will flex with the boundary soil movement with much of the 

bending taking place close to the sliding surface, while a high flexibility factor (high stiffness) 

pile will act rigidly giving a smaller pile displacement (if fixed well at depth). A pile of higher 

stiffness may be used to increase the safety factor of a slope and control slope displacement. 

The research in Chapter 5 found that the pile stiffness will not influence the ultimate pile-soil 

pressure on a laterally loaded pile in a frictional soil. The analyses run here were used to check 

whether the pile stiffness would alter the pile failure mechanisms for different modes. 
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8.3.1 FLAC3D analyses 

In Chapter 7, the pile flexibility was fixed for the three failure models to eliminate its  influence 

on pile behaviour. This meant using an unrealistically high stiffness for the pile in Modes B and 

C (Table 8.1). The pile stiffness and interface parameters in this section were set to be the same 

as those in Mode A in Table 7.2 and 7.3, representing a real concrete pile. All other parameters 

and the model geometry were the same as the modes in Chapter 7. Two failure modes were 

considered: 

    Case 1: Mode B with a stiffness representative of a real pile, and  

Case 2: Mode C with a stiffness representative of a real pile 

 

8.3.2 Results and discussion 

8.3.2.1  Mode B 

Figures 8.1-8.4 show the normalised pile deflection, shear force, bending moment and ultimate 

lateral pile-soil line load at different boundary soil displacements for a flexible pile (of realistic 

pile stiffness) and the pile at fixed pile flexibility factor (labelled less flexible pile) in Mode B 

(Table 8.1). The pile deflection increases with the boundary soil movement. The pile is seen to 

bend around the inflexion point, at a length ratio of -0.85. The comparison between the less and 

more flexible piles shows greater bending and more deflection in the flexible pile. However, the 

inflexion point at depth is the same for both piles around a length ratio of -0.85. The less 

flexible pile has a slightly larger maximum normalised shear force, bending moment and 

ultimate line load than the flexible pile. The ultimate pile-soil line loads from both cases are still 

generally smaller than the derived limit equilibrium equations. In Fig. 8.4, the normalised 

ultimate lateral pile-soil line load is negative at shallow depths for the flexible pile. This is 

because the flexible pile has greater bending displacement and is pushed into the soil at shallow 

depths, giving a negative ultimate pile-soil line load. However, there is no significant impact on 

bending moment and shear force. In summary, the pile behaviour (pile displacement, shear force, 

bending moment and ultimate pile-soil line load) in Mode B is not heavily affected by pile 

stiffness. The maximum shear force and bending moment increase 7.5% and 6.25% respectively 

for less flexible pile. The pile deflection is the parameter influenced most by the pile stiffness. 
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Figure 8.1.  Variation of normalised displacement for failure Mode B at different boundary soil 

displacements. 

 

 

 

Figure 8.2.  Variation of normalised shear force for failure Mode B at different boundary soil 

displacements. 
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Figure 8.3.  Variation of normalised bending moment for failure Mode B at different boundary soil 

displacements. 

 

 

 

Figure 8.4.  Variation of normalised lateral pile-soil line load for failure Mode B at different boundary 

soil displacements. 
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8.3.2.2  Mode C 

The variation of values of normalised pile deflection, shear force, bending moment and ultimate 

lateral pile-soil line load for the less and more flexible pile in Mode C are shown in Figs. 8.5-8.8, 

for each 100 mm of soil boundary movement. The displacement of the head of the more flexible 

pile increases greatly with boundary soil displacement, compared with the less flexible pile. The 

flexible pile tip does not move or rotate much below a length ratio of -0.6. This is confirmed by 

the greatly reduced ultimate pile-soil line load at the pile tip, in Fig. 8.8. The maximum value of 

shear force and bending moment from the more flexible pile are smaller than for the less 

flexible pile. This is a well-known result for retaining walls propped at the crest (Rowe, 1955). 

The maximum shear force and bending moment pile increase 31% and 30.4% respectively for 

less flexible. The depth of the maximum value of shear force and bending moment moves 

slightly upward for the flexible pile. The shear force at the flexible pile tip is closer to zero, 

which is due to the near zero rotation at the pile tip. The distribution of shear force, bending 

moment and ultimate pile-soil line load for flexible pile in Mode C is quite similar to that in the 

Mode B (Figs. 8.4 and 8.8). Negative ultimate pile-soil line loads are mobilised at shallow 

depths for the more flexible pile as it pushes further than the moving soil. The flexible pile in 

Mode C is fixed by the stable layer, and the soil in the unstable layer continues to flow around 

the upper part of the pile. In conclusion, the behaviour of the flexible pile in Mode C has 

transferred closer to that of the flexible pile in Mode B. For a reasonable depth of sliding soil, 

Mode C may be difficult to attain unless particularly stiff (rigid) piles are used. 

 

 

Figure 8.5.  Variation of normalised displacement for failure Mode C at different boundary soil 

displacements. 
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Figure 8.6.  Variation of normalised shear force for failure Mode C at different boundary soil 

displacements. 

 

 

 

Figure 8.7.  Variation of normalised bending moment for failure Mode C at different boundary soil 

displacements. 
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Figure 8.8.  Variation of normalised lateral pile-soil pressure for failure Mode C at different boundary 

soil displacements. 

 

8.4  Sensitivity Analysis: Depth to The Sliding Plane 

The depth of sliding soil for each soil failure mode was fixed in the previous analyses. The 

normalised equations given in Section 7 indicate that changing the depth of the sliding surface l1 

while maintaining the same pile length ratio λ should not affect the normalised maximum shear 

force and bending moment. Not changing the pile diameter d in proportion to l1 will cause a 

slight difference in Modes B and C because it will change the relative impact of the ground 

surface effect, which is related to the pile diameter. A further analysis was carried out to 

investigate the pile failure mechanisms when the value of   is fixed and the pile length is 

changed. The following section shows the influence of reducing the depth of sliding soil and the 

pile length on the failure mechanisms in Mode B.  

 

8.4.1 FLAC3D analyses 

The FLAC
3D

 model in Chapter six was modified to investigate a reduced depth of sliding soil 

and pile length. The height of the finite difference model was halved to analyse the scaled 

failure Mode B, shown in Fig. 8.9. The interface attachment, pile installation procedures, initial 

and boundary conditions, parameters and materials properties were all the same as in the 

previous model. The pile length used was: 
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Case 1:    = 4.0 m, and    = 3.6 m. 

The heights of the unstable and stable layers were 4 m and 3.6 m respectively. The pile diameter 

was maintained at 1.0 m, while the pile stiffness was changed to give the same relative pile-soil 

flexibility as in the previous Mode B model (Tables 8.1).  

 

8.4.2 Results and discussion 

Figure 8.10 shows the deflection of the reduced depth Mode B pile for different soil boundary 

movements. The original model pile rotates slightly further than the reduced depth model at 400 

mm soil boundary displacement, giving a larger pile displacement and greater normalised lateral 

pile-soil pressures  (Figs. 8.10 and 8.13). In both models, the relative pile-soil movement (pile 

movement relevant to the soil movement on the soil face x =     and     m) is zero at depths 

of -0.1l and -0.85l, indicating that the displacement modes are the same. The distributions of 

dimensionless shear force, bending moment and lateral pile-soil line load are also generally 

consistent between the two analyses, although slightly larger maximum shear force and bending 

moment are developed in the original model than in the reduced depth model.  

 

This is because in the reduced depth model, a greater proportion of the pile length above the 

sliding plane falls into the depth over which the surface effect acts (< 5d). As discussed 

previously, the surface effect prevents the full lateral pile-soil pressure from being developed 

over the top part of pile, and this reduces the ultimate maximum shear force in the reduced 

depth model (Fig. 8.13). Consequently, the lateral pile-soil line load in the reduced depth model 

is distant from   
   

   over the full pile length. In summary, the reduced depth model does not 

quite scale due to the effect from the unconfined ground surface, but the difference is quite 

small. 
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Figure 8.9.  Geometry of FLAC
3D

 mesh for scaled Mode B. 

 

 

 

Figure 8.10.  Variation of normalised displacement for scaled failure Mode B at different boundary soil 

displacements. 

1 m 4 m 

3.6 m 

4 m 

10 m 

10 m 

Slip surface 
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Figure 8.11.  Variation of normalised shear force for scaled failure Mode B at different boundary soil 

displacements. 

 

Figure 8.12.  Variation of normalised bending moment for scaled failure Mode B at different boundary 

soil displacements. 
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Figure 8.13.  Variation of normalised lateral pile-soil pressure for scaled failure Mode B at different 

boundary soil displacements. 

 

8.5  Sensitivity Analysis: Linear Soil Stiffness 

In reality, the soil stiffness normally increases with depth, rather than remaining uniform. An 

increasing soil stiffness with depth may affect the pile behaviour. A further of analysis was 

carried out to investigate the influence of a linearly increasing soil stiffness with depth on the 

pile behaviour at the ultimate state. 

 

8.5.1 FLAC3D analyses 

Figure 8.14 shows the assumed profiles of normalised soil stiffness plotted against the length 

ratio. The linearly increasing profile varies from the prior value of soil stiffness    on the 

ground surface to 3.5 times    at the pile tip (Gasparre et al., 2007). The finite difference model 

and construction procedures were the same as in previous analyses with the only other change 

relating to the interface on the slip plane, the stiffness of which was adjusted to maintain a ratio 

of 10 to the stiffness of the brick elements in the stable layer at the same depth. Thus the 

following soil stiffness was considered: 

Case 1: linearly increasing soil stiffness in both soil layers,    ⁄         ⁄ .  
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8.5.2 Results and discussion 

Figures 8.15-8.18 present the comparison of pile behaviours between the model with linearly 

increasing and uniform soil stiffness. Pile deflection is little influenced by the adopted profiles 

of soil stiffness after 400 mm soil of boundary displacement. In Fig. 8.18, the normalised lateral 

pile-soil line load distributions show slight differences between the two models. The model with 

linearly increasing soil stiffness give very slightly larger maximum shear force and bending 

moment than the model with a uniform soil stiffness. The maximum shear force and bending 

moment increase 5.2% and 7.3% respectively for the model with linearly increasing soil 

stiffness. In conclusion, the increase in soil stiffness model does not change the pile behaviour 

(pile displacement, shear force, bending moment and ultimate pile-soil line load) at failure 

Mode B. The influence of soil stiffness on the pile flexibility factor,    
    

   
 , is not sufficient 

to have much of an influence there either - the changes in pile stiffness in the earlier set of 

analyses give a larger and more significant variation in   . 

 

  

Figure 8.14.  Variation of soil modulus with depth. 
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Figure 8.15.  Variation of normalised displacement for failure in Mode B with a linearly increasing 

profile of soil stiffness, at different boundary soil displacements. 

 

 

  

Figure 8.16.  Variation of normalised shear force for failure in Mode B with a linearly increasing profile 

of soil stiffness, at different boundary soil displacements. 
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Figure 8.17.  Variation of normalised bending moment for failure in Mode B with a linearly increasing 

profile of soil stiffness, at different boundary soil displacements. 

 

 

 

Figure 8.18.  Variation of normalised lateral pile-soil pressure for failure in Mode B with a linearly 

profile of soil stiffness, at different boundary soil displacements. 
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8.6  Sensitivity Analysis: Strength of the Slip Surface 

In the previous analyses, the strength of slip plane was set to zero (     ). A real slip surface 

is likely to have a reduced shear strength, e.g., residual strength, rather than zero. In real slope 

failures the soil above and below a slip plane was observed to drag with the sliding motion of 

the plane, giving a different pattern of soil movements compared to an idealised zero strength 

surface (Carder and Easton, 2001). The strength of the slip plane and its influence on soil 

movements may alter the behaviour of the stabilising pile in the slope. To investigate this, a 

series of analyses was carried out with non-zero strength on the slip plane. 

 

8.6.1 FLAC3D analyses 

Three additional analyses were carried out for Mode B, with the strength of slip plane (     
 ) 

set to: 

Case 1:      
  =5°, 

Case 2:      
  =10°, and 

Case 3:      
  =13° (this is the typical residual strength for drained London Clay in which the 

full strength of the soil (   =20°) is also based, from Ellis and O’Brien (2007), Potts et al. 

(1997), Skempton (1961) and Skempton and Delory (1952)). 

 

8.6.2 Results and discussion 

Figure 8.19 shows the pile deflections after 400 mm of boundary soil displacement for different 

slip plane strengths. The pile rotates less as the strength of slip plane is gradually increased. A 

distinct difference occurs when the interface strength is greater than 10°. When the slip plane 

interface is less than 10°, the pile top movement exceeds the boundary soil movement. This is 

reflected in the normalised lateral pile-soil line load distribution (Fig. 8.22), in which a reversal 

of lateral pile-soil line load is developed at shallow depths on the pile. The maximum shear 

force and bending moment were also slightly reduced compared with the analyses with interface 

strength at 13°. Compared with an interface strength 5°, the shear force and bending moment at 

the slip surface reduced 17.6% and increased 12.9% respectively for an interface strength 13°. 
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The limiting pressure distribution shows a much reduced line-load above the sliding surface at 

an interface strength of 13°, and indicates that the relative soil movements above and below slip 

surface become less distinct as the strength of the slip plane increases. This is confirmed in Fig. 

8.23, in which the soil movement on the symmetrical mesh boundary 5 m from the pile centre is 

plotted with depth. When the interface strength is 13°, the nodes close to the slip plane within 

the unstable layer move only 250 mm for a boundary soil movement of 400 mm (Fig. 8.23). 

Only a small difference from the zero strength analysis occurs when the interface strength is set 

to 5° or 10°, and the movement of the nodes near the slip surface is close to the soil boundary 

movement (about 400 mm). 

 

Figure 8.24 presents the normalised shear force at the slip surface developed with normalised 

pile top displacement for each 100 mm boundary soil movement. The shear force at the slip 

surface reaches the ultimate value at around 200 mm displacement. The magnitude of pile shear 

force at the slip surface decreased as the interface strength was increased (at least prior to 300 

mm boundary soil displacement). The apparent reduction for the interface strength of       
  =13° 

is consistent with the reduced lateral pile-soil line load recorded for the same analysis in Fig. 

8.22. The more realistic residual strengths acting on the sliding surface do change the free field 

pattern of soil displacement, and this alters the behaviour of the pile, giving a different pattern 

of relative pile and soil movements (pile movement relevant to the soil movement on the soil 

face x =     and     m). 

 

 

Figure 8.19.  Variation of normalised displacement for different slip surface strengths in failure Mode B 

at 400 mm boundary soil displacements. 
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Figure 8.20.  Variation of normalised shear force for different slip surface strengths in failure Mode B at 

400 mm boundary soil displacements. 

 

  

Figure 8.21.  Variation of normalised bending moment for different slip surface strengths in failure Mode 

B at 400 mm boundary soil displacements. 
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Figure 8.22.  Variation of normalised lateral pile-soil line load for different slip surface strengths in 

failure Mode B at 400 mm boundary soil displacements. 

 

 

 

Figure 8.23.  Soil movement measured at 5 m distance in the y-direction from the pile centre for a 

boundary soil displacement of 400 mm. 
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Figure 8.24. Development of normalised pile shear force at the slip surface with normalised pile top 

displacement. Data points are plotted at intervals of boundary displacement of 100 mm (0.1d). 
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8.7  Sensitivity Analysis: Slope Angle 

Following the assumptions about soil displacement in the limit equilibrium method, the 

previous models in FLAC
3D

 had a horizontal slip surface. In the real case, however, the slip 

surface would be angled to the horizontal. The derived limit equilibrium pile failure 

mechanisms have been verified for the horizontal plane, but it would be useful to investigate 

their application with a sloping ground and sliding surface. The following section investigates 

the influence of slope angle on pile behaviour. 

 

8.7.1 FLAC3D analyses 

The FLAC
3D

 model for Mode B in Chapter 7 was modified to account for a slope angle by 

redesigning the geometry of the mesh (Fig. 8.25). The pile and soil parameters were unchanged 

from Chapter 7. The pile-soil interfaces were assumed to be full strength, with the same internal 

friction angle as the soil. The strength of sliding surface was zero. However, due to the slope 

angle, the procedure for creating the initial stress condition in the mesh was modified. The soil 

was assigned a high soil strength to prevent failure occurring while generating initial soil 

stresses under gravity. This was changed to the real soil strength when the self-weight stresses 

had been initialised and the pile was installed into the slope. Two different slope angles were 

modelled: 

    Case 1: slope angle is 12°, and  

Case 2: slope angle is 18°   

 

Figures 8.26-8.27 show the meshes used to model the 12° and 18° slope angles for a Mode B 

pile. As before, the pile length was 15.2 m, 8 m in the unstable layer and 7.2 m in the stable 

layer, and the centre-to-centre pile spacing the 10 m. The interface attachment, pile installation 

procedures, boundary conditions and materials properties were the same as in the earlier model. 
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Figure 8.25. Three-dimensional views of FLAC
3D

 mesh for a 18° slope angle. 

 

 

 

Figure 8.26. Geometry of FLAC
3D

 mesh for a 12° slope angle. 

 

 

Slip surface 

Slope angle 
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Figure 8.27. Geometry of FLAC
3D

 mesh for a 18° slope angle. 

 

8.7.2 Results and discussion  

Figures 8.28-8.31 present the pile deflection, shear force, bending moment, and lateral pile-soil 

line load after each 100 mm boundary soil movement for Mode B and a 12° slope angle. The 

pile displacement is slightly smaller than for the model with a horizontal slip surface. The shear 

force and bending moment distribution for the 12° model have similar shapes and similar 

maximum values to those for the horizontal slip surface. The distribution of normalised ultimate 

pile-soil line load is also the same for the zero and 12° slope angles. Thus pile behaviour (pile 

displacement, shear force, bending moment and ultimate lateral pile-soil line load) is largely 

unaltered for a sloping ground and sliding surface of 12°. 

 

The variation of pile deflection, shear force, bending moment, and normalised ultimate lateral 

pile-soil line load for the horizontal and 18° slope model, after 400 mm of soil boundary 

movement, are shown in Figs. 8.32-8.35. The pile top displacement for the 18° slope is the same 

as the boundary soil movement, while the pile in the horizontal model exceeds it. This is 

consistent with the larger positive lateral pile-soil line load for the 18° slope angle at shallow 

depth in Fig. 8.35. Both piles rotate around the same inflexion point at a length ratio of -0.85.  
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Figure 8.28.  Variation of normalised displacement for a 12° slope angle in failure Mode B at different 

boundary soil displacements. 

 

 

  

Figure 8.29.  Variation of normalised shear force for a 12° slope angle in failure Mode B at different 

boundary soil displacements. 
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Figure 8.30.  Variation of normalised bending moment for a 12° slope angle in failure Mode B at 

different boundary soil displacements. 

 

 

 

Figure 8.31.  Variation of normalised lateral pile-soil line load for a 12° slope angle in failure Mode B at 

different boundary soil displacements. 
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Figure 8.32.  Variation of normalised displacement for a 18° slope angle in failure Mode B at different 

boundary soil displacements. 

 

 

  

Figure 8.33.  Variation of normalised shear force for a 18° slope angle in failure Mode B at different 

boundary soil displacements. 
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Figure 8.34.  Variation of normalised bending moment for a 18° slope angle in failure Mode B at 

different boundary soil displacements. 

 

 

 

Figure 8.35.  Variation of normalised lateral pile-soil line load for a 18° slope angle in failure Mode B at 

different boundary soil displacements. 
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The shear force and bending moment for the 18° analysis have the same distribution as for the 

horizontal model, although smaller maximum values. The maximum shear force and bending 

moment reduced 12.4% and 6.5% respectively for 18° slope angle. This is consistent with the 

smaller maximum lateral pile-soil line load in Fig. 8.35, especially at depth. These reductions 

occur because the soil downslope of the pile offers less resistance to the pile. The changes in 

stress around the pile are likely caused by the tendency of the soil blocks above and below it to 

slip downslope, despite the displacement control on the left and right boundaries. There are no 

such effects for the horizontal slip surface. 

 

Figures 8.36-8.39 show the comparison between 0°, 12° and 18° slope angles after 400 mm 

boundary soil displacements. The parameters gradually decrease with increasing slope angles. 

These analyses indicate that the slope angle only significantly influences the pile behaviour (pile 

displacement, shear force, bending moment and ultimate pile-soil line load) beyond a certain 

angle (for current analysis is 18° slope angles). For a shallow slope, the pile behaves in the same 

way as in horizontal ground. Beyond a slope angle of 18°, pile behaviour has a tendency to go 

from Mode B type behaviour towards Mode C, with no negative pressures on the top of the pile, 

but smaller pile displacements.  

 

When the interface friction angle was larger than 10°, Section 8.6 showed that the pile 

behaviour in Mode B was significantly influenced by the interface strength. The strength on slip 

surface was set to zero (     
   ) in this analysis. In reality, the residual strength on the slip 

surface for London Clay may not be zero (Ellis and O’Brien, 2007; Potts et al., 1997; Skempton, 

1961; Skempton and Delory, 1952). When the interface strength increases, the pile with a slip 

angled 18° will certainly perform more like Mode C than Mode B. 

 

The potential concern with having zero strength is that the middle of the unstable block of soil 

between boundaries can move downslope – this may have an effect on pile behaviour. This 

could be eliminated by increasing the friction angle on the interface to the same angle as the 

slope, but this has not been tried. However, if the friction angle of the interface is increased too 

far it changes the vertical profile of soil movement, as demonstrated in the earlier set of analyses. 
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Figure 8.36.  Variation of normalised displacement for different slope angles in failure Mode B at 400 

mm boundary soil displacements 

 

 

  

Figure 8.37.  Variation of normalised shear force for different slope angles in failure Mode B at 400 mm 

boundary soil displacements.  
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Figure 8.38.  Variation of normalised bending moment for different slope angles in failure Mode B at 400 

mm boundary soil displacements. 

 

 

Figure 8.39.  Variation of normalised lateral pile-soil line load for different slope angles in failure Mode 

B at 400 mm boundary soil displacements. 
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8.8  Summary 

i. The pile stiffness was adjusted for Modes B and C, to be representative of real pile, 

rather than a fixed pile flexibility factor (which required the pile stiffness to vary for the 

different pile length in Mode B and C). The realistic stiffnesses were lower than before, 

and the pile more flexible. This caused smaller bending moments and shear forces in 

Mode B. Owing to the smaller pile stiffness, the pile deflected further around the pivot 

point in Mode B and the pile behaviour was changed towards Mode C.  

 

ii. A scaled pile model with a reduced depth to the sliding surface and a reduced pile 

length was developed for Mode B. The value of   was fixed, while the pile length was 

reduced by half. The scaled model had similar normalised distributions of shear and 

bending moment to the original model, and thus for a given value of  , the pile length 

does not seem to be a significant factor influencing the Mode B pile failure mechanism. 

For the scaled pile, the depth embedded in the unstable layer was the same as the depth 

over which the unconfined ground surface effect was apparent, and the maximum 

ultimate lateral pile-soil pressure was not mobilised either above or below the sliding 

surface. Consequently, the maximum shear force and bending moment in the scaled 

model were smaller than in the original model. 

 

iii. The soil stiffness is rarely uniform in the field. A linearly increasing soil stiffness with 

depth was modelled to investigate the influence of a more realistic distribution of soil 

stiffness. Both uniform and linearly increasing soil stiffness distributions presented 

similar pile behaviour (pile displacement, shear force, bending moment and ultimate 

pile-soil line load). There was only a slight increase in the magnitude of maximum 

shear force and bending moment on the pile in the model with the linearly increasing 

soil stiffness. However, the increase in soil stiffness was not large (only about 3 times), 

and soil stiffness is more likely to influence displacements prior to failure than the 

ultimate condition. 

 

iv. The strength of the slip plane is normally greater than zero. To investigate this, three 

different frictional angles were assigned to the slip plane interface. A significant change 

occurred when the interface strength was 13°. The increased strength on the slip surface 

reduced the relative pile and soil displacement and the lateral pile-soil pressure at 

shallow depth. This was consistent with an apparent reduction in the maximum pile 
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shear resistance on the slip plane. Interface friction angles up to 10° were found to have 

little influence on pile behaviour, compared with the idealised zero strength interface. 

 

v. Two slope angles, 12° and 18° were tested to explore the influence of a sloping ground 

and sliding surface on the pile failure mechanisms. These analyses found that the pile 

behaviour was only influenced by the slope angles beyond a certain angle. For a 

shallow slope (12°), the pile behaved in the same way as for horizontal ground. 

However, for the pile in the 18° slope, the soil downslope of the pile began to provide 

significantly less resistance to pile movement. This is because slope soil downslope of 

the pile had a higher tendency for slippage in 18° slope despite the displacement control 

on the right hand boundary. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Chapter 9 

Groups of Piles under Lateral Loading 

in a Frictional Soil 
 

 

 

9.1  Introduction 

A single isolated pile under lateral loading in a frictional soil was investigated extensively in the 

previous chapters. The pile behaviour, including pile deflection, shear force, bending moment, 

ultimate lateral pile-soil pressure, was presented and discussed in relation to specific factors. In 

the benchmark test (Chapter 4), the normalised ultimate pile-soil pressure of an isolated pile in 

the FLAC
3D

 model was found to agree reasonably with the empirical equations in both 

magnitude and distribution. The derived limit equilibrium pile failure mechanisms (Chapter 7) 

for an isolated pile were broadly verified using the three-dimensional model in FLAC
3D

.  

 

In practice, piles are installed in a row similar to a retaining wall to prevent the slope sliding. 

When the pile spacing is large, each pile behaves as a single isolated pile. As the pile spacing 

becomes closer, the piles interact with each other and the pile behaviour will be changed. The 

lateral pile capacity is reduced for a group compared with a single isolated pile (Brown and Shie, 

1990a; Chen and Martin, 2002; Ellis et al., 2010; Hayward et al., 2000; Rollins et al., 1998). 

However, most existing solutions are normally for pile groups in the undrained condition, rather 

than a frictional soil such as a drained clay. Therefore, a systematic investigation is needed of 

pile behaviour of individual piles and pile groups in a frictional soil. 
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The three-dimensional FLAC
3D

 model used in Chapter 4 was modified to investigate the pile 

group effect. The centre-to-centre pile spacing was varied to develop understanding of the pile 

behaviour. The limiting stabilising force for each pile within a group was then compared with 

the theoretical calculation for a solid retaining wall and an isolated single pile. The change in 

the group pile failure mechanisms is discussed and explained based on the calculated pile 

stabilising force per metre run and the soil displacement contours around the pile. 

 

9.2  Rows of spaced piles 

In practice, a solid retaining wall has a greater construction expense than piles in a row set a 

distance apart. Spaced piles are commonly used for infrastructure cutting slopes and 

embankments (Carder and Barker, 2005a; Carder and Easton, 2001; Carder et al., 2003; 

Smethurst, 2003; Smethurst and Powrie, 2007). The finite difference method has been used to 

effectively explore the group effect in the undrained clay (Kanagasabai, S., 2009). A three-

dimensional FLAC
3D

 model was used to investigate group effects in a frictional soil, and is 

reported in the following section. 

 

9.2.1 FLAC3D analyses 

The three-dimensional model from Section 4.4 (Fig. 9.1 a) was modified to analyse the group 

effects with varying pile spacing (Fig. 9.1 b). The centre-to-centre pile spacing is defined by    

(Fig. 9.2). All the other dimensions of the FLAC
3D

 mesh were identical to the benchmark test 

(Fig. 9.3). The interface attachment, pile installation procedures, initial and boundary conditions, 

parameters and material properties were the same as the previous model in Chapter 4. The pile-

soil interface strength was set to be zero. The centre-to-centre pile spacing was investigated: 

 

Case 1:    = 1d, 

    Case 2:    = 2d, 

    Case 3:    = 3d, 

Case 4:    = 4d, 

Case 5:    = 6d, 
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    Case 6:    = 8d, and 

Case 7:    = 10d. 

 

                                   

                                    

 

Figure 9.1.  Geometry of FLAC
3D

 mesh surrounding the pile in plan view, (a) mesh used in Chapter 4 

analyses, (b) modified mesh developed for group pile analyses. 

 

 

   

 

Figure 9.2.  Geometry of FLAC
3D

 mesh for group pile analysis in plan view. 

 

   ⁄   

20 m 
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Figure 9.3.  Geometry of FLAC
3D

 mesh for group pile in a single row at     ⁄   . 

 

9.2.2 Results and discussion 

Figures 9.4-9.8 present the pile deflection, shear force, bending moment and ultimate lateral 

pile-soil line load, after 400 mm of boundary soil movement, for different centre-to-centre pile 

spacings. All of these pile performance parameters decrease with decreasing pile spacing. The 

change from the 10 d case is small when the pile spacing is greater than 4 d. The pile spacing at 

which group effects cease (> 4 d) agreed well that (between 4 d and 6 d) determined from the 

plane strain analysis on drained soil condition in Chen and Martin (2002). The parameters in the 

numerical analyses gradually decrease until a spacing of 2 d, followed by a sharp reduction to 1 

d. The ultimate lateral pile-soil line load falls outside the range of empirical values for an 

isolated pile when the pile spacing is less than 3 d (Figs. 9.7-9.8). The numerical results confirm 

the common assumption that the pile will carry more load as the pile spacing increases (Figs. 

9.7-9.8), as each pile carries a wider strip of the slope up to the point where the limiting 

pressures associated with an isolated pile apply (Ellis et al., 2010; Kanagasabai et al., 2010). 

 

The contours of x-displacement and z-displacement for pile spacing of 2 d and 4 d are shown in 

Figs. 9.9-9.10. For the 2 d pile spacing, the soil close to the pile tip moves little, and the soil 

Planes of Symmetry 

Direction of Soil movement 

10 m 

   ⁄  
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zone adjacent to it does not become plastic (Fig. 9.9 a). Passive and active wedges are formed 

adjacent to the left- and right- boundaries (Fig. 9.10 a). The pattern of movements indicates that 

the soil cannot flow between the piles and the pile effectively resists the soil sliding forcing 

failure at the boundaries. Figure 9.9b, for a pile spacing of 4 d, shows that the soil over the full 

depth of the pile has the same x-displacement as the boundary soil movement. Only the soil at 

shallow depths moves upward in front of the pile and downward behind the pile (Fig. 9.10 b). 

Soil failure mechanism for a pile spacing of 4 d is the same as a single isolated pile (pile spacing 

of 10 d) under lateral loading. These two different failure mechanisms (plastic flow of soil and 

passive/active soil wedges around the piles) transfer between 2 d and 4 d centre-to-centre pile 

spacing models. 

 

 

Figure 9.4.  Variation of normalised displacement for rows of piles of different centre-to-centre pile 

spacings at 400 mm boundary soil displacement. 
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Figure 9.5.  Variation of normalised shear force for rows of piles of different centre-to-centre pile 

spacings at 400 mm boundary soil displacement. 

 

 

   

Figure 9.6.  Variation of normalised bending moment for rows of piles of different centre-to-centre pile 

spacings at 400 mm boundary soil displacement. 
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Figure 9.7.  Variation of lateral pile-soil line load for rows of piles of different centre-to-centre pile 

spacings at 400 mm boundary soil displacement. 

 

  

Figure 9.8.  Variation of normalised lateral pile-soil line load for rows of piles of different centre-to-

centre pile spacings at 400 mm boundary soil displacement. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 9.9.  Contours of x-displacement for piles in a single row, (a) at    ⁄    , (b) at    ⁄   , label 

values are in metres. These are given for a boundary displacement of 700 mm (a) and 400 mm (b). The 

length and height of the mesh are 20 m and 10 m. 

 

 

 
 

(a) (b) 

Figure 9.10.  Contours of z-displacement for piles in a single row, (a) at    ⁄   , (b) at    ⁄   , label 

values are in metres. These are given for a boundary displacement of (a) 700 mm and (b) 400 mm. Also the 

length and height of the mesh are 20 m and 10 m. 
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Figures 9.11-9.12 show the horizontal soil pressures on both boundaries, AA’ and BB’ (Fig. 9.2) 

after 400 mm of movement plotted against depth (Fig. 9.2). The data were extracted from the 

nodes on the boundary surface using the intrinsic FISH language in FLAC
3D

. The soil pressure 

on the boundary AA’ decreased as the centre-to-centre pile spacing increased, while the soil 

pressure on boundary BB’ decreased with decreasing pile spacing. However, the difference 

between analyses is much larger on boundary BB’. When the pile spacing is less than 4 d, the 

soil pressure on the boundary BB’ is less than half of that at a 10 d pile spacing. This indicates 

that the pile significantly resists the pressure transfer from AA’ to BB’ boundary when pile 

spacing is less than 4 d. The theoretical lines shown were calculated from the passive and active 

failure mechanisms for a solid retaining wall. The soil pressure on both boundaries matches the 

theoretical calculation when the pile spacing is less than 4 d, which in turn is consistent with the 

passive and active failure wedges shown in Figs. 9.9 and 9.10. 

 

Vectors and contours of x-direction displacement for centre-to-centre pile spacings of 2 d to 4 d 

at a depth of 6 m below the ground surface are shown in Figs. 9.13-9.15. The x-displacement is 

large at the boundaries and gradually decreases towards the centre of the mesh (adjacent to the 

pile) for the 2 d pile spacing (Fig. 9.13). Figure 9.14 a shows that at this depth the magnitude of 

soil displacement is the same along the full length of the mesh for the 3 d pile spacing, 

indicating that the soil flows through the piles. This is more clearly illustrated in Fig. 9.14 b, in 

which the vectors of x-direction movement for 400 mm boundary soil movement have been 

subtracted to show that the soil is flowing around the pile. For a pile spacing of 3 d, interaction 

occurs between the soil flowing around adjacent piles at the plane of symmetry (mid-way 

between adjacent piles). However, when the pile spacing increases to 4 d, the pile behaves like a 

single isolated pile under lateral loading (Fig. 9.15 and 9.16). This is consistent with the 

previous finding that the pile failure mechanisms changed when the pile spacing decreased from 

4 d to 2 d. 
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Figure 9.11.  Variation of soil pressure for boundary AA’ after 400 mm boundary soil displacement (AA’ 

is the displaced boundary in Fig. 9.2). 

 

 

 

Figure 9.12.  Variation of soil pressure for boundary BB’ after 400 mm boundary soil displacement (BB’ 

is the reaction boundary in Fig. 9.2). 
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Figure 9.13.  x-displacement at 6 m below ground surface for    = 2 d after 700 mm boundary soil 

displacement, (a) vectors in x-direction, (b) contours of x-displacement, label values are in metre. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 9.14.  x-displacement at 6 m below ground surface for    = 3 d after 400 mm boundary soil 

displacement, (a) vectors in x-direction, (b) vectors in x-direction after 400 mm boundary soil movement 

is subtracted, (c) contour of x-displacement, label values are in metre. 

 

 

Figure 9.15.  x-displacement at 6 m below ground surface for    = 4 d after 400 mm boundary soil 

displacement, (a) vectors in x-direction, (b) vectors in x-direction after 400 mm boundary soil movement 

is subtracted. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(a) 

(b) 

pile-soil-pile interaction 
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Figure 9.16.  x-displacement at 6 m below ground surface for    = 10 d after 400 mm boundary soil 

displacement, (a) vectors in x-direction, (b) vectors in x-direction after 400 mm boundary soil movement 

is subtracted. 

 

9.2.3 Theoretical and Actual Interaction between Piles  

From the data of Barton (1982), Fleming et al. (2009) suggested a simple but approximate, 

variation of ultimate lateral resistance with depth, which has been used throughout this thesis. 

The distribution is given by  

  
      

   at depths z ≤ 1.5 d                      Equation 9.1 

  
    

   
   at depths z ≥ 1.5 d                         Equation 9.2 

where   
  is the vertical effective stress at depth z,    (       ) (       )⁄  is the passive 

soil pressure coefficient, d is pile diameter for zero strength pile-soil interface ( = 0°).  

 

(a) 

(b) 
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The ultimate pile stabilising force at the slip surface is calculated by multiplying the ultimate 

lateral pile-soil pressure on the interface (  
 ) by the pile length ( ). The stabilising force on the 

pile row is   

    
         

     ⁄  at depths z ≤ 1.5 d                                    Equation 9.3 

    
           

   ⁄       
   (         )   ⁄  at depths z ≥ 1.5 d                 Equation 9.4 

where     
  is stabilising force provided by discrete piles per metre run of soil along the direction 

of the pile row.    is centre-to-centre pile spacing. 

 

For a solid retaining wall, the soil reactions are shown in Fig. 9.17. A passive (  
 ) and an active 

force (  
 ) are applied on either side of retaining wall. The stabilising force provided by the 

retaining wall is: 

   
    

    
                                     Equation 9.5 

  
  

 

 
    

                                       Equation 9.6 

  
  

 

 
    

                                      Equation 9.7 

Where,    
  is the net force acting on a solid retaining wall (unit: kN per metre length of wall) 

  
  is passive force acting on the solid retaining wall at depth z 

  
  is active force acting on the solid retaining wall at depth z 

   is active soil pressure coefficient,(       ) (       )⁄  for a frictionless wall 
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Figure 9.17.  Active and passive force distribution on a solid retaining wall. 

 

Equations 9.3 and 9.4 were used to calculate the pile stabilising force provided by the discrete 

piles per metre run of soil along the direction of the pile row at 10 m depth. Figure 9.18 presents 

the normalised stabilising force (in kN per m run) for an isolated pile per metre run of the pile 

row against the pile spacing. The normalised pile stabilising force reduces as the pile spacing is 

increased. The stabilising force acting on the retaining wall, Equation 9.5, is also plotted in Fig. 

9.18. When the pile spacing reaches a critical value, the equations for an isolated pile provide 

the same stabilising force to the soil as a solid retaining wall, indicating that the pile row 

behaves like a solid retaining wall once the piles are close enough together. The critical pile 

spacing is 2.685 d for a frictionless pile-soil or pile-wall interface. 

 

Figure 9.19 shows the ultimate pile-soil line load per metre run along the direction of the pile 

row calculated from the numerical modelling results (Figs. 9.7-9.8). The pile-soil line-load per 

metre run of pile row decreases with increased pile spacing. The pile-soil pressures for pile 

spacings of 1 d and 2 d have a similar profile. By summing the ultimate pile-soil pressure over 

the pile length in Fig. 9.7 and then dividing by the centre-to-centre pile spacing, the stabilising 

force per metre run of the pile row was obtained for the FLAC
3D

 models, and added to Fig. 9.18 

(marked as ‘numerical results’). As for the empirical (Fleming et al. 2009) curves, the 

kN/m
3
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stabilising force per metre run was found to increase as the pile spacing decreased. When the 

pile spacing is larger than 3d, the stabilising force slightly exceeds the empirical value for the 

isolated discrete piles. This is consistent with the finding in Chapter 4 that the empirical 

equations underestimate the ultimate pile-soil line load determined numerically (Fig. 9.8). The 

pile stabilising force from the numerical model reaches the theoretical value for a solid retaining 

wall when the pile spacing is equal to 2 d. The three-dimensional modelling confirms the 

theoretical interaction as the pile spacing changes very well. The numerical results indicate that 

the soil flows around the pile when the pile spacing is large, and the pile behaves as a single 

isolated pile. As the pile spacing decreases, the soil cannot pass through the piles and the pile 

acts as a solid retaining wall. 

 

  

Figure 9.18.  Normalised stabilising force per metre run along pile row against normalised pile spacing. 

 
 

(a) (b) 

Figure 9.19.  Pile-soil pressure per metre run of soil along the direction of the pile, (a) Lateral pile-soil 

line load per metre. (b) Normalised lateral pile-soil line load per metre. 
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Figure 9.18 also shows the normalised stabilising force per metre run along the pile row for half 

and full strength interfaces determined using equations 9.1-97 and vales of   and    for    . 

The normalised stabilising force per metre run along the pile row increased with the interface 

strength as the relative pile-soil interface strength changed from zero to half. This indicates that 

the pile-soil interface strength significantly affects the pile stabilising force on the slip surface. 

With a further increase to full strength, the normalised stabilising force per metre run along pile 

row (for both discrete piles and retaining wall) increased further. However, the magnitude of the 

increment was smaller than the increase when the interface went from zero strength to half 

strength. The critical value of pile spacing, at which the equations for an isolated pile provide 

the same stabilising force to the soil as a solid retaining wall, slightly increased with increasing 

interface strength being, 2.75 d, 3.125 d and 3.5 d respectively. 

 

The load capacity per pile is plotted against the pile spacing for numerical results in Fig. 9.20. 

The capacity per pile increased with pile spacing up to a pile spacing of 6 d, at which the pile 

capacity became constant. This indicates that each pile tends to carry a wider strip of slope up to 

the point where the pile-soil-pile interaction can be ignored (Ellis et al., 2010; Kanagasabai et 

al., 2010). The empirical estimates are also shown in Fig. 9.20, which increase with increasing 

interface strength. When the pile spacing was larger than 4 d, the capacity per pile from the 

numerical model was greater than the empirical calculation for the zero strength interface. 

Again, this is consistent with the finding regarding the stabilising force per metre run illustrated 

in Fig. 9.18.  

 

Figure 9.21 shows that the normalised stabilising force per metre run along pile row increased 

with increasing effective angle of shear resistance. Both the normalised stabilising force per 

metre run along pile row and the critical value of pile spacing were significantly influenced by 

the effective angle of shearing resistance, with the increment of increase in the stabilising force 

increasing with the effective angle of shear resistance. 

 

FLAC
3D

 modelling with a full strength interface was also carried out. When the pile spacing was 

larger than 6 d, the modelling results were consistent with the empirical calculations. However, 

as the pile spacing was reduced, the FLAC
3D

 model could not be made to work as the soil 

seemed not to fail in the correct way at small pile spacings. The soil failed at the displacement 

boundaries rather than around the pile; thus failure in the model became an artifact of the 
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boundaries used rather than the pile arrangement. Further work is needed to model the failure 

mechanism for the full pile-soil strength interface case. 

 

Figure 9.20.  Pile capacity per pile against normalised pile spacing. 

 

  

Figure 9.21.  Normalised stabilising force per metre run along pile row against normalised pile spacing 

for different effective angles of shear resistance. 
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9.3  Summary 

i. In practice, piles may be installed in a row to stabilise the full width of a sliding slope. 

When the pile spacing becomes closer, the individual pile capacity reduces below that 

for a single isolated pile. Group pile behaviour has in the past mainly been investigated 

for the undrained soil conditions rather than for a drained purely frictional soil. 

 

ii. The modified three-dimensional FLAC
3D

 model from Chapter 4 was used to analyse the 

pile behaviours at different pile spacings. A series of models were tested, with a centre-

to-centre pile spacing ranging from 1 d to 10 d. All of the pile performance parameters 

such as pile displacement shear force, bending moment and ultimate pile-soil line 

loading decreased as the pile spacing decreased. As the pile supported a wider strip of 

the slope the pile carried more load up to the point where the limiting pressure for an 

isolated pile applied, following the observations of Ellis et al. (2010) and Kanagasabai 

et al. (2010). A significant reduction occurred in the resultant force acting on the pile 

when the pile spacing reduced below 4 d. The soil pressure on the boundaries, and 

vectors and contours of soil displacement have been presented to show the soil failure 

mechanisms at 6 m depth changes from that for an isolated single pile (plastic flow of 

soil) to that for a retaining wall  (passive and active wedges) as the pile spacing 

decreases. 

 

iii. By using the ultimate pile-soil pressure distribution given in Fleming et al. (2009), the 

empirical stabilising force provided by the discrete piles per metre run along the pile 

row was obtained for different pile spacings. The ultimate net force acting on a solid 

retaining wall was obtained from the difference between the passive and active stresses 

acting on either side. The stabilising force provided by each pile in the three-

dimensional FLAC
3D

 models was obtained by summing the ultimate net pile-soil 

pressure, extracted from the model, over the pile length. The empirical, theoretical and 

FLAC
3D

 model results were plotted against pile spacing to give an interaction diagram 

that shows how the limiting pressure varied with pile spacing. When the pile spacing is 

less than 2 d, the pile stabilising force from the FLAC
3D

 model reached the theoretical 

value for a solid retaining wall, matching the estimated interaction between failure 

mechanisms very well.  

 

iv. When a single pile in a row of piles provides the same stabilising force to the soil as a 

retaining wall, the centre-to-centre pile spacing represents the point at which the failure 
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mechanism changes and may be termed the critical pile spacing. The value of the 

critical pile spacing was found to depend on the pile-soil interface strength and the soil 

effective angle of shearing resistance. When the pile-soil interface strength was zero, 

medium and full strength in a        friction soil, the critical value of pile spacing 

was 2.75 d, 3.125 d and 3.5 d respectively. The soil effective angle of shearing 

resistance with zero strength pile-soil interface significantly influenced the critical value 

of pile spacing; for soil effective angles of shearing resistance 20°, 30° and 40° the 

critical values of pile spacing are 2.75 d, 3.4 d and 4.7 d. 

 

 

 



 

Chapter 10 

Conclusions and Future Work 
 

 

 

10.1  Summary and conclusions  

10.1.1 Summary 

The thesis contained the following chapters. Chapter 3 analysed and discussed the pile-soil 

interaction for a frictional soil numerically modelled in plane strain and constant overburden in 

FLAC
3D

. Using a fully three-dimensional model in FLAC
3D

, Chapter 4 investigated the ultimate 

pile-soil pressure for a laterally loaded pile in a drained soil. A parametric study was carried out 

in Chapter 5 to investigate the influence of soil and pile parameters on the limiting pressure 

condition. Chapter 6 investigated the effect of the initial earth pressure coefficient on the 

ultimate pile-soil pressure. Chapter 7 derived and verified limit equilibrium pile failure 

mechanisms for different pile embedment depths, based on the three failure mechanisms given 

(for a pile in undrained soil conditions) by Viggiani (1981). Chapter 8 investigated pile 

stabilisation mechanisms under a range of pile and soil conditions by modifying the earlier 

analyses models developed for pile failure mechanisms. The investigation focused on the effect 

various parameters had on the points at which the dominant pile failure mechanisms change. 

Chapter 9 investigated pile group effects by considering the pile stabilising force per metre run 

of a pile row with changing pile spacing. The pile-soil-pile interaction in a line of piles was 

analysed to find the optimum pile arrangement providing the largest pile stabilising force on the 

slip surface. 

 

10.1.2 Conclusions 

1. Neither the plane strain nor the constant overburden analyses appeared to give 

reasonable results for the limiting pile-soil pressure on a laterally loaded pile in a 
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frictional soil. In the constant overburden analyses run in FLAC
3D

, the ultimate 

pressures were less than those given by common empirical distributions. The pile failed 

with active and passive wedges forming in the soil, which in a full three-dimensional 

analysis would be constrained at depth. This indicates that vertical shear effects are 

important in suppressing wedge formation. Once the soil reached the ultimate pile-soil 

pressure value in a plane strain analysis, the pressure then decreased with further 

relative pile-soil displacement (pile movement relevant to the soil movement on the soil 

face x =    ). The reduction in ultimate pile-soil pressure in the plane strain analyses 

appeared to be caused by an unrealistic reduction in pressure behind the pile. A series of 

full three-dimensional analyses was carried out in FLAC
3D

 to compare with the ultimate 

pile-soil pressure from the plane strain and constant overburden analyses. The plane 

strain and constant overburden analyses largely underestimated the normalised ultimate 

pile-soil pressure compared with the empirically derived equations based on 1g and 

centrifuge tests in sand with an effective angle of shear resistance >35. However, the 

fully three-dimensional analyses gave reasonable ultimate pile-soil pressure 

distributions close in both magnitude and shape to the empirical results. A further 

investigation of the stresses acting in the soil at failure found a ‘passive’-‘active’-

‘passive’-‘active’ stress pattern in the soil in the horizontal plane at depth.  

 

2. Parametric analyses varying the in-situ earth pressure coefficient, pile-soil interface 

strength, pile stiffness, soil internal friction angle and pile length were carried out to 

investigate the effects of these parameters on the ultimate pile-soil pressure using the 

fully three-dimensional FLAC
3D

 model. Pile displacement, shear force, bending moment 

and pile-soil line-load distributions were found to increase with increases in the initial 

earth pressure coefficient, interface strength and soil internal friction angle. For simple 

case considered, the pile stiffness was found to only affect the pile deflection. Empirical 

equations (Fleming et al., 2009; Broms, 1964b) for a zero strength pile-soil interface 

generated an upper and lower bound to the values of normalised pile-soil line load 

determined from experiments given in literature when plotted against soil frictional 

angle. Increased initial horizontal soil stresses (in the analysis with a large value of K0) 

enhanced the ultimate pile-soil line load (  
 ), as the lateral stresses appeared to 

influence the development of vertical stress in the soil in front of and behind of pile. 
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3. Based on limiting force and moment equilibrium of the pile, three failure modes were 

derived for the drained case following the undrained failure mechanisms identified by 

Viggiani (1981). Plots of shear force and bending moment for the pile at the depth of 

slip surface were generated to show the transformation between the three failure modes 

with increase a pile embedment depth. Three-dimensional FLAC
3D

 models broadly 

verified the limit equilibrium pile failure modes. However, the limit equilibrium 

equations were found to provide unconservative estimates of the lateral load capacity of 

the piles, compared with the FLAC
3D

 analysis. The difference was caused by the 

unconfined surface effect at shallow depths, and the vertical soil movement adjacent to 

the sliding surface, which caused a local reduction in the value of   
  that could be 

obtained compared with the full theoretical value. The calculations from Alp with an 

elastic-plastic pile-soil model were consistent with the limit equilibrium method, as Alp 

does not model vertical soil movement. 

 

4. A series of analyses focussed on failure Mode B (for a pile having the similar length 

above and below the sliding plane) were used to investigate the influence of the pile 

stiffness, scaled pile length, soil stiffness, strength of the slip surface and slope angle on 

the pile failure mechanism. The failure mechanisms were not influenced by the pile 

stiffness, scaled pile length and soil stiffness within the range investigated. However, 

the pile deflection in Mode C (a pile with large embedment length compared to the 

depth to sliding surface) changed significantly with pile stiffness, and the pile in Mode 

B bent more around the pivot points. When the strength of the slip plane was greater 

than 13°, the pile displacement behaviour in Mode B changed and the net lateral pile-

soil pressure at shallow depths swapped across the pile. The pile behaviour was only 

significantly influenced by slope angles beyond a certain value. The model initially set 

up to replicate Mode B performed more like a failure Mode C with further increases in 

the strength of slip plane and slope angle. However, the pile failure mechanism was 

affected mainly by the pile embedment depth (i.e. the length of pile below the sliding 

surface). 

 

5. In practice, rows of piles are installed in the field to prevent a slope from sliding. 

Numerical modelling results for different pile spacings agreed reasonably with the 

theoretical calculations for the limiting pressure acting on a discrete pile and solid 

retaining wall. The capacity of an individual pile in a group row was found to be 
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smaller than that of an isolated single pile. The pile row performed like a solid retaining 

wall (rather than as an isolated single pile) when the pile spacing decreased to a critical 

value of about 2 d. This critical value of pile spacing increased with increasing soil and 

pile-soil interface strengths.  

 

10.2  Future Work 

The current research has not investigated the full range of pile failure mechanisms nor verified 

the derived limit equilibrium equations against field observations. A number of further 

investigations could be made that would extend the work of this thesis. The following sections 

describe the four major areas for future work that have been identified.  

 

10.2.1 Formation of plastic hinges 

Both the limit equilibrium and numerical models assumed the pile was rigid and had unlimited 

bending capacity. Thus the soil always failed before the pile reached its bending capacity and 

formation plastic hinges formed. However, in reality, the pile will have a finite bending capacity, 

and particularly for slender piles, one or two plastic hinges may be developed in the pile before 

the soil reaches the ultimate state. Failure modes with plastic hinges were established for the 

undrained condition by Viggiani (1981), but have not been extended to the drained condition. 

An important further contribution would be the development of these theoretical modes for the 

drained condition, and verification by other methods, e.g., numerical modelling and comparison 

with field tests. 

 

10.2.2 Field test verification 

The existing research focused on theoretical derivation and numerical modelling. An important 

further step would be to verify the results against field test data. Data from field tests carried out 

to destruction could be compared with the ultimate limiting pile-soil pressure obtained in the 

current test research. A three-dimensional FLAC
3D

 model may also be used to back analyse the 

real serviceable pile behaviour in the field. 
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10.2.3 Pile-soil interaction in multiple pile group 

A single row of piles was investigated using three-dimensional FLAC
3D

 models. However, in 

practice, the piles required to stabilise a slope may be too numerous to fit in a single line, and 

piles may need to be offset from each other to form a double line of piles (a multiple pile row). 

The multiple rows of piles can be arranged in a symmetrical parallel arrangement or an 

asymmetrical zigzag pattern (Fig. 10.1). The use of multiple rows of piles may or may not 

improve the efficiency of pile stabilisation, as the first row may limit the load taken (ultimate 

capacity) of the second row. The existing numerical model can be modified to explore pile-soil 

interaction for multiple rows of piles. 

 

Figure 10.1.  Site plan of Lloyd’s cottage landslide (From Kanagasabai, 2010). 

 

10.2.4 Rigorous solution for laterally loaded pile in frictional soil 

Existing research on the drained pile-soil loading condition has predominantly been carried out 

using 1 g and centrifuge model tests. Equations for ultimate pile-soil pressure in a frictional soil 

are mostly empirical, derived from tests on sand with higher internal friction angle (' ≥ 30°). 

Due to the three-dimensional nature of the pile-soil interaction problem, there is no rigorous 

solution for the ultimate pile-soil pressure in a drained soil for either single piles or piles in a 

line or group. This could be an additional topic of further research. 
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